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Foreword

V_Ve are very pleased to provide to our readers the publication en-
titled Praise-Poems to Visnu and S'n': The Stotras of Ramanuja's
Immediate Disc1¢$ by Nancy Ann Nayar. While the philoso-
phy 9f Ramanuja has been widely studied, the thought of this il-
lustrious Acfirya and his position within the Srivaisnava sam-
pmdiya cannot be well understood without reference to the
works of his immediate disciples and companions. Unfortu-
nately, these compositions have been almost entirely ignored out-
side of the Srivaisnava tradition itself. For this reason, it has
been a long-standing desire of mine to see the stotras of Kuresa
and Parasara Bhattar translated into English. The stotra poets
quote the Upanisads time and time again; scholars of the Vedas
will be interested to see the creative ways in which the philoso-
phy of these timeless texts appear in poems of praise directed to
the main deities of major Vaisnava temples in Tamil Nadu.

Dr. Nancy Ann Nayar worked with the members of the Anan-
thacharya Indological Research Institute's staff for a period of
nine months in 1986-87, during which time she translated the
Sanskrit poems and began the study of the Tamil language. Her
Ph.D. dissertation (McGill University, Montreal, Canada) -- a
theological analysis of the stotras -- was published in 1992 by
Otto Harrassowitz in Wiesbaden, Germany, under the title Poetry
As Theology: The Sn'vaisna va Storm in the Age ofRfiminuja.

The work of Dr. Nayar is a major contribution to the study of
Srivaisnavism. It especially bridges the gap between Ramanuja
and his contemporaries, on the one hand, and the later Acaryas
on the other. The major concepts of Srivaisnavism -- such as
prapatti (salvation by surrender to God), the position of Laksmi
as pumsakira (mediator between the Lord and souls), and
kairikarya (servitude to the Divine Couple) -- are found in abun-
dance in these stotras. Hence this translation of the hymns of
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Kfiresa and Parfisara Bhattar provides valuable information for
scholars.

We sincerely hope that this volume will stimulate lBl'EI'CSiL in
the important formative years of the Srivaisnava tradition. It is a
most valuable contribution both for those scholars who have ac-
cess to the original Sanskrit compositions, and for the general
public interested in learning more about the theological and de-
votional aspects of South Indian Vaisnavism.

Thanks are due to the Manager and staff of All India Press,
Aurobindo Ashram, Pondicherry, for bringing out the book
neatly and promptly.

January 1994 K.K.A. Venkatachari
Bombay Founder-Director

and Professor
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Introduction

The well-known Visistadvaita philosopher-theologian Ramanuja
(c.1107-ll37) is regarded by the members of his Srivaisnava
community as their chief intellectual leader and teacher (Acarya).
Among the extant compositions of Ramanuja’s immediate
disciples and Srivaisnava contemporaries are ten praise-poems or
stotras. Given the close relationship of their authors with
Ramfinuja, one of the most important Hindu thinkers of all times,
it is indeed surprising that until now only a few of these 716
stanzas have been translated into English. This present volume,
then, consists of a translation of the complete stotra collection of
the Kcarya-philosopher's immediate disciple Kuresa (Tamil,
Kfirattaivan) -- referred to in the earliest hagiographical texts as
R5m§nuja’s favourite disciple -- and Kfiresa’s son, Parasara
Bhattar, who was one of Ramanuja's immediate successors in an
Acarya or guru line which extends up to the present day.
lmportantly, the stotra verses themselves substantiate Kfiresa’s
close relationship with Ramanuja, as well as Bhattar’s position of
leadership within the community of Srivaisnavas centred in the
Tamil-speaking area of South India --worshippers of the Supreme
Lord Visnu-Nariyana Who is eternally accompanied by His chief
consort SrI-Laksmi.

The word stotra (synonymous with the equally familiar terms
stava and stutr) is derived from the Sanskrit verbal root slu
meaning “to praise, to laud, to extol, to celebrate”. Among the
oldest of Hindu literary genres, its origins go back to the Rg
Veda. Important in pan-Indian Hinduism, Buddhism, and Jain-
ism, the stotra has played an especially important role in the devel-
opment of the Srivajsnava tradition. Kfiresa’s and Bhattar’s sto-
tras are particularly fascinating documents because, considered
collectively, they are the first extant compositions that reveal the
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distinctive Srivaisnava world-view; indeed, they contain a unified
theological vision based on an intricate and selective blending of
the three streams of scripture sacred to Tamilian Vaisnavas: (l) the
Sanskrit Veda and its auxiliaries, the Sastras, the Purinas, and the
Epics as interpreted by Ramanuja, (2) the Tamil Veda, comprised
of 4000 Tamil verses collectively known as Divya Prabandham,
composed by twelve Vaisnava devotees who lived from_the 6th to
the 10th century C.E. (ten of whom are referred to _as Alvars, or
“those immersed in God”), and (3) the Paficaratra Agamas, San-
skrit texts containing chapters on cosmology, meditation, iconog-
raphy, and temple construction and ritual.

Significantly, praise-poems or stotras are found in all three
streams of Srivaisnava scripture; therefore, they served as an ideal
medium for the initial synthesis of these three strands during the
crucial formative years of the tradition. Elements from all three
streams of scripture, which form the theological foundation under-
lying the stotras of Kuresa and Bhattal', appear therein as an
INTEGRATED AND UNIFIED THEOLOGICAL VISION, as has
been clearly demonstrated at some length in my in-depth analysis
of the stotra collection entitled Poetry as Theology: The Sri-
vaisnava Stotra in the Age of Rzimanuja (1992)- The intensely
emotional nature of the Alvar poets’ devotion -- their unique con-
tribution to Hindu religiosity (Hardy 1933)" Was assimilated into
the Srivaisnava community's Sanskrit literature through these
early stotras composed during the VfIY lifetime of Ramanuja. The
way in which categories and terrrunology from the Vedanta are
joined with an emotional religiosrty founded on the Alvars is, in-
deed, fascinating.

The function of the ancient and important literary genre of the
stotra is, however, multidimensional. Liturgically, the stotra ap-
pears to have played an increasingly important role in Southern
Vaisnava temples, a development that must be connected with the
emotional tenor of temple religion in the Tamil lands (Nayar
1992:22-23). Kfiresa and Bhattar composed hymns dedicated to
Visnu's most beloved iconic incarnations, such as Lord Ranga(and HIS consort Sri) of the Srirangam Temple in Tiruccirapafli,
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Lord Varadaraja at Kaficipuram, and Lord Sundara (Tamil.
Alakar) of Alakar Koyil outside the famous city of Madurai. In
each case, these hymns are recited even today in their appropriate
temples as an integral part of Vaisnava temple ritual. Kfiresa's en-
tire hymnal, collectively referred to as Pafica Stava, is chanted
monthly in the temple of his hometown of Kfiram, a village not far
from Kaficipuram.

Srivaisnavas regard stotra recitation as an effective means of
obtaining boons, such as the cure of diseases, the birth of a son,
the restoration of mental health, or even the attainment of knowl-
edge. Bhattar’s commentary on the “thousand names of Visnu”,
which he identifies as a stotra, contains a lengthy explication of the
efficacy of the chanting of the names of God, an efficacy which
stotras as a genre are generally believed to possess. According to
Bhattar, however, the stotra fulfills its function most distinctly
when it is recited purely out of devotion, and for no ulterior pur-
pose.

The chanting of stotras as a form of personal devotion is an im-
portant feature of Srivaisnava spirituality. In this tradition of
emotional devotion, the religious sentiments fostered by the
chanting of praise-poems are certainly important. Yet the objec-
tive efficacy of stotra recitation is equally significant. According
to Visistadvaita epistemology, there are three means to valid
knowledge (pramana): direct perception (pratyaksa), inference
(anumina), and verbal testimony (sabda). Recollection or remem-
brance (smrti) is a.sub-category of perception. Among the exam-
ples of recollection listed in the important Viéistadvaita handbook
called Yati'ndramata Dipikfi is the spontaneous remembrance of
previously-perceived sacred places, such as Srirangam, and the
recollection of the lovely, divine, auspicious iconic form of Sri
Verikatesa (divya-marigala-vigraha-smni) while thinking deeply
(1.19). Thus the recollection of particular iconic incarnations is,
according to Srivaisnava understanding, a form of the direct per-
ception (pratyaksa) of God. Correspondingly, among Sri-
vaisnavas an important function of the recitation of stotras, with
their graphic descriptions both of God and His terrestrial dwelling
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places, is the stimulation of the remembrance of particular iconic
incarnations of Lord Visnu, leading to valid knowledge of God.

The Stotras

The stotras of Kfiresa and Bhattar contain a wide variety of types
of verses. Apart from the many stanzas of interest to students of
Vaisnava theology, there are verses that reveal something of the
social milieu in which they were composed, and others that sub-
stantiate hagiographical stories concerning their authors and
Ramanuja. Likewise, many stanzas give us a glimpse into the per-
sonal religious experience and the deep devotion of their poet-au-
thors. Because genres of biography and personal reminiscences
were unknown to the Hindu literary world of the llth-12th cen -
turies, this, in itself, makes the stotras valuable documents.

A basic understanding of the Srivaisnava conception of God is
necessary for the comprehension both of the structure and content
of these poems of praise -- all celebrations of God’s gracious con-
descension and accessibility. One of the most distinctive features
of Srivaisnava theology is expressed in the doctrine of the five
forms or modes (pafica-pmkim) 0f Visnu, no one of which ismore fully God than the other: (1) Para is the Srivaisnava techni-
cal term for Visnu Who, in His transcendent form, dwells in the
Supreme Heaven of Vaikuntha; (2) Vyfihavatara denotes “$q
four-fold creative cosmic emanation; (3) Vibhavavatira is the termby which Srivaisnavas refer to Visnu’s occasional incarnationslimited to specific times and places the most_ _ _ ’ Popular of Whom areRama and Krsna; (4) Antaryamm is Vi nu I ‘_ _ $. as ndweller of theentire cosmos, and especially as present in th(5 Arca' e human heart; and) vatira, the central focus of Srivai d ' 'tech i l te f . , . _ $nava evotion, 1s theO n ca _ Tl“ or Vliml s incarnation as a worshippable iconne es 1a si ' . , 'P“ y Smficant feature of South Indian Valsnavism isthat each iconic incur-mi ' - . .times maintained. tlon has a unique Identity which is at all
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Srivaikuntha Stava (sVS)

Regarded by Srivaisnavas as Kfiresa’s earliest composition,
Poem in Praise ofSn‘vaikuntha, as its title suggests, is a eulogy of
Visnu’s Highest Heaven called Vaikuntha. As such, it contains
numerous stanzas in praise of God’s supemal, transcendent form
(para). Heavily influenced by the Upanisads and continuous both
with the philos0phical and devotional writings of Ramanuja, its
basic structure is the following:

Kfiresa lauds his Aca'rya Ramanuja and Nammalvar (vs. 1-3),
offers introductory verses in praise of Visnu and Vaikuntha, and
bemoans his inability to adequately laud such lofty subjects (vs. 4-
10).

Following the epistemology established by Ramanuja, Kfiresa
considers the valid means to knowledge with reference to Vai-
kuntha in vs. 11-18. Then, in the section extending from v. 19 to
v. 38, Kfiresa establishes Visnu’s essential lordship, citing a num-
ber of Upanisadic statements, and refutes a variety of schools of
thought regarding the nature of Visnu’s creatorship and His rela-
tion to the world.

In vs. 39-48, Kfiresa extols Visnu’s Supreme Heaven known
as Vaikuntha, and in vs. 49-64, following his Acfirya R5mz'tnuja’s
philosophy of God, he praises the auspicious qualities of the _Lord,
and the specifics of His creatorship. He gives us a definition of
liberation in v. 65.

In the next fifteen verses, heavily influenced by Yamuna’s Sto-
tra Rama and Rainanuja’s Vaikuntha Gadya, the poet praises the
beautiful form of the Lord, including His weapons, attendants and
consorts. The remainder of the poem consists of passages of ex-
traordinary self-abasement and reflections on the author's unwor-
thiness. This lengthy section is followed by three concluding
verses consisting of prayers invoking the Lord's protection.
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Atimanusa Stava (AMS)

Poem in Praise of the Superhuman [Activities of God] consists
of 61 stanzas extolling Visnu’s occasional incarnations. Love of
paradox, hinted at in Kuresa’s other poems, is a central feature of
this important and “typically Srivaisnava" work, replete with hu-
mour and irony. Kuresa’s own enjoyment of the tension between
the incomprehensibility and imperceptibility of Visnu’s supemal
form and the vulnerability and radical accessibility visible in His
many occasional incarnations forms the unifying feature of the
poem. The poet’s aim is less the exploration of the theological or
philosophical implications of this tension than the relish of the po-
larity inherent in God's essential nature: the very God Who is
“completely invisible and unable to be apprehended by speech or
min ” (v. 8) condescends to complete vulnerability as Krsna, who
was “bound with a rope” (vs. 36, 40), stole fresh butter in Vraja
(v. 35), and became “a laughing stock for the cowherdesses" (v.
38 .

iAfter a stanza introducing the topic of the stotra, Kfiresa contin -
ues his poem with several stanzas in. praise of the Lord’s iconic in-
carnation in the Srirarigam Temple (vs. 2-4). The significance of
this should not be overlooked. The stotras of Kuresa and Bhattar
contain many stanzas which express a passionate longing for
God’s presence and for surrender to Him, stanzas uniformly di-
rected to one or another of Visnu’s iconic incamations. By way
of contrast, stanzas in praise of God’s occasional incarnations are
considerably more restrained. Following the several passion-filled
verses directed to the Lord at Srirarigam -- God’s most accessible
form as arcavatara -- Kfiresa’s praise moves in typical Srivaisnava
style from the most accessible form to the least. Kfiresa lauds
Visnu’s occasional incarnation (as Vamana in v. 5), His four-fold
creative cosmic emanation in v. 6, and His transcendent form as
Lord of Vaikuntha in vs. 7-8.

In the theologically important stanzas 9-10, Kfireéa explores the
necessity for and wonder at God’s accessibility in His various in- -
camatrons. Verses ll~16 include an unrelated variety of stories
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highlighting the accessibility of the Supreme Lord, leading to the
large main section of the hymn. The poet delights in the paradox
of Visnu’s incarnations as Rama and Krsna -- stanzas composed
in a teasing mood (vs. 17-58). We see the devotee Kfiresa at his
best in these verses expressive of intimacy with God. The last
three stanzas of the hymn’s main section extol a variety of Visnu’s
“superhuman” activities. Kuresa then concludes his poem with a
three-stanza reflection on his helplessness and unworthiness be-
fore God, taking courage only because of the Lord's unbounded
compassion.

Sundarabahu Stava (SBS)

Of Kfiresa’s five stotras, Praise-Poem to the Beautiful-Anned
[Lord] has been most directly influenced by the Tamil poems of
the Alva-us. Composed in Vanagiri (known in Tamil literature as
Tirumfiliruficolai) during a period of its author’s separation from
his Refit-ya Ramanuja due to troubled times in Sriraiigam (vs. 129-
31), the poem contains translations into Sanskrit of numerous
Tamil epithets of God and place. The very names Sundara and
Sundarabfihu are translations of the Tamil epithets Alakar and
Cundarat tolutaiyan, employed by several Alvfirs.

Much of the general imagery and certain aspects of the structure
of this praise-poem are based on the Alvars, as well. Numerous
phrases, and in one instance an entire stanza (v. 92), are render-
ings from the Tamil Alva-1r poems. One reason for such heavy
Alva: influence is undoubtedly the fact that five Divya Praban-
dham poets (Puttat Alvar, Periyalvar, Antal, Tirumankai Alva-tr,
and Nammalvar) composed verses celebrating the beauty of this
particular iconic incarnation of Visnu and His environs.

After the initial verse of Sundarabahu Sta va, in which the poet
honours his Acfirya Rfimfinuja and establishes the poem's subject
and purpose, Ki'lresa moves directly into the praise of the auspi-
ciousness and loveliness of Lord Sundarabahu and His terrestrial
dwelling place (vs. 2-l3). Praise of the Lord through the extolling
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of His Vanagiri abode continues on and off throughout the re-
mainder of the stotra. Stanzas 24-32 laud the auspicious qualities
of God, while His beauty is the special subject of vs. 33-38. A
part-by-part description of the body of Sundara, starting with His
head, begins in v. 39 and continues through v. 68. Here we see
the frequent use of poetic metaphors common to both Sanskrit and
Tamil love poetry.

The consorts and attendants of the Lord in Vaikuntha are the
subject of vs. 69-80, with special reference to the transcendent
form of God (para), extending through v. 83. Beginning in v. 84,
in a style similar to that of the Alvar hymns, Sundara is praised for
having made Himself accessible in His various occasional incama-
tions.

Sundara of Vanagiri is linked to the three main Srivaisnava holy
places of Verikata Mountain (Tirupati), Hastisaila (Varadaraja
Swami Temple in Kaiicipuram), and Srirarigam in vs. 117-19.
The remaining stanzas consist of Kuresa’s reflections on his own
unworthiness, the Lord’s compassion, and a series of historically
significant personal petitions to Lord Sundara.

Varadaraja Stava (VRS)

The 102 stanzas of Praise-Poem to the Boon-Bestower King
are directed to the main icon in the Varadaraja Swami Temple, 10-
cated in the famous temple town of Kafici. According to
Srivaisnava hagiography, the stotra was composed by Kfiresa at
the behest of his Acarya Ramanuja as a means of requesting the
restoration of Kfiresa’s vision, lost when he was blinded by a
Saiva king who was persecuting Vaisnavas. As the story has itwhen Kuresa reached verse 23 he requested the L'ord to provide
divine (aprakrra) vision by which he might see God's glo for-ever, and he was granted the ability to see Lord Varadarar'); dRamanuja. (Kuresa himself refers to Lord Varadaraja as lilavziillilgrestored the si ht f “ ” -126.) g o more than a hundred people 1n SBS, v.
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The main epithets of both place and deity in this stotra are based
on older Tamil names, even though the shrine itself was praised
for certain only by a single Alvar, Puttat, in two verses addressed
to “the One Who dwells in Attiyur" (see n. 1). According to local
legend, the site of Varadaraja Swami Temple in Kaiici is associ-
ated both with the elephants that Hindus believe to be the
guardians of the four directions -- which are said to have wor-
shipped Visnu on the very spot where the temple was later con-
structed -- and with the lord of elephants Gajendra, much loved by
the Alvars. Kuresa frequently refers to the sacred site as Hastigiri/
Karigiri (Elephant Hill or Hill of the Elephant(s). Replete with
imagery common to both Sanskrit and classical Tamil love poetry,
Varadaraja Stava contains many stanzas important to the under-
standing of Srivaisnavism’s theology of incarnation.

Vs. 1-14 celebrate the visible presence on Elephant Hill of the
Supreme Lord about Whom the Vedas speak. Beginning in v. 15,
Kfiresa moves on to the praise of Visnu’s four-fold creative cos-
mic emanation ( vyfihavatara) (vs. 15-16), and the Lord’s innumer-
able auspicious qualities (vs. 17-20). The main section of the
poem consists of a forty-two verse celebration of Lord Varadart'i-
ja’s loveliness, including a part-by-part head-to-foot description,
based on imagery from the Alvars and classical Sanskrit court
poetry similar to that contained in Sundaraba'hu Stava, vs. 39-68.

A number of verses follow in which the poet expresses a sense
of wonder at the Lord’s need for, and dependence upon, His
devotees. In his own typical fashion, Kfiresa poignantly reflects
upon his own unworthiness and sinfulness (vs. 72-88). In the
final verses, he combines praise of the Lord’s unbounded
compassion with three stanzas concerning an unnamed petition
(vs. 89-91), an expression of surrender to the Lord founded on
His great mercy (vs. 91-92, 94-95), and the request to be forever
His servant (vs. 96, 98). Kuresa’s final resort in his appeal for
God’s mercy is his relationship with his teacher Ramanuja, a
member of the illustrious line of Srivaisnava Acaryas, at whose
feet he has taken refuge (v. 102) .
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Sri Stava (SS)

Kfiresa’s Praise-Poem to [the Goddess] Sn" consists of only
eleven stanzas. Chronologically, this poem stands midway be-
tween the short compositions in her praise by Kfiresa’s predeces-
sors (Yamuna’s Catuh $7010‘ and Ramanuja’s short laudation of
Sri in his S'aranagati Gadya ) and his son Bhattar’s longer and
much more elaborate hymn to the Goddess called Sn‘ Guna Rat-
nakos'a. Yamuna’s and R5ma‘nuja’s influence can be felt in almost
every verse of Kfiresa’s praise-poem.

Supplemented by the stanzas referring to Sri scattered through-out Kfiresa’s other stotras and by Bhattar’s poem addressed to theGoddess mentioned above, S'n‘ Stava provides us with a good un-derstanding of the Srivaisnava view of Sn‘ at the time of the earlyAciryas.

stirangaraja Stava: The First Hundred Stanzas (SRRS I)

:lltltelinportant centre of Vaisnava worship, and Nathamuni first inBllineage of Snvaisnava Acaryas, is said to have resided there_ attar s stotra IS unique among the poems of the early Acaryas

SOIiIaYY” verSC 'as’ Stmng tOgether to f0 883,111" Praise of the
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Stivaisnava spiritual practice. Customarily, one begins with one’s
own Acarya, one’s Acarya’s Acarya and so forth through the
most revered teachers, such as Ramanuja, Yfimuna, Nathamuni,
and Nammalvir, through Visvaksena and Sri, clear up to Lord
Visnu Himself. While the official gum-paramparz? does not ap-
pear to have been formalized until after Bhattar’s time, he gives us
a virtual listing in vs. 1-12 of the poem: his father Kfiresa (v. l),
followed by his Acarya Empfir, Rimanuja, Yfimuna, Nathamuni,
Nammalvar, the Goddess Sri, and the Lord Himself. This section
is followed by eight verses in which the poet bemoans his inability
to adequately praise the Lord. With v. 21, Bhattar begins a
twelve-verse eulogy of the environs of Lord Ranga’s terrestrial
abode, including several lovely descriptions of the island-town of
Sfiraligam and the Kaveri River which surrounds it.

As Bhattar begins his entry into the temple pr0per (v. 32), he
honours the leaders stationed in each of the four directions who
guard the temple from its outermost wall, and praises the temple as
a whole in vs. 33-36, Beginning with v. 37, Bhattar salutes the
gatekeepers in order to gain their pennission to enter the temple (a
custom followed by devotees even today), and then ‘celebrates
various parts of the complex, including the thousand-pillared hall
and the lotus pool. In v. 41, as he approaches the shrine of the
Alvars, the poet asks these "ten persons” to take pity on him. Af-
ter several more verses in praise of temple and town, he reaches
the figure of Narasirhha, and from there proceeds on to the shnne
0f the Acaryas (v. 48). _

As Bhattar nears the Inner Sanctum, he Pffllses the many atten-
dants of the Lord that he sees along the way (VS- 50-57) The In-
ner Sanctum and the Lord's and Sri’s ladies-in-waiting are de-

scribed and extolled in vs. 58-62. The remainder of the stotra lS

cOrrlprised of verses in praise of Visnu’s and Sri’s iconic incarna-
tions Who dwell within the Inner Sanctum. The beauty of the ut-
sava-bem -- the smaller, portable icon of the standing Lord used
in festive temple processions -- is extolled in vs. 63-74, while the
remaining verses praise the mfiIa-bera -- the well-known immov-
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able icon of Visnu-Narfiyana reclining on the serpent Adisesa -'
permanently fixed within the Inner Sanctum.

Srirangaraja Stava: The Latter Hundred Stanzas (SRRS II)

Praise-Poem to the King [of the Universe] at Sn'rarigam II i8 the
most philosophical of the early Srivaisnava stotras. After a gen‘
eral praise of Sruti and Smrti (vs. 1-4), Bhattar begins a series of
occasionally humorous refutations of various philosophical
schools of the Hindu, Buddhist, and Jaina traditions (vs. 5-16)-
Having reviewed the valid means to knowledge according t0
Visistadvaita philosophy (vs. 17-26), Bhattar begins his praise of
Lord Visnu’s auspicious qualities, including verses which care-
fully define each of the Lord's famous “six qualities".

Beginning with the inaccessible and imperceptible transcendent
God and moving through His increasingly accessible forms (in
contrast to the structure of Kuresa’s AMS), Bhattar praises the
transcendent Lord para in vs. 33-37 and Visnu’s four-fold cre-
ative cosmic emanation (vs. 39-40). After several verses on the
creation of the universe (vs. 41-44), he moves to the praise of
Visnu’s occasional incarnations and His accessibility as expressed
in a variety of His earthly activities (vs. 45-73).

Important in the theology of arcavatara, v. 74 forms a link bc-
tween the verses celebrating Visnu’s occasional incarnations and
His incarnations as a ternple icon (with special reference to Lord
Srirar'iga). Beginning With v. 83, Bhattar reviews the variety of
means to reach the Lord. The power of the Lord to effect theunion of the “surrender ” devotee with Himself is -
vs. 87-89, where Bhattar calls the Lord both t c(ilebrated 1n” _ ‘the means and the8°31 - The POP-l ¢°I_1°1Ude$ Wlth several verses of supplication andself-abasement which, at the same time, celebrate the Lord’s a-tience and compassion. p
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Sri Guna Ratnakosa (SGRK)

In Jewel-Treasury ofS'ri’s Auspicious Qualities, a companion-
piece to Srirarigaréja Stava, Bhattar directs most of his stanzas to
Sri’s iconic incarnation in the Srirarigam Temple. From a purely
literary point of view, SGRK is perhaps the most attractive of the
early Srivaisnava stotras. Theologically, too, it is the most impor-
tant of the early compositions on the Goddess Sri, for it contains
(in more elaborate form than in the works of Yamuna, Ramanuja,
or Kfiresa) the several elements which converge in the doctrine of
Sri as the essential mediator (purusakara) between the Lord and
souls.

Bhattar takes refuge with Sri, and praises her for her role in the
creation, preservation, and dissolution of the worlds in the first
two verses of the poem. Sri is then lauded for enriching the love-
liness of her husband (v. 3) and for being the very basis of His
supremacy (the later tradition calls this the doctrine of s'ri-patitva).
In vs. 5-8, according to the custom in Sanskrit stotra poetry,
Bhattar laments his inability to laud Sri appropriately, and pleads
for her inspiration so that he might complete his praise-poem to
her. Much of Sn‘ Guna Ratnakosa expresses the centrality of Sri
to the Srlvaisnava world-view; indeed, scripture itself is said to
have as one of its main purposes the acclamation of the Goddess
(for example, vs. 10, 12-14). Sri’s powerful glance -- the good-
ness that it brings, and the deprivation that arises from its absence
-- is a theme of many stanzas (for example, vs. 15-18). The very
creation of Visnu’s Supreme Heaven and all the worlds are said to
be solely for Srl’s pleasure (vs. 19-22). Bhattar then extols Sri as
Mistress of the Supreme Heaven of Vaikuntha, and praises her
relationship with Visnu and their inherent inseparability (vs. 23-
31).

In v. 32, Bhattar begins the praise of the auspicious qualities of
the Supreme Couple, employing a variety of epithets in the voca-
tive case, specifically mentioning Sri’s iconic incarnation in
Sriraiigam. He appears thoroughly to enjoy comparing and con-
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' ' dtrasting the auspicious qualities of the masculine Lord Ranga an
" vs.33-37. _ . '_

thiZZZI-Jrlrlililalfefsnai: required to memorize v. 38, a descrrptlilorilcgisglf
in a sitting posture, because it gives the idea of tiring? She" wor-
Laksmi must look (as she appears in VaikunhiCh follow are
shipped independently. Several of the stanzas w‘ hi between
the first in the tradition to highlight the erotic relatignts 1-: lation to
Visnu and Sri, its enjoyment by tfie Idevgtzelsci 22111; 5(VS 40-47).

"s role as mediator between t e o _ -
iiiese verses draw heavily on the images of Sanskrit Its/e pctzeltlroyl;g

The relish that the devotee has for the presence of ISIJU ds towith Sri, as well as their eternal inseparability which extecrii' v
Visnu’s descents to earth in incarnational form, .lS expresse tnzms:
48: ‘The poet then praises several of these occasronal incarnatt the(vs. 49-55). Bhattar concludes his poem wrth a celebration o
most beloved of all the Supreme Couple’s forms, their incarnationin a worshippable temple icon (vs. 56-61).

Asia Sloki (AS)

Eight Slokas is included in most published Srivaisnava stotracollections. While stylistically the work resembles a stotra insofaras it is written in Sanskrit poetic verse and its final stanza is dt-rected to the Lord, content-Wise it is the forerunner of the impor-tant Srivaisnava literary genre called the rahasya-grantha -~ textscomposed mostly in Manipravala, a synthetic form of SanskritizedTamil, in explication of the three main Srivaisnava mantras.While the three mantras are given to every Srivaisnava duringthe initiation ceremony 0f PM?“ their recitation isperformed daily by members of the community, their elaboratemeanings are taught only to those who eXpress a desire to delvemore deeply into the spiritual life. ecause the meaning 0fBhattar’s Asti $10k? can bes rtained in the light of thelater mhasya-grantha comme t has been suggested that

-san'isk5ra, and

t be asce
ntaries, i
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this cryptic poem is a summary of a pre-existing oral tradition
(Mumme 1987112).

Vs. 1-4 consist of an explication of the tim-mantm: “Aum namo
nariyanaya" or “AUM! Homage to Narayanal". Vs. 5-6 explain
the meaning of the dvaya-mantra: “sriman narayana caranau
saranan'i prapadye, s'n'mate nfirayanaya namah" or “I take refuge
in/with the feet of Narayana Who is [eternally united] with Sri.
Homage to Narayana Who is [eternally united] with Sri". Vs. 7-8
explain the carama-s'loka, the words uttered by Krsna (to Arjuna)
in Bhagavad Gita 18:66: “sarvadhan'nan pan'tyajya mam ekan'i
saranaiii vmja, ahan'i tva sarvapapebhyo moksayisyzimi m5 Sue _”,
or “Having relinquished all dharmas, resort to me alone as refuge;
I will release you from all sins. Do not grieve".

Srirar'iganatha Stotra (SRNS)

The brief work called Praise-Poem to the Lord [of the Uni-
verse] at S'n'rarigam appears to have been composed by Bhattar
when he was away from his beloved home of Srirarigam. Several
of its verses express the poet-Acarya’s longing to see Lord Ranga
once again (vs. 3-5). Interestingly, v. 8 confirms the
hagiographical story of Ramanuja’s visit to North India.

Text, Translation and Notes

This translation of the stotras of Kfiresa and Bhattar is based on
the edition of their works contained in Stotramala, edited by the
Acaryas of Kifici and published most recently in 1969. This
edition is the most accessible to Srivaisnavas today. Until as
recently as the last century, original copies of the Acfiryas’
manuscripts were destroyed by fire or put into a river after a copy
was made by a son or grandson. This procedure was not regarded
as a destruction of the manuscript; rather, revered manuscripts
were consigned to water or fire (both regarded by Hindus as pure
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elements) in order to prevent them from being mishandled or

treated disrespectfully. In spite of this, however, a critical edition

of the stotras has been deemed unnecessary for several reasons.

The Srivaisnava community, close-knit and geographically

well-defined, has an unbroken line of preceptors dating from its

first Acarya Nathamuni (c. 10th century C.E.). Most of its litera-
ture (other than the philosophical commentaries of Ramanuja) until
recently remained unknown to, and unread by, those outside the
community. The problem of widely diverging redactions with dif-
ferences reflecting social class or geographical region -- as exists
in the case of popular pan-Indian texts such as the Epics and
Puranas -.- lS non-existent in the early Srivaisnava sectarian litera-
ture. This is undoubtedly due to the fact that the texts were re-
stricted to a small community with a relatively cohesive world-
view (inspite of the later divisions within the community). Fur-
thermore, the first printed editions of many Srivaisnava texts
gnggdligtghtlie stotras) were made by traditional scholars beginning
consulted- angry. ‘git that time, most available manuscripts were
variant readin Sc 3T; e pnnted editions themselves often contain
pared with theg th e text of Stotramala was in each case com-
but b o er extant published editions (see bibliography),
_ ecause only two discrepancies were of any theological si nif-
icance,1 have chosen not to refer to the variant readin ° g
notes exce tin th ' ' gs m the_ p ese two instances. With respect to all othe -
zas, I believe that the comparison of variant read’ r stan
an unnecessary complication in these alread lugs would createy complicated texts.

The Translation

Certain difficult decisio. ns must be m 'giganslation. The non-technical and “2?: lmearnest evictinbehparticularly problematic ani . ' ' ‘
rather than \iiitehliihceliity Of the overall meaning 0f each
Places. words or h Item‘ emuiutbn 0f Sanskrit r stanza,p rases. especially compounds Night's”. hmi n rat er

the preparation of
I guage of the stotra

have mostly been con-
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loosely translated in order to avoid awkward constructions, which
may be found to be frustrating to readers in English. While avail-
able commentaries were sometimes consulted in order to establish
the correct prose order of the verses, in some instances stanzas
have been reconstructed in order to allow for a somewhat more
natural flow to the English language. Hopefully, this has made for
a translation that will appeal to an audience beyond Sanskritists
and academics specializing in Hinduism who can, in any case,
consult the original text.

It has been my intention to translate the verses, especially those
which are renderings of Alvar phraseology, imagery and emotion,
according to Srivaisnava idiom. The particular format for the
translated verses, which was recommended by Sheila Nayar, was
adopted not because I believe that the translations themselves
would qualify as “poetry” (many would certainly not), but because
the breaking up of the verses into small units makes for a clanty
and readabilty not found in many stotra translations up to now.

The Notes

Notes to individual stanzas are to be found at the end of each

Slum; the endnote numbers corre5pond to the stanza numbers._ I

haVe made every effort to identify antecedents of the verses, in-
cluding phrases and epithets from the S_ansl<rit Veda, thgcpmppt:
tions of Ramanuja, the hymns of the A1vars,_and the ancdara .

Agamas. The stotras contain many Upamsad'lc phrases at} “cpl;

thets; particularly well-known phrases or epithets (especganyge
contained in numerous Upanisads) have. not been identi ie d1 d

“Otes, For the identification or explanation of Sanskrit morrzaadner

the names and epithets of deities, persons, and places, I e

may refer to the Glossary.
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l
I take refuge at the feet
of my illustrious preceptor Rama'tnuja
the sole ocean of compassion who

because of passionate attachment
to the gold of Acyuta's lotus-feet

eternally considers all else as straw!

2
May we resort to Vakulabharana's feet --
omaments [decorating] the heads

of the elders adept in the Three Vedas,
the eternal wealth of good people,
and an auspicious asylum

for those with no other refuge.

3
Victory to the ocean in the form of Parfinkusathe divine abode of Acyutawho has limitless greatness,is filled with a surging flowof the sap of love's essenceenkindled by the fetters ofwonderful passionate feelingsgrising from devotion's poweran is a storehouse of recious ',[resplendent] with the lrJiches ofjtiiziisedas
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4
I extol that Foremost Splendour
Whom [the wise] desire
for the sake of the world's great welfare

dependent upon Whom
are the heavenly abodes

Who is lotus-eyed,
without a second, knowable by Vedanta,
and beginningless!

5
May I see that Indescribable One Who

wears a golden garment
casts sidelong glances, boon-bestowing and cool

has hands reaching down to His knees

is black like a cloud
has long ears and a chest raised and broad

and is the bearer of Laksmi.

6
We announce the lofty status of being Visnu

[with Upanisadic phrases such as]:

the Truth Undecaying
the One without clan or class

the Invisible One
im rce tible, 1n

the Cpcfntrcfller of this world

which is smaller than an atom.

describable, and incomparable

7

I think that the Abode‘pf Visnu

which shines perpetua y _

' Vedas (U amsads)
on the sumrmt of the p lted servams

and on the heads of the Lord's exa
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falls within the range of speech
of even people like me

because of [the Lord's] motherly affection
toward those who have taken refuge with Him!

8
Though fully aware of my own [ignorance]
I shamelessly utter words of affection
to the feet of Visnu!

No one calls the water [of a sacred river]
impure if lapped by a dog,
nor need the dog feel ashamed
when overcome by thirst!

9
The magnitude of the qualities
of the demon-destroyer God
transcends speech and thought.

Just a tiny particle from those [qualities]would pacify my torment,
[for] even a drop of water from the oceanlS sufficient [to satisfy]
a thirsty insect!

l 0
Men of ancient times

whose ecstatic speech was tender with lovehave praised You with m ll'O Enemy of Madhu! 6 Ifluous words
l[V[y lowly speech
seems to make] a mockeof their [sweet] sayings. ry
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On the other hand,
Your forgiveness will find an object
in my harsh language!

l l
Your revered commandment
known as the Three Vedas
is accepted as the valid means to knowledge

of the supra-sensual,
while other means

[such as perception and inference]
are faulty and [therefore] fallacious.

But the eternal [Triad]
is praised as flawless!

[2
You are a hidden treasure for ALL people,
obtainable by the meriton'ous
but difficult to reach for others!

The virtuous performers of meritorious deeds
accepted the Triad in this matter,
but others

by practicing things contrary t0 the Vedas
have fallen down [into viewpoints]
which fail to recognize Vedic authority.

13
The evil consequence of the actions

of wicked people
is made visible [by] the wonderful sport of fate!

Alas!
Those whose minds are
steeped in wrong philosophy
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even [after] having taken [into account]
the revered Sruti
[in the matter of deciding]
the meaning [of words]

are doomed!

14
What is the difference between
those who seek out a mirage [in the desert
in order to quench their thirst]
and are then devoured

by the wild animals [living there],
and those who are fortunate enough
[to reside] near a pond
but are killed by crocodiles ?

Alas! [There is no differencell

Both those who deny the authority of the Vedasand the followers of wrong philosophiesderived from it
go to limitless terrible darkness,[for] You do not
cast Your glance
on [either of] them.

15In the very same way that an objectmay be clearly seen [only] in the sunlight,so those with minds rn_ ade flawleby devotion to You SSdiscern the meaning of Sruti[using] acceptable aidssuch as logic and Smriisent forth by You 'to elucidate the Vedas.
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l6
Those devoid of devotion to Your lotus-feet
cannot correctly apprehend an object as it really is
[because] a [jaundiced] eye
not treated with bile-killing ointment
is unable to perceive the whiteness of a conch
even in the [sun]light.

l7
We determine that You alone are the Supreme Lord
a truth disclosed by hundreds of Vedic statements

which have as their chief aim
the exposition of reality,

by the power of Smrtis
which conform [to the Vedas],

by true Purinas
given to the exposition of the truth,

and by the wisdom of the knowers of the Lord.

1 8'
Elsewhere some people accept
the popular understanding
of [the epithet] “lsa” (lord)
and declare that [Siva] is Lord .

They accept the Three Vedas
only in order to endow mere public opinion
with [Vedic] authority.

But with You, O Imperishable One,
the Tn'ad is direct!

l9
He Who is smaller than an atom
and greater than the great
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became the Soul of [all] people
and the Generator of the worlds.

We pronounce You -- such as You are -—
Supreme Lord

You Who are denoted by the syllable “A”
which is the root of the sacred syllable AUM,
the very essence of the Vedas.

20
You are the Lord of souls.
There is no Lord other than You.
You are the Overlord of the universe
and its Final Goal.

0 Nirfiyana! o Imperishable One!
You alone are the transcendent God!
Even Brahma and the other [gods]have obtained their very existence
by Your glance.

2]
You are the Eternal One,
without equal or superior
Exalted Glory, ’
the Ancient Man

living in the ete _
the Generator of “r221 and undecaymg heaven,
and the Ground of this WOrld

O Supporter of the earth!The Vedas celebrate You alone‘

22
You are that thOUSa
Whom they Call ‘he'fglsgaded man
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of past, present and futlire,
and the One having n0 r“ er [OVer Him]_

Your abode is on the ocean,
Your forms are limitless’ _
and Your Queen is Laksm'

Mother of the three worlds_

3
In conformity with all the SmtlS,

Purusa Sfikta f h
which is the purifitir o t e Whole World
and faultless like You

described You
Who are steadfast, un§hakeable,
and the bearer of the “fie 0f Narayana

as Supreme Pers0n and Lord_

24
That lordly bliss wh
as hundred-fold in se
[is comparable] to Y?“
only if finally multipll
beyond [the range of] speech and mind_

ich [Sruti] has described
quennal order

l' 0W" [bliss]

One
Sun,
ople as

You, the Lotus-eyed
and the Person in the
are here among the pe
the Inner Soul!

25
That which is regarded,“
the root cause [of all things] "
and is known
in the [Upanisadic] statfiifnems 0n creation

as “Brahman” 01"‘5at
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by the word Atman, or as Tat --
Mahopanisad proclaims to be
Narayana.

[Other Upanisads] beginning with. subfila
have also followed this [same tradition].

26
What is understood in the Srutis as
the Supreme Light

the Highest Truth
the Supreme Soul
Brahmm
and the Highest Entity

one Upanisad calls “ arayana”
and another “the supreme status of Visnu”.

27
Thus thousands of Upanisadic statementsproclaim Your supreme essential lordship.
Moreover, while traversing the worldsswallowing them

and spitting them out again,You didn’t even take noticeof the difference betweena [tiny] insect and [the great lord] Brahma!

Ihe Wise ones determine Yo - .ur eby the glory of Your f0 ssentlal lordship
YOU!‘ SuPl-eme AbOde

@111t other Undis rful, aPPl'Opriate deedsmdicariVe of Y pured marksour supmmacyl
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29
It is [well-known] to all people
that she whose sidelong glance
perpetually determines the sovereignty

of lords [like Brahma and Siva]
is [named] Sri.

People of eloquent speech
derive the etymology [of the name Sri
from the fact that]
she has taken refuge with You,
and call You the sri of Sri!

30
Despite the existence of Sruti,
on account of their adamant and baseless logic,
some skeptics become deaf toward You
because of m5y5’s power.

That miyi created by You out of the three gunas --
what amusement does it not provide for You,
O All-Pervading One?

31
O Storehouse of eternal, blemishless, spotless,
changeless, auspicious, true qualities!

These [deaf ones] have said
that You are constantly being born variously
in [the form of] inanimate objects
and worms, butterflies, elephants
and other [creatures]!
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32
This entire universe is manifested
because of Your glance
and were You not to cast Your glance
it would not appear at all.

It desires Your glance .
in order to remain [in exrstence].

Thus in Sruti You alone
i‘ Qare referred to as the world’ .

33O Lord!
Sruti has decree
the name -- like
of all things mo
is dependent up

d Your sovereignty such that
the form _-
Ving and non-moving
On You alone.

Alas!
For sinners
this is a cause of delusionl'egill'ding You!

34Various [people] who areeven slight and momentaryrecipients evenave acquired

Whichever [gods] have sPOken of{"8 essentialv lordlinessca ed lords] in the Srutis-on account f their associationwrth Your glory.
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35
Some deluded ones think that
the variety of eternal things
is by its essential nature
independent of You
and so they speak of Your sovereignty as limited.

But the Three Vedas declare
Your dominion uncircumscribed!

36
All things exist
because of Your will alone.

Some things
forever dear to You

are eternal.

[Among these] etemals Your auspicious qualities

are indeed a [good] example for us

[because] it is certain'that
their inherent nature is one of

eternal dependence on You alone.

37
You are not only _
the Cause of this universe . _

comprised of sentient beings (cit)

and insentient objects (acit),

O Imperishable One,
but also its Effect!

[Thus] the Upanisads forcefully proclaim

Your immutabilitv

[as the quality] which reveals

the limitlessness tial lordlmess.
of Your essen
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38
Those who understand [the meaning 0t] Sruti
know that Your divine glory is incomprehensible
without indulging in unfounded arguments
[which include such questions as]:

“With what instrument?
staying where?
taking what [as the material]?
and to what end
does the Lord create all this?"

39
The Cosmic Egg

covered by the seven elements
is the abode of the fourteen worlds

and of Siva and Brahma;
hundreds of eggs like that one
each subsequent one ten times [larger]

than the one before
have become [mere] playthings
for Your sport!

40
Created by Your own will for Your action of sport.
these [eggs] represent
a minuscule fraction of an iota of Your glory.

Your Supreme Eternal Realm
IS ever changeless
and transcends time.

41That which [the wise on.

e

.milliélimfifbww Vigniesmbe as
n

y
o

I

which is lugugctllleadkness
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composed of the highest sattva
eternal
the Ground of all Bliss
and very beautiful and wonderful

they also proclaim as
Your Abode called Vaikuntha.

42
That eternal [place]
difficult to reach even for [gods]

such as Brahma, Siva and Indra
or for Sanaka and others
who delight in renunciation,

which some [devotees] desire
as the resplendent [state of] union with the Lord,

which is directly perceptible [by liberated souls]
and is the most highly revered of all places,

[the wise ones] proclaim as
Your Abode called Vaikuntha.

43
Phrases such as “with form”

“with multitudes of true qualities"
“with noble and sweet thoughts”
“with greatness" and “with the highest wealth"

when used to describe [the Eternal Realm as being]

“like this” [or] “like that” .

show disrespect for the glory [of Vaikuntha].

44
On account of the greatness of that which is

eternal and unacquainted With changes

like growth, decay and destruction,

the fruit of ritual actions _ _

-- impermanent and resulting m sorrow --

is mentioned in the Srutis as insignificant.
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45
That [place] which can be reached
by the pure,
by those who have transcended changes

like birth and old age,
by those who possess

the wealth of abundant devotion,
and by those who are not attached

to worldly existence,
and cannot even be imagined

by other less-fortunate ones,
[the wise ones] proclaim as
Your Abode called Vaikuntha!

46
The supreme greatness
of Your limitless Eternal Realm
is established as independent
of anyone other than You.

Multitudes of qualities
beginning with knowledge

have crossed beyond all limits!

Your beloved Laksmi
and Your important attendantssuch as the king of the birds G[dwell there]. ( amda)

a minuscule fraction of a bitof a single quality from among themthe resultant glory wouldSp ch and in _ transcend
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Yet You are One Whose glory is
independent [of these qualities]!

48
[People who are considered great are judged so]
on account of their qualities.

Some gain respect
because of worldly power.

O All-pervading One,
with You it is precisely the contrary!

Your power and qualities attain auspiciousness
on account of their association with You!

49
The Three Vedas declare You to be

without qualities
because You are untouched by
the material constituents

of purity, passion, and ignorance.

O Hari!
They proclaim You
the Supreme Lord of lords
because You are an Eternal Ocean
of all true qualities!

50
The)’ Sfly that knowledge itself
is Your essential nature _ _
and also that knowledge IS Your attribute
in the same way that a gem made of lustres
has lustre itself as its quality.
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Therefore, [having knowledge as a quality],
You perceive the entire universe directly,
and its protection is accomplished
solely by means of Your glance.

51
By declaring in sequential order
“Those which are one hundred [times bliss]...”
the Three Vedas attempted to delimit Your bliss
which is augmented by
streams of Your qualities

beginning with youthfulness.

Ultimately they proclaimed [Your bliss] to be
beyond the range of speech and mind!

52
Thus the ingenious [Triad] declared that
the great majesty of all Your limitless glories

along with all Your auspicious qualities
beginning with youthfulness

is beyond the range of speech.

53
Oh! What a wonder!
By Your wonderful action
at the time of the dissolution [of the worlds],
controlling according to its appropriate merits
the entire undifferentiated [universe]

which was ignorant
and without knowledge of past experience

You instantaneously effected its reappearance
by Your vow to glance [in its direction] at Once
[causing it to become] differentiated
from a [tiny] insect
clear up to [the great lord] Brahma.
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54
Such is Your limitless lordly power that
with that selfsame glance
You set in motion the wonderful universe
which ever moves toward appearance

growth, decay, and dissolution
[and is differentiated by]
moving beings and non-moving things
and also lords and beggars!

55
Since You are able to create the universe

destroy it, change it, make it non-existent
and determine change as to its form and nature,

why do You take into account the law of karma
[when the wise ones] declare
Your lordly autonomy indisputable?

56
They speak of Your splendour as darkening
the brightness of the thousand-rayed [sun]

which collects together [its rays]
at the time of dissolution [of the universe].

Your perpetually playful and ravishing brilliance
is ever well-disposed
toward those well-disposed to You
and is terrifying to [all] others!

57
[All] creatures are dependent upon Your glance
for their very existence,
so You are already the possessor of everything!

l [can’t] imagine another
as munificient as You!
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You [Yourself] are the temple of Indira
[the Goddess of Wealth]

so where is the need
to speak of Your riches?

58
Just look!

Seeking to uplift the creature
who seeks to drown in the sorrows .
caused by sins arising from latent impressions
[resulting] from birth after birth
in this beginningless transitory existence,
solely out of compassion
You have prescribed in the Sfistras _
[the means for] the expiation of those srns.

59
The spiritual well-being
which You fashion for Your creatures

by the eternal Sastras
by Smrtis
by the deeds of Your divine incarnations
and by Your auspicious glance

is a wealth of bounding billows
belonging to the Most Excellent Oceanthat is Your compassion!

6O
Oh! Alas! Do tell [me]!
What is this sin ' .. 0f inconceivableincessantly and constant! potencWho have not fa - y Pl'eSent in creaturessha fortunate destiny“med for themselvest at causes them to cross beyond
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the ocean of Your compassion
[even though] it sports in overflowing
its proper boundaries.

61
Here [in this transitory world]
a creature commits in half a moment
sin [the effect of which is] inexhaustible
even after the experience [of suffering]
lasting for millions of eons.

Ah! How wonderful it is
that You always forgive such a sinner
in all [sorts ofl births
solely because of a mere intention to stop [sinning].

62
How could so great a forgiveness fail
toward those who have a protective armour
in the form of hands folded
in supplication to You?

And how can Your forgiveness
be regarded as an auspicious quality
[when it proceeds] on its own

without distinction
toward all creatures zealously eager

for Your motherly affection?

63
When You [heard] the trumpeting

of the best among elephants [Gajendra],h ht

You Who created the universe by a mere t oug

caused it to flourish, _

and then desired to destroy it,
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wanted to come [to him]
and stroke his foot!

What do You mean by surrendering.
to such [feelings of] motherly affection ‘.7

64
Oh how wonderful!

If any creature in this transitory existence
might worship the Lord ever so slightly

with an undivided mind,
You accept him on par with Garuda
even without knowing that

“He is [like] this,
He is endowed with such-and-such qualities,
He is thus-and-so”!

65
You bestow upon those who have resorted t0 You
form and qualities such as glory
that are equal to Your owu.

Some therefore say that liberation is
identity withYou.

[But] in the highest considered opinionof the learned
liberation is only
servitude to You!

66
Be that as it may!
Oh, what [a wonder thatYou take on ] the nature and qualities
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in whatever kinds and amounts they might be
of whomsoever resorts to You.

With Your conduct dependent on [Your devotee
and becoming] similar in qualities with him,
You embrace him!

67
O God! For a hundred autumns
may we see You like this --
resembling a mountain of black collyrium
having a prominent and attractive nose

long eyes, long-stretching ears
victorious arms [reaching down] to the knees
a chest [decorated] with the sn'vatsa mark
and a navel broad and deep.

68
We praise this golden-cloth clad body
which has lotus-eyes and lotus-feet
delightful finger-tips lovely like red lotuses
hair curls resembling [swarms of] bees
and a body-complexion [the colour] of black bees.

69
When will You favour me with
the amorous play of Your eyebrows
Your tender, cooling glance and gentle smile
Your speech [filled] with sweet syllables
and Your lotus-face

blossoming forth with fervent love?

70
When will Your pair of lotus-feet

with the marks of the thunderbolt, goad,
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banner, lotus, conch, discus, female fish,
pot of nectar and desire-yielding tree

anoint my head once again
with light spreading forth?

7!
When will Your lo'tus-foot
which in the strides of Trivikrama

traversed the three worlds,
which is is a head ornament

for those having unsurpassed devotion
and eternal wealth to me,
agree to [take its place upon]
my head for a longtime ?

72
Ah! When will You fulfill my desiresby placing on my head
the fine and tender young leaf of Your handwhich resembles a veined lotusand is similar to a lotus

with fully-bloomed petalsso delightful to the senses ?

73iAh! The natural beauty of Your body aloners ever enough!

Even then there is more [to be enjoyed]!
[Your natural beauty] enhanced by[the loveliness of] Your ornamentsbecomes too much [to bear]!
Your abund t 'Oh! [H an splendourrn its entirety!ow can I speak abour that ?]
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74
With unblinking eyes let me see You shining
with the sn'vatsa [mark], kaustubha jewel,

crown and forehead mark,
with an annlet, a garland, and a bracelet of gold,
with an extraordinary necklace, jewelled anldets,
and with the knot of Your garment

[tied around Your waist]!

75
Your lovely complexion is like a blue lotus

in some pans
and like a white lotus in others,
[silver] like the moonlight

in some places
and golden [like the sun] in others.'

Bearing the beauty mutually,
[each part is enhanced] by the other.

When can my eyes
feast on You ?

76
With my hands folded in supplication to You

and with wide-open eyelids
may I enjoy You Who

with conch and discus
mace, sword, and bow [in Your hands]

reside along with the divine Sri
on the enjoyable Serpent Couch,

waited upon by Garuda, Visvaksena,
and Your other attendants.
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77
May I be united with Your attendants

my celestial masters, the etemally free [souls]
who forever delight in Your servrce, _
for whom You are the sole object of enjoyment,
and whose hearts are forever melted

with the sentiments [of love] fresh each moment,
each one ever regarding the other as supenor!

78
Whatever is resplendent here [in this world]they call by the term " sri"
[yet] beauty and splendour
are only an infinitesimal part
of [Your consort Sri’s] greatness.

[Learned people] indeed declare thatshe whom they call by the name of Sriand whose dwelling-place they declare You to beis [herself] the attainment
of those engaged in [spiritual] striving.

79She whom You obtained through Your exertionin the churning of the oceanand because of whose disappearance [as Siti]You set out to destroy the worlddelights You always with deep feelingswhich have a continuous flow ofthe extraordinary sentiment [of love]each and every moment!

80May I, who approached Youwrth afeeling of exaltation[at being in Your presence]
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serve You and Sri, the Sovereign [of the universe]
who forever resembles You

with the splendour of her beauty
with her multitude of qualities
with her majesty and glory
with her noble and sweet sentiments
and with her attractive actions.

81
Let these nights end for me
who am interested [solely] in serving You,

my Father [Visnu],
along with my Mother [Ksama]
who is the sustainer of the universe

consisting of moving and non-moving things,
the supporter of the world,
and forbearance (ksami) itself

by her supreme forgiveness.

82
May that exceedingly noble Nila accept me,
who with the sweetness of her feelings

with her various graceful movements
with the amorous play of her eyebrows
and her smile and sidelong glances

is one with You
and You are
one with her!

83
Having moment by moment
delighted the goddesses
with deep feelings mixed with [love’s]

extraordinary, wonderful
and ever fresh sentiments,
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You properly honour Your servants
accompanied by their appropriate retinue.

May I be near to You, O Lord!

84
Alas! Alas!
I am doomed, I am wicked!
Fie upon me!

What have I said,
falling into delusion ?

Oh! How can a sinner like me
deserve even so much as to remember You

Who are the abode of auspicious qualities
untouched by defects ‘.7

85
Even after having forcibly conquered sin
purified the mind
shaken off all inauspiciousness

persisting from birth
and imbibed multitudes of true auspicious qualities,
still I am unworthy of Your feet
because [in spite of all this]
I have been submerged in this [sinfulness]
for a [too] long time!

86
But on the other hand,
what do I know [about Your mercy]!
You accept what is inauspicious [in Y
as if there is nothing preferable,
[solely] because of their associatiOn With You

our devotees]
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If You accept an individual thus,
then there is none worthier than he!

87
Because we did not become

the target of Your glances
we have fallen into the whirlpool of san'wsa'ra !

How can those such as we --
who have incessantly committed
thousands of sins in [a multitude of] births --

be worthy of Your compassion ?

88
I have not at all accumulated [merit

based on] good deeds,
nor have I flawless knowledge;
moveover, I am bereft of devotion
to Your revered lotus-feet!

O Lord!
I am an [empty] vessel
fit [to be filled with] Your compassion!

89
What is the use of all this prattling?

Hundreds of thousands of times
I have committed thoroughly
every single [deed] that can be called a sin

whether great or small
intentionally or unintentionally!

By Your compassion, please forgive me
[for] I have no recourse other [than You]!
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90
Alas! O God!
Even though I have been accepted
b Ramanuja the Noble --

ywho is a master in the love of Your feet --
delusion regarding sensual attachments
overpowers me again [and again]!

Where else here [in this transitory existence]
can You find so powerful a karma as mine?

91
Having pondered over
the thousands of births
of all creatures great or small,and with a body tormented
at being excessively pressedin the womb [of birth after birth],I wander about here [in sarnsira]without any cure and struck down!

92And furthermore,having experienced over and over againindescribable sorrows [arising]at the times of [my many] births,and knowing nothing over and above grief,I am foolish beeause of childishness!
[And yet] I [continue_ to] commit further deedswhich result ll'l miseTY [for me] in the next world!

93
ced yet another sorrowon that it is joy,g once again

Having experienunder the delusiand approachin
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great and manifold miseries,
I honour even the slightest, most insignificant
and despicable sorrow-mixed pleasure as happiness
even though its consequence is grief.

94
Led on wrong paths by horses
in the form of sense organs which tempt me,
I am being chumed by
repugnant and unobtajnable desires!

My mind mad with the pride of learning,
wealth, and birth in a good family,

[and filled] with desire, and anger,
I am unable to advance toward Final Emancipation!

95
Alas!
My thirst for desire'd but difficult-to-obtain objects
grows a thousand-fold!

[But whether] I am able to get what I long for
or whether obstacles prevent it,
the ever increasing craving
still does not subside!

96
I have neither faith nor devotion,
neither the strength nor the desire

to recite [Your names]
sing Your praises
honour You
or meditate upon You.
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I have a mind unrepentant for duties left undone.

But woe is me! What abundant assistance there is
on the opposite side!

97
My unbounded and incorrigible wickedness
is well-known by this indeed,

O Lord;
I am unworthy of even a [single] breeze
wafting out from the nectar-waves
of [the ocean of Your]
great and limitless compassion!

98
O Master!

Beginning with lordliness and valour,compassion, dignity, forgiveness,and especially unconditional kindheartedneSS.all Your auspicious qualitieshave attained their objectafter reaching me
[a man] full of limitless, terrible sins,doomed and wrth no resort other [than YOU]!

99Although it is [a sign of] Your reatnethat You protect all these v ' g SS

[for] unlike these others’ave no resort other [than You]|
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100
Without You people can obtain neither
the qualification to perform their [ritual] duties
nor the will to perform them exhaustively.

Thus [in Your eyes]
there is no difference
between them and me
[for we are all dependent on You]!

101
If it is a binding rule,
O Bestower of Boons,
that You protect
those who follow all [the Sastraic] injunctions
and not the others,
then You alone [should] grant rne the power,

qualification, will, removal of obstacles,
and all else [that I need]!

NOTES

l This stanza has become the official guru-parampara (lineage
of Acaryas) verse in praise of Ramanuja. As such, it is re-
cited by all Srivaisnavas, whether Tenkalais (Southern
School) or Vatakalais (Northern School).

5 References to the Lord’s and Sn"ss“sidelong glance" (iksana
or kataksa) abound in Srivaisnava praise-poems. Regarded
in both Sanskritic and Tamilian culture as the “look of love”,
God’s sidelong glance -- a glance from the comer of His
eye -- connotes the passionate nature of His relationship
with His devotees (as their Beloved), as well as the power
of His glance. A straightforward glance or direct gaze
would overwhelm the devotee.
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“
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l4

This verse mentions several mahE-purusa-Iaksanas, or
signs of a great man: long arms reaching to the knees, long
ears, a broad chest, and so forth.

Visnu is frequently referred to as “the bearer of Laksmi"
(Laksmidhara), synonymous with His better-known name
Sfidhara. Theologically, this name is particularly significant
for Srivaisnavas: “Just as the gem bears its lustre, and the
flower its fragrance...Visnu bears Laksmi by an inherent
[eternal] relationship” (see Bhattar, BhGD, No. 617).
“clan” (goua) , “class” ( vama).
:‘the water [of a sacred rivet-1” (tirtham), The word “river” is
Implled in the verse due to the fact that other forms of water
(such as water in a pot) would, indeed, become im pure if
licked by a dog.
“Of the demon-destro er od" dev ' -refers to Visnu, Who iys wgell-krfownagfiaacllgliiiltnzfianasya)gagggsudhana. For an extended etymological eXplanatiO"demon: epithets referrmg to V1snu’s role as the destroyer 0f_ , see Bhattar, BhGD, No. 210.niatlzgézita pagosiophy recognizes three means to valid
scriptural) tegiimgnyélggzaence, and verbal (pnman'ly_ se Visnu’s Su reme Heaven3223:1350pheerceptlon by the senses, the nas alonere ' ' '
it. as tray: or Triad) can give us knowledge 0f
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16

51

In this verse and v. l6, Kuresa clearly follows his Acarya
Ramanuja’s teaching on the relationship between devotion
and knowledge. See Ramfinuja, VS, para.l44.
This verse is a continuation of v. 15.

In this stanza, Kfiresa enunciates the view of his Acirya
Ramanuja called satkhyativada, or the theory of reality-
apprehension. Ramanuja reduces all the other five theories
of perception (including akhyati or non-apprehension,
annakhya'ti, or self-perception, anirvficaniya-khayti, or
indefinable perception, anyathakhayti, or rnisperception, and
asatkhyiti or non-being’s perception) to two: an object
which is manifest to consciousness through perception
either corresponds completely to the thing as it is in reality
(yathartha) or it does not. Ramfinuja’s SriBh deals with a
number of exceptions which apparently contradict this
realistic theory of perception, one being the yellow ap-
pearance of white things to the jaundiced eye: “But in the
(perception of the) yellow conch and other such things (by
the jaundiced eye), the ocular rays combined with the bilious
substance existing in the eye, are brought into association
with the conch and other such things. The whiteness be-
longing to the conch is not apprehended, because it is over-
powered by the yellow colour belonging to the bile. Hence,
as in the case of the conch-shell covered with gold, there is a
perception that the conch is yellow. The bilious substance,
and the yellow colour belonging to it, are very subtle and are
not therefore apprehended by the bystanders. But, by him
who is (thus) afflicted with biliousness, they are, though
subtle, apprehended well, because they have proceeded from
his own eyes...” (SriBh I. l.l.l, p.167). This and all other
excerpts from SiiBh are based on the translation by M.
Rangacharya and M.B. Varadaraja Iyengar, unless
otherwise indicated.

In this verse, Kfiresa, following Ramanuja, links “the ap-
prehension or knowledge of the thing as it is" (yathzirtha-
bodha) with devotion to the lotus-feet of the Lord (afighri-
sarasi-ruha-bhakti). Devotion, which is likened to a bile-
killing ointment, is the remedy for faulty apprehension.
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18

l9

20

22

24
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Vs. 17-20 have as their object the praise of Visnu’s
supreme lordship over all ofcreation.
“Lord” (lsa) is popularly regarded as an epithet of Siva.
According to Kuresa's verse, people who accept this under-
standing then go to the Vedas, and findin the name Tsa
there, claim that the Vedas conclude that Siva is the Sup-
reme Lord. The Vedas are thereby used to legitimize what is
mere popular opinion. But in the case of Visnu, the Triad is
direct (sammukina, lit. “face-to-face").
“Smaller than an atom" (Moranu-tarah) and “greater than the
great" (mahatalg mahiyin) is taken from KUp 1.2.20: “this
person, k(ept in the cave [of the heart], is even smaller thanan atom anoraniyan), and the reat ”(mahatomahi'yin). g among the great

This same Upanisadic passage was adapted by Tirumali-car Alvar 1n Tiruccantavimttam, v. 109: “There is none l0méakuebyotgsmsll, bgt You became smaller none to make1g, ut ou ecome bi er... , 'sages praise You thus, gg O 60d 0f godS- TheandI rais " 'KLKA. Venkatachari). p e you also (translation by
sa Eezpressable by the'syllable ‘A’ which is the root of theRgganivllabl; IEUM . Kuresa’s interpretation is based onbasis f1}? W 9 argues the supremacy of Narfiyana on theo 1s bemg denoted by the letter ‘A’ Which is the'30:; of the-sacred syllable Aum” (Carman i981.165)issue in vs. 20-2 ' ' ' ' 'other gods. 41$ VISTA“ S SUpreme lordship over all
“Thousand-headed man” (p_ urusah...

- - 'based on PuSu (sahasra-s'irfiy-Sé l~39i'1hasra murdhé) 1s226. e hattar, BhGD, No.
“Lord Of Past preSe_, . i I'll: and future” (b _

Isa
h t _ _ I.

(hi-7112323325‘, KUP “'1-51 “Lord ofLiazfirziciiarghfiYad29 aVyasya). See also u re
l. Bhattar, BhGD, N0.

Bliss (finanda) ' _Jfl S Interpretation in this stanzamind ’ IS based
ge Of i

l. Rama ] speech and
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25

26

27

Upanisadic passage “proceeds to give a definite measure-
ment of the excellence of the Bliss of the Brahman in that
order in which each succeeding bliss is a hundred fold of the
bliss (immediately preceding it); and then speech and mind
return from Him (without attaining Him) on account of that
(Bliss) being incapable of (such) definite measurement”.
According to Ramanuja, “a'nandamaya (or That which con-
sists of Bliss) is different from the individual self, who is
capable of existing in both the states of bondage and final
release" (SriBh 1.1.7.17).

“Inner Soul” (antaratma) is a reference to God as antar-
yamin , “Indweller” or the “Soul of the soul”; “Person in
the Sun” (purusah pausnab, lit. solar person). Both refer-
ences are from TaittUp 1.8.5: “He Who is in [the heart of] a
human being (pumse) and He Who is in the Sun (Editye) are
one and the same".
The pattern for the use of proof texts in this verse is based
on Ramanuja, who quotes a number of Upanisadic passages
referring to Brahman, and then states: “By means of these
and other similar passages‘, it is made out that Narayana
Himself, the Lord of all the lords, is the supreme cause. The
words ‘Sat’ (existence), ‘Brahman’, ‘Atman’, which are all
found mentioned in similar contexts, are particularized by
the word ‘Narayana' occurring in a context similar (to the
other above-stated contexts), and they reveal Him alone”
(SriBh 11.1.6.15).

SuUp is an important proof text for Ramanuja. The pas-
sages which he quotes from the text often are those which
name Narayana. (See, for example, SriBh 1.1.1.1 and
11.1.3.9, and BhGBh XII.2).
“The Supreme Light" (jyotih param), “the Highest Truth”
(parama-tattvam), “the Supreme Soul" ( paizitmzi) and "Brah-
man" are all called “Narayana” in MaNarUp.

Viguolg padan'1 pammam may denote either the Supreme
Brahman Himself or His Supreme Abode of Vaikuntha ac-
cording to Ramfinuja.
In this verse, Kfiresa states that the supreme lordship of
Visnu, proclaimed in the Upanisads, is evident in His incar-
nations as well.
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The words “traversing the worlds” refer to the trlgree steps
taken by Visnu’s incarnation as Vamana the dwja 'itting

The act of Visnu’s swallowing the_ worlds an lspf 135
them out again is referred to by the Alvars a tota 0 t
times. It occurs in the poems of all the Alvars excep ed to
Tontaratipoti’s, and is one of 8h; Btost frequently re err"' e. in DP Ate 1978;38 - . _ .glgliloglgsses “ot(her undisputed marks” of Vlsnu WIIh_S\-‘l¢hphrases as: the quality of being the-husband of Laksml 'esa-(Iaksmi-patitva), the quality of reclining on [Adl]_se$fl (8 .sayitva), and the quality of having Garuda as vehicle
(vainateya-vihanatva).
This verse is connected with the immediately preceding onesin that s'rI-patitva , or the quality of being the husband of S11.is important for establishing the supremacy of the Lord-While Sri obtains her high status as a result of her hlngtaken refuge with Visnu, the position of this stanza m thegroup declaring the Lord’s supremacy (vs, 17-29) implle§the reverse as well. According to Srivaisnava theology. Sfiis one of the marks of the Lord’s supremacy. For a historyof the concept of s 'n-patitva, see Nayar 1992:229-32.Kt'iresa says that the Goddess is named Sri “because shehas taken refuge with [Visnu]”. According to this interpre-tation, the name S ri is derived from the Atmanepflda orpassive form of the verbal root s’ 'n meaning “to lean on, reston...cling to, be supported or fixed or depend on...to g0 t0,approach, resort or have recourse to (for help or refuge)...."
(M-W, 1098) The name Sri may also be derived from theverbal root sri meaning “to diffuse light, beauty, grace.are, good fortune...auspiciousness “wealth,treasure, etc.” (M-W, 1098).

For other examples of wOld-Play 0n the name Sri, see SS,and 283$’ V‘ 9 “d 69' SRRS I, V- 66. and SGRK, vs. 12
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31

33

34

35

“skeptics” (kautskutih) , lit. “those who ask why? how?".
PSV glosses the word with kutah kutah iti vadantih.
This verse and the following one (v. 32) are concerned with
the philosophical statement implying the identity ofthe
world and Brahman. V. 31 sets out the understanding of
several philosophical schools, and v. 32 refutes that
interpretation by stating why certain of the Upanisads
appear to speak of Brahman as jagat or “world”. Ramanuja
states that “It is the Brahman Himself, having all the
intelligent and non-intelligent things for His body, Who is
denoted by the wordjagat” in SriBh 11.1.6.25.

The imagery found throughout these praise-poems which
describes the world as being manifested on account of the
glance of the Lord appears to be a poetic rendering ofRam-
anuja’ s understanding of the complete dependency of the
world on God.
Name and form in Advaita Vedanta are restricted to the ul-
timately unreal realm ofempirical existence, and are caused
by (that is, are dependent on) maya. According to Ram-
anuj a, however, name and form are dependent on the Lord
and, in fact, “are not limited to objects in the phenomenal
world but are part of the distinctive nature of all entities, in-
cluding the Supreme Entity, God Himself’ (Carman 1981:
158).

Note Kuresa’ s sarcastic humor: the Advaitic belief that
nama-rfipa is dependent on miyaalone is ITSELF a delu-
sion. Kfiresa says that the Advaitins themselves are deluded
concerning the truth that na'ma-rfipa is dependent on the
Lord!
Kfiresa explains the secondary meaning (aupacan'ka) of the
words “lordliness” (ais'varyam) and “supreme lordship"
(parama-i's'iu'tvam) in this verse. Those who are in some
way associated with the Lord share in His quality of lordli-
ness.
According to Kfiresa and Ramfinuja, souls are eternal
entities and are dependent on the Lord, whereas the
Nyayikas say that only the five elements (pafica-maha-
bhfita) are eternal. and God creates all else.
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According to Ramanuja’s philosophy, an entity can be both
eternal AND dependent on the Lord. Kfiresa attempts to
reconcile this apparent contradiction by an analogy: the
Lord’s auspicious qualities are both eternal and dependent.
“The [three-fold] Cause of the universe” is a reference to the
Lord as the material, instrumental, and co-operant cause of
the universe, according to the philosophy of Ramanuja.
This verse introduces the topic of Vaikuntha. Verses 41-45,
meant to be read together, describe the Supreme Heaven.
“the resplendent [state ofl union with the Lord” (sayujyam
ujjvalam).

Srivaisnavas recognize several degrees of liberation.
Only sayujya is the fullest possible union with the Lord.
Kuresa has attempted to describe Vaikuntha in several of the
previous verses, but here he retreats from being able to ade-
quately describe it.
The ritual actions referred to in this verse are those per-
formed for desired fruits such as wealth or heaven. Sri-
vaisnavas regard these kfimya rituals as inferior because 0f
the temporary nature of their fruits.
Five categories of souls are mentioned here: (l) “the pure”,
or the etemally-free souls (nityas); (2) “those who have
transcended changes like birth and 01d age”, or the liberated
souls (muktas); (3) “those who possess the wealth of great
devotion", or the Lord's devotees on earth (bhaktas); (4)
“those who are not attached to worldly existence” or thosedesirous of liberation (mumuksus); and (5) “other: less
fortunate persons", which refers t0 all others.
“Those which are one hundred [times b1
s ,

isS n.” , am

1s a quotation from TaittUp 2.8: re ye 5a 1 (t6 ye sat )
See also SBS, v. 32. tam-"t6 ye s'atam.
his’? kamia (svabhava-myamam, lit, “the law of na-

“[Means for the] expiation of that sin” (d -. . uskn ' krt-1m) refers to the ritual of repentance and con'feasssji: ms imyflSCltta) prescribed by the Sastras and the P" n _Agamm ancaratra
This verse is less a statement on the u' al't' _cording to the understanding of the Ph 1 les of the Lord ac

llosoPhers than an
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66

67

74

78
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84
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expression of intimacy which, in the compositions of Kur-
esa, often takes the form of teasing and bantering.
The topic of this verse is God’s incarnations. Compare with
Ramanuja, BhGBh 4:1 l, and see especially the explication
of this passage in Young 1989.
For a hundred autumns”, a Vedic phrase indicating a very

long time, lS frequently found in these praise-poems. The
Indian autumn, the pleasantest of seasons, noted for its
clean, clear air, is identified with clear-sightedness.
.. The description of the Lord in this verse contains several
“signs of angreat person” (mahi-purusa-Iaksana).
with unblinking eyes” (animesam, lit. “unblinkingly/un-

wmkingly”). The idea expressed by this word is that the
loveliness of the Lord is so attractive that not a moment
should be lost in the visual enjoyment of His beauty.

S_imilar listings of the Lord's ornaments are found in the
writings of both Yfimuna and Ramanuja. Compare with SR.
v. 36, BhGBh 4.34, and VaiGad, para. 5.
Verses 78-80 are to be read together. For word-play on the
name “Sri”, see n. 29.
The ordering of the three consorts Sri, Bhumi (Ksama), and
Nila -- as it appears in vs. 80-82 -- shows that at least by the
time of Kuresa, Krsna’s cowherdess wife Nappinnai had
been integrated into Sanskrit literature as Nila. See, for
example, Poykai Alvar, MTA, v.42 in which the same
ordering occurs “Sri and Bhfi and the cowherdess girl"
(tirumakalum manmakalum 5ymakalum).
“The abode (or seat) of auspicious qualities untouched by all
defects” (mangaIa-guna-Espadam asta-heyam) is clearly
Kfiresa’ s adaptation of one of Ramanuja’ s famous and
frequently used phrases. Compare with BhGBh 4.34: “O
sole seat of auspicious qualities untouched by all defects“

(nikhila-heya-pratyanika-kaly5na-ekaTtane). Similar phrases
occur throughout Kfiresa’s stotras.
It is a commonly held Hindu belief that if at the time of birth
the Lord’ s glance falls on a person, (s)he will have the
desire for liberation.
It is not clear in the Sanskrit text whether the last line of this
stanza is an exclamation or a question.
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91

94

Vs. 91-95 describe the unbearableness of worldly miseries.
Kuresa’s description of life in the womb is based on the

Pure-mas. Contrary to Freudian thought, which views the
womb as a place of contentment to which one might wish to
return, the Puranas describe it as a place of great suffering.
See, for example, VP VI.5.l 1-16: “The tender embryo,
surrounded by great filth, floating in water, distorted in its
back, neck, and limbs, endures severe pain in the course of
its development....unable to extend or contract its limbs....”
“By/with horses in the form of sense organs” (indriya-
hayaih) is imagery based on KUp 3.3-6, esp. 4: “the
senses, they say, are horses” (indriyam' hayanahub).
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l
I choose [as my subject of praise]
the occasional incamations of Visnu
Who has far surpassed all comparison

with all ordinary people
by His superhuman character, conduct,

and activities,
and by His power, and valour
exceeding [even] the gods!

2
May the light rays resembling
a stream of honey-nectar
flowing out from the lotus-feet
of the One Who dwells
in auspiciousness-granting Rangam,

born of those [feet]
known from Sruti to be “a fountain of honey”,

bestow [on us] the auspiciousness
of [Visnu's] Supreme Abode.

3
We bow down before
the King at Srirangam's lotus-like feet
which even today have a red colour
acquired from their unceasing immersion in

the sentiment of passionate love
arising out of their stay in the mind of
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the most excellent of sages
the illustrious Parankusa!

4
We take refuge in the feet
of the One Who delights in SriWhose shining crown freely spreads [its rays]clear down to His lotus-like feetthe soles of which are pervaded bythe decorative marks

of discus, banner, goad,pitcher of nectar, parasol and lotus.

Although mountainous,theNiarth [seemed to His foot] like landw'th ere high and ow had disappeared‘l the mountains sticking to ite grams of sand strewn about!

6the six[ 1" -
knowled qua mes] in their fullness --lordline ge: abund t H

Untir, Immutability, mg suength’POWewhich r’ and splendour“
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7
O God!
Because Your eternal nature is the ground
of absolutely auspicious qualities

untouched by the despicable
it is said to possess
an infinite variety of fonns.

For this reason alone
[the Vedas] have described You as
nameless and formless.

8
You transcend the senses --
You Whose omnipresence is wholly different from

[the presence of] objects here [in this world]
which fall within the range of the senses
beginning with sound.

Alas!
Because of this
You are completely invisible,
and are, therefore,
beyond the range of speech and mind!

9
Under circumstances such as these,

had You not descended into the wombs

of divine beings, humans, and others

because of Your own desire

to play [in this world] .

then we would have had no way of knowmg

the valid means of resorting to You.
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lO
O Sole Ocean of compassion!
Ah! How [are we to comprehend]
this accessibility of Yours?!

Having incamated here
in the middle of the Cosmic Egg

the lowly dwelling place of ordinary people
You, the Wholly Contented One,
have become perceptible to the eyes
of very insignificant people!

ll
You bow down an'd seek a boon
from the very one You saved from an enormous sin

whose head was purified
by the water [flowing] from Your foot.

Oh! Your act of sport is strange indeed!

12
[When You assumed] the body of a Man-Lion,
Siva -- as Sarabha --
became a moth (s'alabha)
[burnt] in a part of Your splendorous flame!

Which creature, indeed,
is not confused by Your ma'yi

an equipment [used by You]
in Your action of sport?

l3
You were vanquished at the sacrifice of Daksaby the one whose identity You assumed '
during the destruction of Tripura
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who was victorious because his arrow
was sharpened by Your power.

[Such] unrestrained conduct is appropriate
only toward those who are at Your command!

l4
Sleeping on a banyan leaf as an innocent baby
You held the worlds in Your very subtle body
without contracting them.

Incamated here [on earth],
why do You guilelessly reveal
Your unfathomable lordly power?

15
You are placed in between Brahma and Siva
and have a similar position
in the line of solar divinities

where on account of being Aditi's son
You became lndra's younger brother.

You also took birth in the Iksviku family
and in the lineage of Yadu.

What a wonder and how praiseworthy
for the inc0mparable Supreme Splendour!

16
Was it impossible for You to obtain
the three worlds
which You Yourself created
and which remain in Your stomach _

[during the time of the cosmic dissolution]
without begging?
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[But then] if You had not traversed the world
and measured it with Your strides,
how would Sruti
[have come to] be revered?

17
I [want to] ask You about
that indescribable [event]
when as [Rama] the RaghavaYou were enticed by the deceptive deer,. because of Your simplicity in being human.

“(6w did You
>7 Who were powerlessduring Your separation from Sita --not [even] knowing where she had gone "grant the Highest_ Goal [of liberation]to a bird‘?

18Oh! When You are powerful enoughto put onto the path of liberation[even] the lower be'

. ur Queen S‘ ‘and why dud You grievle Ital"8 [for her]?

You r
19

alonegesirth tilleafless seven saja treesy the slow rn e mountains and the nether Worldsent rn of a single arrow-
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Why then did You seek as a helpmate
the monkey [Sugriva]

who was put to rout by the monkey [vali]
and was confused and distressed
at destroying even one of them?

20
Quickly consoling the best of monkeys [Sugriva]

Your servant and friend
whose mind was bewildered by his love for You
and who, because of his anger,
wanted to kill his enemy, the monkey Vali,

You pierced the sala trees and the mountains.

21
Or again!
When You killed [Vfili]
not face to face like an enemy
but hiding like a hunter in chase of a wild beast,

[how can You say]'that [doing so]

was right for You .

a descendant of the Raghu family

when even considering an animal as an enemy

is wholly unacceptable!

2
rst began to behave like a human

0k an exploit _

hose of] the gods, 1n that...!
When You fi
You then underto

surpassing [even t

world have we here, O Lord?

e across the ocean

ht and thrown by
What in the _
You built a bridg

with rocks broug

monkeys!
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23
O Unborn One!
Conqueror of the great god King Varuna
with a valour in which

humanness itself was an ornament,
and praised by the gods

headed by Brahma and Siva
who presented Dasaratha [as mediator],

You were defeated by Indrajit!

24
When You had not yet crossed the oceanor conquered the demon chief [Ravana]and did not even ‘know

his strengths and weaknesses,how is it that You quickly and unhesitatinglyanomted his younger brother Vibhisanato his position [as King of Lanka]?' '

_ 25Maklng the demons
in the far-off northern oceana {least for Your single arroww y did You not reduce Lari];standing [right there] a to asheson the shore of the southem ocean?

on the great island

ow is it that the 0can act] Well-km can chllmed by You -__ wn lgave up its ll'ue nature n the three worlds ~-and became transformed intoa horse, celestial l'lym 't e moon, the tree of PhS. poison, nectar,lse, and Laksmi?
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27
O Hero of the Raghus!
You saw the sinful enemy [Ravana]

who fainted in battle
and released him
so that he could take rest.

Bravo! [Tell me]...
which of Your qualities [was revealed] then?
To which group [of qualities] does it belong?
How great is it?
The object of whose praise
and to be understood by whom?

28
Your younger brother Laksmana

who fainted because of the enemy's missile
and became too heavy for the enemy [to lift]

became light for Hanuman!

Because of this [episode]
Your swoon

caused by Your being tied down
by the enemy India's magical weapon

has become well-understood!

29
Woe is me! Alas! Alas!

Since I was not present during the time
[of Your Rama incarnation]
when [liberation] was easily obtained

with the causes of darkness uprooted completely
even for grass and trees,

when oh when will I look upon
Your pair of lotus-like feet ?
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30 _]Desirous of favouring the Raghu faml y,
You incamated here [on earth]
and showered down streams of divine qualities.
Trees enjoying the coolnessarising from Your prox1rmtybecame faded in separation from You.

3lPassing beyond bondage,grass and other such things ~-not at all qualified to practice dharma,to repeat [the names of God],or [to practice] the yowere made to '

suc spicious u lthat Hanuman q a mesho experienced them1n the day~to~d' y behaviournof Youlr Rama carnationOWI
'

and “2% y d the highest liberatlofl
right he [ S e jngS Ylour activmes

With su 33pre com 'ou pardon d the Basswap
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who was engaged in bowing down [before You]
even though he had sinned.

For that reason alone
I consider it appropriate
[for You] to comfort a person like me
even though I am a great sinner.

34
Pfitanfi, $akata and the pair of arjuna trees
became moths in the flame
of Your appropriately childish pranks
with [their childlike] intention.

Oh! Then how come such a [powerful] one as You

feared Kamsa
and grew up hidden in Vraja ?

35
Oh! Etemally dwelling

with Your greatest wealth,

while the immortals forever

look upon Paramapada,

and sought after
by the practitioners of yoga

through their yogic meditations,

why did [one such as] You

sleal fresh butter in Vraja?

the divine Sri,

36
‘se ones] call You _

[Tsihlglcannot be apprehended by the minds

ood-hcarted people 1"

“Eigi-enlailbgne", “Remover of Bondage

and “Highest Lord".
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What a wonder it is that
we have heard of You also as
“He Who was bound with a rope” _
and You were not even able to loosen it‘.

37 _ d
1n the boundless play of the Lord's childhoo ,
Pfitan'a, Sakata, and the pair of aquna trees
became moths [burnt] in the flame

of Your splendour
by means of Your accidental childhood pranks
with their [childlike] intention!

38
When there was in Your own home
an abundance of milk products
why then did You steal
from the neighboring houses’?

While carrying off [the pots]
why did You spill
what remained in the jars?

And why did You [allow Yourself to] become
a laughingstock
for the cowherdesses ‘.7

39
O Lord‘.
If You had a mind to hide
the fresh butter that You had stolen
then, 0 innocent One,
why did You go out fearlessly
after having wiped Your tender

butter-smeared finger
on Your body '?
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40
Not tolerating Your ignominy

as the thief of milk products
from the other cowherders' homes

the revered Yaéoda bound You with her love
that had taken the form of a rope!

Such an adventure of Yours
[revealing the extremity of Your accessibility]
noble people cannot bear!

4l
If You were tied down with a rope
[and made powerless] by Your mother
then what a wonder it is
that You [Yourself] hold bound the hearts
of those Who hear of that [event]
with tear-filled eyes

0 Lord,
for all [others] reveal their power
[only] toward those who are already
under their control!

42
[Tell me], O Highest One!

Bean'ng a face beaming
with eyes Wide as lotus petals

reaching to the edge
of your beautiful curls

with gracefully raised eyebrows
a smile flashing forth
and a prominent and attractive nose,
did You take [Only] fresh butter
from the cowherders' homes
or [did you steal]

the hearts of the cowherdesses [as well] ?
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43
What indeed [have we] here-‘.7

The cause of pollution in other people. . . ‘now counts for virtue 1n the Virtuous.
That is really true!

Taking the form of a cowherd boyand tending cows
[the wise ones] now consider [to be]the highest quality among [all] the vrrtues.

Wanting to live on the earthhidden as a young cowherd boyYou destroyed the [Indra] sacrificeout of the playfulness of childhood.
you stand there
the mountain

Why [then] did
holding aloft

45O Lord of the worlds!en You
the lover of e melodies

_ ‘
of thwere purifyrn Brndavana e flme

y traversin_ g it with Your [dancin f
how c|l1|d the orest creatures g] Bet,

ll'l t e regions where th_
e sanwere sprinkled wi dss to You [then]? our song
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46
At the time of the rasa dance,
the music [of Your flute]

which caused the stones to melt into water
and the five elements --
earth, fire, wind, sky, and water --
to have their properties changed

was heard only by the fortunate!

47
None indeed is more blessed
than those serpents in the forest
who licked their tongues
on the comers [of their mouths]
which were flooded with a stream of rasa
oozing out from the sound
of the flute [played by You]

with Your mind ardently longing

for the festivity of the risa [dance]!

48
Blessed also] are those who

abancning the thought of anyone other than You

saw You, dark like a cloud, t I

with eyes as wide as lotus-pe a s,

[hair] adorned with a peacock feather,

hand holding ontoa flutggdy

and the beauty o our

enhanced by the attire of a cowherder.

49
s that were fond of

Those region
r feet

the movement of You tain Govardhana

the most excellent moun

the River Yamuna
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Brndavana _
and the ancient city of Mathura

are easily accessible even today
for virtuous people.

50
When again [shall] we sinful and wretched ones

who were not born in Brndivana
among the multitudes of
moving and non-moving creatures
such as insects and dfirvi grass

take refuge in Your foot?

51
Alas! Woe is me that I was not born in those sandswhere the cowherdesses

separated from You
[because they did not participate]in the ra'sa dance

resorting to the rows of Your footprints,threw their bodies --
inflamed by the god of love --[onto the sands where you once had strolled]!

52Ah! To this daythe trees or creeperswhich resorted to Your lotus~feetas You gathered flowers[in the forests of Vraja]and their descendantsadom my family deity Brndavanaand my mind!
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53
Whatever is beloved by You
is meritorious here [in this world]
and all else is sin.

There can indeed be
no other definition
of these two [categories]!

The narration of Your adulterous activities
in the assembly of those
gathered for the risa [dance]

[the wise ones] now proclaim to be
very purifying!

54
For You Who have conquered the three worlds
[true] renown does not arise
from the killing of kings as if they were insects
-- chief among whom was Kamsa.

[Rather] it is Your Honour's deeds
such as tending the cows
which really melt the hearts of learned people.

55
May He remain in me --
the One adorned with the attire

of a cowherd boy,
Lord of high and low
Whose Supreme Abode is beyond darkness,
Whose sacred thread is an auspicious cord

decorated with peacock feathers,
and Whose hair is made grey from dust

[raised by the hooves of the cows].
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56
If Your running away
out of fear of Jara’s son
be an imitation of a humanact,
then why did You cause Siva

preceptor of the three worlds
and Lord of lords

to yawn [sleepily] during the battle with B503 7

57You chose a boon from Sivawith the desire for a son.

_ 58Eh! While reviving the dead soollgtgilln: bztck 8.5m. ip ni’s long dead SO",
from gillnrlgmgmg back the sons of a tWiCe'bornnhow m the world didufigimel Abode,

m bac '

n of Uttarfiya,

59Vent

th Oda “0t frai felhl'ee_f l l l'l rom

Sin
into tl'l aepeeglllen d0 n
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One such as l
having no other resort

am an [empty] vessel
fit for Your compassion.

I take refuge in Your feet!

60
Even though I do not have great confidence in You
nor even faith in the meaning of [my own] words

spoken [in the previous verse],
and even though I have uttered these words

once only,
because of Your compassion alone

O Sole Ocean of Mercy
please accept them as truthful
and as if spoken [by me] repeatedly.

6|
Even though I am very sinful,
I have taken the name ’ _

“a seeker of refuge" (samnagata).

Therefore, it is not proper for You

O Lord
to ignore me.

When Your knowledge, creat

and compassion

exist [in boundless measure1mvail

my sin does not deserve to p

here [in this worl ].

ive power,
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NOTES

“Occasional incarnation" ( vibhflvfivafim) is the Srivatsng:technical term for Visnu’s incarnations restricted to part
lar times and places, such as Raina and Kr$IJfl-

“ s” amara , lit., “immorta s" . .'Iheggijirase “fouritain of honey" (madhunah utsah) IS
based on VSu: visnoh pade parame madh va-uthsah. are

Although the central objects of Kiiresa’s praise-130?m h
the occasional incarnations of Visnu, even so he begms t ework with four verses (vs. 2-5) extolling the Lord's ICOIIICincarnation in the Sfirangam Temple.
In this stanza Kfiresa plays on the word ra'ga, which meansboth "redness" and “passionate love” (anurigfl)The very close relationship between Nammfilv5r and theLord depicted in the verse is based on a relationship that is
described in Nammilvfifs own Poems. See, for example,TVM 7.9.1. 7.9.7-8. and 10.7.1-4.Poetic references to the shining rays of the Lord's crown arecommon in the DP. See, for example, PATM 4.1.1. _This stanza praises the Lord's four-fold creative cosrrucemanation (vyfihavatim). _ _This verse is a very succinct summary of Ramantua- sr'BhIII. 2.5.11-25.
Compare with Ramfinuja, SriBh 1.2.1.33.KfireSa makes the point in this stanza that Sruti alone cannotlead one to God; rather. He must reveal Himself in His m-camations. A similar view is expressed in VRS, vs. 6-10.This verse, and the verses referred to above, imply thatGod Himself is not only the goal (Upeya) but the means orway (upaya) to reach the goal of Himself.ISr-P Sought the boon of a child from lord Siva- See HariVamsa, Visnu ParvaSelectflso SBS, vs. 95~97 and VRS, v. 68_uresa engages in word- l ' ' bha is
the name of’ . ‘ p ay In this stanza. Sara. m 0f iva and salabha meansccordmg l0 the ru ‘es of Sanskrit- rammar, theare InlefChangea gble (ralaiyob abhedahb
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13

15

l7
18

21

The concept of mfiyfi found in this verse as the wonderful
and baffling creative power of the Lord is similar t0
R5m5nuja’s. See, for example, SriBh I. l . l .l where Ram-
anuja refutes the idea that maya is synonymous with the iii-
describable or the unreal: “and hence the word miya de-
notes the creation of wonderful things....The Highest Person
is called the Mayin, simply because He is the owner of that
[maya], but not because He is characterised by ignorance...”
For the Alvar influence on Ramfinuja’s understanding of
mfis, sec Poykai Alvar, MTA, v. 7 and Nammalvar,
TVM, 1.3.10.
“Whose identity You assumed" (yasyatmatam..adhali tvam )
appears to refer to God as the Inner Controller (antaiyamin)
or “Soul of the soul” of all beings.
“Placed in between Brahma and Siva” refers to the usual 01'-
dering of the three gods When they are presented as creator,
preserver, and destroyer: Brahma, Visnu and Siva.

The elaborate geneologies of VP contain numerous refer-
ences to Visnu’s births in the line of solar deities (1.15.130-
13]), in the Iksvaku family as Rama (lV.4.4l ), and in the
Yadu family as Krsna (lV.l l).
“To a bird”, that is, to Jati-iyu.
In this verse, Kiresa employs virodha-alarikara. This poetic
device has as its purpose the pointing out of contradictory
acts, followed by a questioning as to how things could have
happened thus. Kuresa uses it effectively to express his en-
joyment of divine paradox. . -
The answer to Kfiresa’s question as to why Rama killed
Vali in the way He did, “not face to face like an enemy...but
hiding like a hunter in chase of a wild beast” is given in the
Ramayana itself: (l) The general rule against killing cannot
be applied here because monkeysare _mere animals, and
Rama was a king, for whom hunting is an appropriate activ-
ity; (2) Rama killed the enemy of a good friend; and (3)
Rama had given his word to Sugriva that he would kill his
enemy and thus allow hlln l0 gain complete control of the
kingdom. If if he had gone to the battlefield, Vili would
certainly have surrendered to him, and he thereforewould
not have been able to kill him. Had he penmtted this to
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23

26

27

28

3i

happen, his words would have been rendered untruthful.

(From an interview with Prof. K.K.A. Venkatachart, .

Bombay 1987). The fact that these answers are given m the
text itself points to the fact that in this verse Kfiresa lS
merely “teasing” the Lord, and enjoying an intimate rela-
tionship with Him, rather than expecting an answer to a se-
rious question.
“Unborn One/Birthless One” (aja). The epithet appears
three times in the VSN. For a variety of Srivaisnava ety-
mologies, see Bhattar, BhGD Nos. 96, 206 and 524. Note
that all three etymologies emphasize the transcendence and
supremacy of the Lord, and hence the epithet adds appropri-
ate irony to Kfiresa’s paradoxical verse.
Kt'lresa teases the Lord here with the well-known fact that
only things which are already contained in a substance can
come out from it at its churning; for example, butter comes
from milk. It is not the nature of the ocean to produce a
horse, celestial nymphs, poison, etc.

There is a dispute over the position of this verse in the
stotra. In some editions, this verse appears as v. l7, andsome editors believe that it is more appropriate to that con-
ext.

Two basic groups 0f the L0rd’s qualities are referred to in
gleis stall'tlz: t()1 )lguaglities which are necessary for the Lord l0.reac e y lS evotees, and 2 l' 'the Lord to fulfill the desires oft ( )qua ltleS necessary forTh - he devoteese 'dea exPressed b — , - - ~ -y Kuresa in this stanza 'Laksmana’ s fainting in battle a lS that both

_ . nd Rama’ s being tied downwere erm tt ' - -vealeg. 1 ed in order that their humanity might be re-

even the grass and trees
e Lord s incamations are
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36
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Hanuman is regarded as a ciranjivi or one of seven persons
blessed with immortality. The others are: Asuddha'ima, Bali,
Vyfisa, Vibhisana, Krpacarya, and Parasurfimil (MTL, III,
1426).

Even today this verse is recited at the beginning of every
Srivaisnava reading of the Ramayana. The members of the
community believe that Hanuman attends every recitation of
the Epic, where he listens devoutly, keeping his hand over
his head and with tears in his eyes. For this reason, a front-
row seat is always reserved for him.
Kt'iresa follows PATM 1.8.7 here by mentioning in a single
verse three unconnected VP episodes -- Krsna’s drinking
poison milk fr0m the breast of Pfitanfi, His killing of the
demon in the form of a wagon (sakatasum), and His
uprooting of the arjuna tree when tied to a mortar by his
mother Yasodz'i. See also v. 37.
“While the immortals forever look upon Paramapada”
(pas'yatsu sfiri'su sadzT.“paramapadaml Note how in lhiS
verse Kt'tresa combines Alvar themes with phraseology of
Upanisadic and Puranic verses important to Ramanuja.
Ramanuja quotes SuUp 6 In VS, para. l 22: “The immortals
forever look upon that Supreme Abode of Visnu” (tad
visual] paramaiii padalii sadfipasyanti sfirayali). And he
cites VP in para. l 33: “The Yogis, who in perfect concentra-
tion constantly meditate upon Brahman, possess that
Supreme Place which Ihf: immortals regar "-
Krsna’s being bound With a rope is one of Karesa’s (and
Narnmfilvfir’s and Maturakavi’s) favorite stories. (See, for
example, KNCT)- The significance of the Damodara
episode for Srivaisnavas is the accessibility and vulnerabil-
ity of God that it reveals. The marks left by the rope tied by
Yasodfi indicate that God becomes the slave of His devo-
tees. . . _ . .

Note how Koresa combines this Puranic story With epi-

thets from the UPani$adSZ u . ,, .
The idea of Krsna becommga laughingstock is found also
in PATM 21']. “You are drinking milk (palai) from the pot
and those around you are laughing”. See also Tiiumankai
Alvfir, PTM 2H2] .
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_ I tators regard the “n_oble peo _
The 1826f 3921252135;nIiln this verse as the Alv:s,l:;
phiKaQifinifilvfir. PSV reflects this traditionén 1 fgrth,
pichanzlmd iryazjfinib with “Suka, Parasara, an (1831mm-o :1 50rd of the Bhattas (Perivalvar), Parankusa Accord-
2ziillvz'ir), Parakala (Tirumankai Alvar), and othersthat Namm-
ing to an ancient tradition, Srivaisnavas believgu reme Lord
alvar lost consciousness at the thought of the 5 1% 1, See
being tied With a l'Ope, as eitpressed m TVM . .

healso 1.3.1: “When he stole the butter that was left on lchurning stick, he was ti ¢ hat be,ed by a rope. l-low can t _how can that be?m Srivaisnava legend holds that Nammalvar kept repeating the last line, “How can that be? , be-cause he was in a religious ecstacy.This verse includes several “signs of a great man” (maha-pumsa-laksana ).
“Pollution” (mali u ' S,MM!) may also be translated w1ckedn6Sblackness, impurity".In Sanskrit literature, '

mm is often expressed by
1 ~10 and 14.1-10.sna as. " - a SYmbol of His absence, 56°e d u _

miihzfglgge (ananga, lit» “b iless”) is “the namebodiless b . ash frgve, So~call‘Empted to d‘ S ccause he was made~ e eye, of '1sturb -OVe for Pal-v his l e f . “'a for having at-_
my filmily dati" MM’, 22) auStemy by filling him wrthell a ‘n.. ,Vanam _ _ mdflva

_ Narayana as his
l ValGaCLpara.3.
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54 Krsna Himself is said to prefer tending cows to the glories
of Vaikuntha in Nammalvar, TVM 10.3.10.

58 See PATM 4.8.1-3 which contains three consecutive
stanzas on these three unrelated incidents.

59 “the three-fold fault” (tri-vidhipacira). The three categories
0f offences or sins (apacara ) are delineated by Ramanuja in
his SGad, para. l6. They are: (l) serious offences or sins
COmrnitted against Me, that is against the Lord ( ananta-mad-
apacfira); (2) serious offences or sins committed toward My
(i.e., the Lord’s) [devotees] (ananta-madiya'paczim ); and (3)

serious, unbearable or unforgiveable sins or offences
(ananta-sahya'pacam). _

60 The “words spoken [in the previous verse]” to which “
Kfiresa refers are the famous formula of ritual surrender I

take refuge with/ in lat Your feet" (tvadiya caranau samnam

prapadye).
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l
I have obtained wisdom from
the chief of ascetics Rfiminujaand have taken refuge with
the auspicious feet of Hari.

With a desire to contemplate those feet,I now fearlessly set out to praisethe beautiful broad-armed Lord.

l "1 anl S Unst I I other,and ls foam eadil n one Spoty with a 'crashing sound at anOther'
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She meanders here and there
and in places even plummets [down the mountain]
as if intoxwated at having drunk
the honey-wine named Susundarabhuja.

4
May we worship the Lord [Who dwells]
on a mountain surrounded by a thicket of trees

Who has beautiful iron-bar-like arms
that obtained ambrosia

and the nectar named Indira
from churning the ocean
with Mount Mandara as a churning stick

Whose mind is prone
toward people seeking shelter

and Who is a refuge for the souls

of shelterless ones like me.

5
I worship Hari my refuge

the sound of Whose unfettered conch

shatters the seven worlds _

Who has made His abode on a forest mountain

covered with dense lush thickets

of abundant trees _

resembling delusion-causing darkness

the cluster of whose lofty peaks is enriched

by the moon's crawling round it like a child.

tain
The ak of] the great forest moun

holdspg'le surface of the spotless moon

which has become a mirror
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[clasped] by the celestialdamsels
seated on its lofty summit
whose faces are adorned
with the fidhvmpundra mark.

[That same mountain] is
the abode of the beautiful-armed [Lord]!

7
That great mountain
full of forest grovesis the home of
Sri's Lord.

The monkeys saw the crescent moonwhich has come to its peaksand thinking thenof its role as the crest jewel of Sivaclearly touch it not_ ause it has taken refugeWith a god other [than Visnu]!

ace is Slmdarabih - _ .u l
w ere the resolution s Vanadn.0f a love quarrel occurredWho becap ant Was f°"°Wirlg a she-elephant_ _nghtenedat getting a divine command [to stOp]

This is the a - .. Us lc
-

beg/23mg to tlii: 62:: ab°de called Forest Mountam
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for] the greatness of the family
of the lord of serpents.

10 & ll
This is the most excellent Forest Mountain
of Acyuta, on which
in order to be faithful to each other

in word [and deed]
birds swear an oath
at the feet of the lord of birds [Garuda]

and all serpents __
[swear] on the lord of serpents [Adisesa].

The entire family of monkeys [swears]

at the foot of Hanuman

so also bears [swear] on Jambavan

the chief of their own family.

Vultures [swear] on J_atayu,

the master of their lineage

and elephants swear on the one named Gajendra,

the chief of their own lineage.

12 _

oured celestial chonsters . .

When the enam 'ment and basic emotion

endowed with melody! sent:

are engrossed [in fining]

ds of Vaku a ara |
_

23:5: the slopes of Sundara s Forest Mountain

even the mill-stone melts!
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l3 _
At eventide in Sundarabhuja's mountainous w00d5
a female bee buzzes _ _
to the rhythm of [swaying] swans;
and enriching that
female cuckoos celebrate [the holy spot]Tsongf" A .as a resultof [the beauty of] all this,a nectar-tear oozes out
from the face of an excellent creeper,the rows of deer
have become motionless and tranquil,and the rocks and sand bankshave become cool!

l4May that Indescribable Entityclad in a golden garmentreveal Himself to me!He] Whose cooling glance grants [maHY] a boon
a:dhlzsnarntis reaching dOWn to His kneesg-s retc in , '

the bearer of Laksmg beautiful ears,on 51:8‘? vowed to remain [forever]g OI'IOUS, great Forest Mountain.

aizzza-
“From \Jhsrzng in the UPanisads thus:the dissolutionfggo; lib S ‘irth. the life [cycle],That One eratlon of the worlds..."

is 2:31-5:81 _e sole IEmed"I Vanasai my for all evils
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l6
I resort to the lotus-eyed Sundara
the Lord upon Whom Sri has climbed
Who is described in the acme of the Three Vedas
with the words “Sat”, “Brahman”, “Atman”,
and so also by the utterance “Nara-lyana” --
[words] which are brilliant because they produce

knowledge of the uniqueness
of the [sole] Object [of affection]
obtained through their conformity with
the drift [of other Upanisadic statements]

Who has no peer, no superior, no second

the Immortal One
visible [here] in the bower of Vanagiri.

l7
The One Whom Sruti-praises as
Lord of the universe from Whom [gods]

such as Brahma and Siva issue forth

the Lord of souls
Supreme Brahman
[Primal] Man
Highest Light
Highest Truth
and
Nz'irz'iyanal d
. e .

2;: ‘51:11pm Whom Sri has climbed.

Tillvmhoonlfas His abode in Vanagiri

is victorious!

' heart
u a enter our

May Sundarabh J the c
contro s

[Hlfggxtriihg with the soul and endi
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and as their Inner Controller
has them for His body
[although] He cannot be perceived by them,

the Lord Who inhabits Vanagin'
without at all abandoning
His own sovereignty [in Vaikuntha]!

19
We worship the beautiful broad-armed Susundara
Whose dwelling place is on Forest Mountain
Whom Sruti describes
as the birthplace of the “Great One”

Who really has no birth
even in the inner soul!

20
May I praise Sundarabhuja Who

reclining on the coils of the Serpent King
is an adept in love
for the great Forest Mountain

Whom [wise ones] know
from the Upanisadic statements as
“subtle ether within the cavity of the heart"
and “the possessor of eight qualities".

2l
I praise the One named Sundara

the long-lotus-eyed [Lord]
and the Resident of Vanagin'

dependent upon Whom are
the entire phenomenal existence
and the limitless dependent universc

controlled by His own will
in its essential nature, sustenance and creation
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Who is therefore describable by all words
expressive of the non-sentient (acit) body
as if it were sentient (cit)

and hence Who is ever irreproachable
on account of His having annihilated imperfection.

22
The Lord is [popularly] regarded as auspicious
because He is the possessor of auspicious qualities
[whereas in truth]
the contrary is a well-established [fact].

[The Lord's qualities get their auspiciousness]
from having resorted to His essential nature!

We take refuge with that Sundarabz'thu
taintless and in the form of
knowledge and boundless bliss!

23
Here on the slope of Forest Mountain
I surrender to the One named
Sundara

the incomparable Hari
ever the opposite
of all that is tainted

Whose eternal state resembles a rippleless ocean
brought about by bliss born from the experience
of His own boundless glory g

24
I take refuge with Sundarabhuja

the One upon Whom Sri has climbed
Who delights in the great royal garden
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surrounding the mountain
possessed of multitudes of trees

Whose state is eternally enriched by _
expansive strength, knowledge, creative power,

splendour, immutability, and lordlmess
which are limitless and are called
the group of six qualities.

25
Endowed with the principal qualities of tenderness,impartiality toward all, charm and beautywith gracious condescension, motherly affectiontoward those who come to Him for refuge.softness, good-heartedness,impartiality, and straightforwardnesswith firmness, steadfastness, immutability, valOlll',fulfillment, profundit , and k' l
60d Sundara _ y s ilfulness,_ ‘remains forever making His abodeon the auspicious mountain of forest woods.

26I have fled for refu e to _
apadri's Lord g Sundarabahu

ever irreproachable

' kindled bete ' '
pogsgsilddoflztlige auspicious qualitiesimitand countless richness less greatness

that even ' gle dro(‘Lfone qua] ty om a n thould rn extraord g ' em
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[yet those very qualities] are dependent upon
[the Supreme] Soul

as their substratum of auspiciousness!

27
Our treasure Sundara,
a storehouse of knowledge

because He sees all the worlds
simultaneously and eternally by direct perception,

shines brightly in the bowers of Lion Mountain!

28
Lordliness, splendour, untiring strength,

immutability and creative power --
what kinds [of qualities are these]

as they abide in Sundarabahu,
the Birthless One Who

out of even a very slight will [to create]

brings about the generation, maintenance,

and dissolution of all the worlds?

29 _

sult of [a single act of] prostration, .

gjnziiaia, lover of the slopes of Forest Mountain,

' tl for ives people

mitt/21112) Zre wiighted down and covered by

' ' mmitted sins
mitless, constantly co. _ _ _

SUCh h d here in this begrnmngless samsara

the fruit of a single one of Wth

would not be lessene f

even by an experience [o

lasting tens of thousands o
suffering]
f eons!
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30
O t of His motherly affection,
Sulndara embraces anyone who seeks shelter
in the shade of His feet _ .

whatever the status of hlS birth
whatever his nature, whoever he be

[and accepts that person] just as he 1s!

31
My refuge is SundarabhujaWho abides on Forest MountainWho would look upon any one worshipping Himas equal to the lord of serpents[even if that person be]exceedingly low byor as insignificant as a blade of grassdue to the absence of good qualities.

t I -"Those wh‘ hem as.

0f collyrium!
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34
Resembling the lustre that arises from
the mixture of essences derived from
the chuming of liquid gold, emeralds and collyrium
the indescribable complexion ’

of the beautiful broad-armed Lord
Who delights in Vanagiri

conquers [all who see it]!

35
Why do people call Him Alankz'ira (“Omament”) ?

Is it because He is His own adornment ‘.7

or because He decorates Forest Mountain

embellished everywhere by
groves of growing young trees ?

36
May Vanagiri's Lord be my refuge!

He Who is named Alankfira

because of all [His decorations and garlands]

extremely fragrant, ever pleasing to the touch

and delightful to His delicate-as-a-flower limbs

along with the group of divine ornaments

and the collection of divine weapons

Which should themselves adom

but are instead decorated [by Him].

37 & 38

May I praise the lotus-n'aveled Sundara

the possessor of multitudes of

innumerable auspicious qualities

Who blissfully sports _

in the groves of Forest Mountain

with a band tied around His crown
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a tiara, crest omament, beautifulcugls
a garland of forest flowers, eamng
and an firdhvapundra mark

with the most excellent of Jewels
d of forest flowers

:gcalillgges, bracelets, and a neck omamellttleaves
with decorations such as a bracelet of basi

a waistband, and anklets
with sword, lotus, discus

bow, mace, and other weapons -- d
His splendour ever spreading [all] aroun -

39
Ah! Sundara's beautiful headwhich has hair similar to swarms of big black beeshovering about [the lotus of His face]like libertines bewildered bythe beautiful heavenly fragrance residing there[wears] the King of crowns

the royal insignia ofl-lis overlordship of the universe.

40The mat of hair curls belonging to Keéava Harithe Lord on Lion Mountainwhich has great forestsabounding in big black beesfrom a fami y resembling that [mat]surpasses the descriptionof beautiful threads fasof pitch-blac
_ hioned from the essencek blinding darkness.

_ _ _ 41Sumlrar to the radiant flng a l'tt _ ame of the half-moon_ g 1 enng firdh va un ra mark.
the untainted forehead of the Lori altilanidri
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upon Whom Sri has climbed
bnlliantly beams forth.

42
What shines forth [before me] ?
Sundarabahu's pair of eyebrows

as graceful as a pair of beautiful bows
or two rows of bees

approaching the thousand-petaled lotuses
called His lovely eyes?

43
How can a lotus be [regarded as]
a standard of comparison
for the Lord of Vanadri's long eyes
[when unlike those eyes, the lotus]

is not long,
does not exude love,
flashes forth [only] momentarily,

is insincere,
and is not a thief of the hearts of those who see it?

44

May the Lord named Alankara _ _

Who has His abode on Vanagiri

look upon us with His eyes _ _

which are solely and unswervingly engaged in

the activity of the creation, maintenance,

and dissolution of the universe.

His own beloved consorts were ravished by

' H's sidelong glances _ _

' f [flrom eyes] engaged in sending forth

the essence o

handfuls 0f rflowing love!
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45
The Lord at Vanasaila Susundarabhuja's
straight, attractive noseishines forth

like a sprout on the boon-bestowmg tree
and resembles a bridge set in the midst of a sea

in the form of His enormous eyes . ‘
overflowing with a flood of love's ambrosra.

46
With coral-like lips enriched by familiarity

with the nectar-stream of His soft smile
and replete with extraordinary, delightful,

welcoming speech,
the Lord at Vanadri Sundarabhuja‘s mouth
shines forth!

47
The cheeks of Sundara Hari of Vanagiri

which has trees abounding
in big black bumble bees
intoxicated from [sipping] _
the mango-blossom nectar spread on all sides

were ravished at being smelt by Ya'sodi
when she lifted His chin
with her fingertips‘.

[Those cheeks]
which even today clearly reveal
His unceasing joy
arising from that [experience]

illumine [Vanagiri]!

48
With beautiful long ears that seem to be imitating
two boon-bestowing creepers

[decorated with] the tall golden flowers
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of His dangling earrings,
Susundarabhuja, the Ornament 0f Vanasaila,
is a fetter for our minds!

49 I ,
The beautiful-anned youn Susundalra

Whose neck is enriched b airings
which reach down to the ends of His curly hair
and touch His well-formed shoulders
so pleasing [to the eye] where they meet His neck

blossoms forth [in Vanagiri]!

50
On a mountain slope surrounded by groves of trees
we worship the beautiful broad-armed Lord

Bearer of Mount [Govardhana]
Whose broad collar-bone

is hidden by His well-developed chest,
and Whose neck resembles a glistening conch.

5 1
Sundara‘s arms

energized with rapture
during the churning [of the ocean]
with [Mount] Mandara

gladdened [in giving delight]
to Indira

and adorned by an anointing
with sandal and aloes

shine forth [here in Vanagiri]!
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52
Distinguished by a decoration that is
a scar [made] by His bow-string _

and ever ready to bestow [upon His devotees]
ardently desired boons,

I Susundarabhuja's arms
with their bounty

the branches of the boon-bestowing tree.

53
The Ruler [of the Universe] at Vanagiri's arms

which have all the dark-hued richness
of an ocean, the sky, and a grove of tamila trees

are partakers of the enjoyment
of [the serpent] Sesa's coils
and like them are generous, strong, and round.

54
The arms of Sundarabahu Harithe Lord at Vanagiri

which vied with one another in the sportof uplifting Govardhana [Mountain],worked together in the churning of the ocean,and desired multiplicity
in the exhilaration [experiencedduring] the embrace of His consorts,[now] decorate [Vanagiri]!

55
Of the two --

the untaintcd conch and tthat have climbed ontothe auspicious Lord at Vthe first rests on His lotus-like an excellent royal s[while] the second has ap

he discus

anadri‘s lotus palms --[palm] '
wan,
preached
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[the Lord's other lotus-palm]
like the sun that loves lotuses.

56
Enriched by a garland of forest flowers,
the Lord at Vanadri Susundara's
broad, flawless chest --

the abode of Laksmi
adorned by the kaustubha gem
which is [itself] the abode of the s'rivatsa mark --

shines forth!

57
The navel of Han",

upon Whom Laksmi has climbed
Who dwells on the mountain
[covered] with a thicket of trees

delighted in by divine damsels
with resplendent breasts
resembling elephant heads

decorates [Vanagiri]!

Moreover, [that navel] --
the birthplace of the lotus
from which Brahma is bom --

resembles a deep pit
[created by] a whirlpool stream
overflowing with the essence
of the ambrosia of loveliness.

58
[All] the worlds reside within the stomach
of the beautiful Sundarabahu _
the Lord of the forestedmountain
which has trees abounding in auspiciousness!
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|But] come see! Ah.’ _
EHis waist] has remained thin!

59
The Lord of Forest Mountain
Sundara's good thighs
which pulverized the worms

in the form of wicked Madhu and Kaitabha,and are beautifiilly-roundedlike a pair of tapering elephant trunksillumine [Vanagiri]!

60With an auspicious form resemblingthe raised humps of two young bullsthe knees of the All-pervasive Onenamed Sundarabhujaho churned the ocean with Mount Mandaraand is Lord [of the Universe] at Vanagiriwrth its valleys glittering- with groves of sandal treesshine brightly!

Where ‘."e my “"0 eyes wandhavmg Ignored the two legs
similau;sundara the Lord on Forest Mountainof twoolgtzsweuirou dad’ 1°Vely, good stems- es P Heed face doIn the fol'm of is feet ? aards

ering,

Sundara's otu fS-in tenderness. eet surpass the lOtUs-footrest
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Otherwise, how indeed, could [that footrest]
called “the thousand petaled [lotus]” '
bear them '?

63
Sundarabhuja's lotus-feet

with their continuous flow of the essence

of beauty, tenderness, and sweet perfume

defeated the lotus-[seat's] desire

to emulate [them].

Indeed the vanquished [lotus-seat]

carries them on its head!

64
These are indeed the auspicious lotus-like feet

of the One Who bears the name Sundara _

from the washing of which arises a tiny portion

of the streams of the Ganga.

s one stream on his head
Dhruva carrie th r

and Siva bears ano e ,. _ . ”

appropriately named Alakanandika h un

about which [the Puranlc composers] ave s g_

65 ' ' foot

May I salute Sundarabhuja s lotus-

er blossomed from

fhgiagordlgfbflgrdwing creeper that lS the Veda

a royal swan [residing] gl-kmg

m the lotus-he 0f l

' t of fruits,

illii'tigi ‘31:5 go that is the dhanna.
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66
When the mind of Susundara

- naiWho had taken the form of a dwarf [Vamfl
wanted [to take] three strides,
l-lis two [feet] were so impatient
that they crossed the three worlds
in two steps [only]!

6'7
Having surpassed in loveliness

the splendour of the moon,
the line of Sundara‘s nails

a row of ripples from the nectar-ocean
of beauty's essence called His toes

now adorns [Vanagiri].

68
The moon that had become thin,

insignificant and soiled _ ‘at being “honoured” by [its place on] Siva s head’attained fullness, untaintedness,brilliance and multiciplicity[by] taking shelter at [Sundara' s] feetunder the pretext of [assumingthe form of His] nails.

\_Ne honour that Sundara Whose resting-P1acelS on the mountain [covered] with a thicket of ms’

_ 69lt lS accepted by all People that [the Lord's COMM]whose act of glancinglS the moment-by-moment causeof the dominion of lordsis [named] S
_ [such as Brahma]n becauses e has resorted to Sundara.
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So people of noble speech
declare You [to be]
the s'ri of Sri.

70
With divine, inscrutable, abundantly marvellous

excellent auspicious qualities
beginning with youthfulness and beauty

and with amorous gestures that are dear

pregnant with wonderful emotion, graceful

and ever incomparable,
Vanadri's Lord delights Sri

eternally inseparable [from Him]

and suitable [for Him] _

by virtue of her nature, form, and riches, _ _

and [His other consorts] such as Nila and Bhumi.

7l

With sweet guidanc
the looks and expre

and with heartfelt

the intense observat

ord at Vanasal a
-

thihl-lio experiences incessant and ever fresh

divine sentiments

Will delight His own beloved.

e in
ssions of love

affection for
ion of each other's gestures,

deli hts in IS _ f

becaguse his orrnus “2?; o

subservience (sesa t
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73
The ford of the birds

who is composed of the Thr

[assumes] forms such as .

vehicie, seat, canopy, and chowne

[in order to serve Visnu].

ee Vedas

This same Sundarabhuja _ e

Who deiights in [Garuda's] eternai Sefygld

has become the One Who goes to Vanfl Y -

'74
The ood commander of [Visnirs] armies a

[becrgames so] by eating the left-overs of Susundaf
the Lord at Vanadri,

and as soie controher of a“ the worids
waits for [Visnu's] glance [of approvai]
before performing a“ his tasks.

"I 5
Paraphernaiia such as parasoi and chowfie,
the [etemaii sages and attendants,
and true and etemai quaiities

beginning with knowiedge and power d]
[have approached] the beautifut broad-at'med [Lot
and biaze perpetuaiiy [in Vanadril.

76
Those who share the position of courtiel'.
and aiso the best of door-keepers
the \eaders of the \Lord‘s\ attendants
and my eariier preceptors ahave [ah] resorted to SundaraWho has gone to the mountain forest.
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77
Sundara Who abides eternally
1n His own ever perfect region of enjoyment

[served by His] attendants and paraphernalia
rejoices on the slopes of Vanagiri
Visible to the eyes of all.

78
The Bearer of Laksmi is just as devoted

to the slopes of Lion Mountain
as to the pleasure gardens of Vaikuntha

abounding in lush and fragrant flower-filled pools

and bowers of beautiful vines!

Remaining eternally [in Vaikuntha]

along with Laksmi, Bhfi, and Nilfi

inside the great jewelled mandapa

in the palace of bliss
[reclining] on the lord of serpents

and fit to be served solely by

His own countless, eternal, an

Sundaraba'hu _ _

is devoted to Vanadrl!

d divine attendants,

80
'nin rpetually _

filetrlltfleterizii? limitless abode of Valkuntha

which is called the Highest Sky,

is composed of the purest sattva,

and is the opposite of matter

made up of the three gunas,

that very Hm1ends the best yogis' speech and mind

transc
. _ _!

is \[Ziiigultaneously here] m Vanadri
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8]
This Primordial Egg ld
containing within itself the fourteen wor s

with their seven coverings multiplied by ten
as well as hundreds of other such [eggs]
have become [mere] playthings for Sundara

in his action of sport here [m Vanagiri].

82
This world differentiated variously _
beginning with divine beings, humans,_ and animals

the Cosmic Egg with its seven coverings,
Prakrti and Purusa, and liberated souls

becomes a plaything for the action of
the All-pervading Lord at Vanadri's sport!

83
Continually engaged in yoga
and blessed with the highest devotion

to Sundara's feet,
the possessors of knowledge
obtain Final Liberation in the Supreme Abodeand enjoy [there] the position of
eternal servitude [to the Lord].

84
So wonderful indeed isGod Sundarabhuja's character or motherly affectiontoward those who seek shelter [with Him],that He, the Lord at Vanadri,Who practices impartialitytoward those who take refuge with Himhas adorned the world with His incarnationsWithout giving up His inherent divine nature!
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85
O Lord on Lion Mountain!
The subtle [Upanisadic] statements
described Your supra-sensual form
as transcending speech and mind.

This being so,
had You not descended here
[making Yourself visible to all],
the injunctions regarding knowledge and devotion
would have become meaningless by now!

86
You incamated in the middle of the [Cosmic Egg]

assuming the divine forms of
gods, humans, and others

in order to embrace those devotees
whose minds have You as their sole enjoyment
and for whom [You] are the only salvation,

and in order to destroy their enemies.

O Lord at Vanagiri!
Because of this,
petitionary prayer for whatever one wants

has become easy for gods and humans!

87
O Lord on the great, resplendent Forest Mountain!

If people have been blinded to Your glory

Your rimary appearance _ _

byas Visn'il in between Brahma and Siva,

then how [much more so] would they be

after learning of Your becoming a fish!
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88
Hey God! _ '
O Sundarabhuja.
Acting contrary to Your [true] greatness,
if You so easily accept ._
[equality to Brahma and Siva]
in the middle of the [Cosmic] Egg,
then fostering inferiority to these gods
would be even better than
[encouraging mere] equality to them!

89
O Lord at Vanadri!
After having descended hereconcealing Your lordly glory,which pleased You moreiva’s victory [over You]?or being tied down by the weapon of Indrajit?

90O Lord on Lion Mountain!O Bearer of Laksmi!Ever Undiminished One!Even though You want to conceal it,the magnificence. of the lotus~eyed OnelS easily perceived!

How can Your might not [be seen],when.You assumed t e ivine form of a fish_
ofat the time] of the delu ocean waterwhirlpool was d

shaken b t _ _ ma e to revolve
raised onyhigilgllppmg of Your tail
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9l
Long ago at the time of the deluge,
You took the wonderful form of a fish
and grew up in the water

of a pit in the ground
a pond
and the River Gangfi

with Mann's boat tied to your crest,
O Sundara!

92
Becoming a shelter for the gods

who were wandering about
with despondent faces,

seeking asylum because their own abodes

were filled with flood water

during the dissolution of the worlds,

out of His own compassion

this fish-bodied Sundarabhuja

Who dwells in Vanagiri

with a majestic gait .

supported the mountain range on His own back

in His action of making turbid

the water impelled by the surging sea!

93
0 You, the Unborn One, _

{76h}:zilsgsumed the wonderful form of a tortorse

bothered neither by the rotation

of the best of mountain;

' ced on Your own ac _

hi2:by the lmovem z f the Mllk Oceans m

g churned by the erpe ,

es [retained]
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94
O Sundara!
O Resident of Lion Mountain! _
Because of the desire of You Who are Varaha
for the uplifting of the world ‘ . _

sunk [in the deluge of the cosrruc dissolution].
this earth long ago became visible
as a spot on the moon called “tusk”.

95
O Sundarabhuja!
When the Man-Lion

with a resplendent wonderful formwas in the pillar,
the air throbbed notthe moon and the sun set notthe quarters became obscuredthe entire earth with its mountain ranges shookthe sky melted
and the water of the ocean boiled!
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flowrng from a region of the demon's chest
torn with the tips of His sword-like claws

and became enraged on account of His suspicion
. [that the reflection was that] of a rival lion
ts visible here [in Vanagiri] as Sundara.

98
How can [the earth]
deserve being begged for by You

O Lord at Vanagiri, O Varada, O Vfimana

when it belongs to You alone
because You create, sustain, and destroy it,

and also because You swallow it,

eject it [from Your stomach], and raise it up?

99
O Lord at Vanagiri lovely with jasmines!

Do You remember _[how]_ _

a long time ago, becoming Bhargava,

You cut down the forest of arms

belonging to Arjuna

who was puffed up with pride at his power?

l00

O Lord at Vanagiri!

You descended here

and became a a O Sundara,

for the purposeoe

' rac 1c
_ .

mggrhvptlgtgly and without any omissions

en'oine
t.

isleiiglliaatirginown as Your commandmen
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lOl
The Lord at Vanagiri is regarded by the gods

as the Supreme Ruler _ .
because He broke the Destroyer of Tnpura s

Tripura-destroying bow .
and because of the sight of Him

stringing His own bow
as Parasurama.

102
Here [in this transitory world]people want what they can't haveand what they can have they don't truly enjoy-
O Rama, all things are already Yours,so You look upon the [whole] worldas equal to a blade of grass, O Sundara!

103A relisher [of the beauty of nature],ou experienced living in Dandaka Foreston the mountains . 'in the wooded thicketsand near crystalline streams.
[Desiro ' ' '

O R5312] of enjoying [that lovellness] once againYou became Sundaranow resort t0 the excellent Forest Mountain!

0 Sundara! 104n a ro
ecorared h "e o g 11's slinhabite groves OPBS
n u Elesti l s g densP re ~div ne bei
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clinging to the large rocks
and singing loudly of Your exploits,

You enjoy respite from the fatigue caused by
Your pursuit of the fleeing deer!

105
What a story we've heard!
Standing on the shore of the southern ocean

You tore apart with a single arrow

the demons who had gone far away

to the northern part of the ocean

and then conquered the lord of waters [Varuna],

Therefore, O Lord at Vanadri

O Resplendent One, O Sundara

Your amusements
beginning with the
are just a noisy spec

building of a bridge

tacle!

106 I

ent of the Raghu dynasty.

Long ago You Were intent upon

hunting the deceptive deer,

namely the demon

Do You today resort to Vanadn

full of thickets of treBSing

in which bees buzz tion
ve the exhaus

' order to remo '7

iiiought on by that [event].

O Omam

107
|

g3

iieiiiiugrilzni' when lYou became Krs

n
i 5

. e

RURmurii1i’; oas N cause of her lineag

suitab e
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were boons for You _ _ _ t
Who graciously favoured 1n a smgle mstan

two mothers, two fathers
and also two families!

108
O Sundara, do tell [me]!
When You were still a nursing infantand drank from the breast of Pfitana,did You digest in Your stomachthe indigestible poison in the form of milkalong with her life itself‘?

109If You took on the condition of a humanbecoming easily accessibleto those who seek refuge [with You] --so be it, O Sundara!

[But] what made You [allow Youself]to be tied with a rope to a mortar,and to what end did You then start crying?

Obe t'fulb llOam road-Becomi gNand ‘armed [Lord]!

a O I: ('"D
, m '::' w l
II
”

2
5' m 5" 0" 5 O '1

cans of the cowherdesses too!

l l
'10 has reso 'es the stat;t to v"Masaila!
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of Kaliya's hood
or the top of the good kadamba [tree]
because Your pair of lotus-feet
was placed upon them!

112
Even though, O Sundara,
You hid your glory in Vraja,
why did You overrun Indra?

Why did You hold aloft [Govardhana] Mountain

for seven nights?

And why did You
get angry
with inquisitive friends?

113
O Son of Nanda!

O Susundara!
O One named Sundara!

On hearing the sound of Your flute

as You frolicked with the cowherdesses

in Brndavana,
the trees and rocks

melted just like wax!

114

O Sundara!
O Broad-armed Qne!

O Lord at Vanagm!

' d‘vana
When You sported 1n Brnrdaegses

des of cowhe
' multitu . .

wrth d singing 383m
singing an
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in the festivity of the risa dance,
the hearts of those women experienced
varied shades of the moods of love.

What indescribable condition [of joy]
did Your own heart experience then?

115
Your amorous gestures
and the blinking of Your eyes
are delightful, wonderful, and agreeable.

Your chastisement of worms like Karhsa
is extolled as [an equally] trifling [act],
O Sundara.

l l6
O Sundarabhuja!
Your amusements such as the buming of Varanasi

the destruction of Paundraka and Bhauma
the snatching awa of the panjita tree
the paralysing of iva

and other [feats]
such as the slaughter of the armies
in the Bharata [War]

are nectar to the ears.

ll7
O Sundara!
O Lord at Vanadri!
With Your pair of lotus-feet servcd by the gods
You perpetually stand on the peak ’
of the excellent Mountain called Venkata
for the sake of those who seek shelter ['with You]!
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118
Making Your home
on the Hill of the Elephant
You are appropriately named
the Boon-Bestower King.

You compassionately grant [Your devotees]
whatever they desire,
and You take pity on
the entire universe,
O Sundara!

119
O Sundara! O Lord at Vanadri!
You eternally recline
on the Serpent Couch
in the middle of the Milk Ocean.

[Yet] out of motherly affection
You have made Your glory present
to Your devotees on earth,
and here on the banks of the [river]

that arises from the Sahya Mountains,
You recline on the Serpent Couch
in Your own Abode of Srirangam
becoming a feast for the eyes of all!

120
Becoming Kalki, O Lord,
You will kill all the wicked people
polluted by Kali [Yuga's] impurity!

This is Your chance,
O Laksmi's Lord, O Susundara!

Punish [them now]
right before our eyes!
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121 .
' attonse the best of Your mcarn

tshlailalzlrof them have as their purpose
' 1ethe rotection of peop '

who)have taken refuge wrth You.

Never is it otherwise!

So, O Sundara,
I take refuge with
You!

122Poets celebrate You _as an ocean of the nectar of compassron,as dependent on those who have resorted t0 You,and as the [Final] Refuge [of Your devoteeS]-
Becoming visible to the eyes of these [devotees],You adorn Vanadn'.

0 [Lord] named Sundara!How wonderful it is!

123Nothing is impossible for You!
h You know allou are compassionate and

An insignificant personunable to l ve my sinswithout any other recourse, therefore, dependent on You.

about us
forgiving!

Forgive me,or I have so little strength,
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O Sundarabhuja!
O Hari!

124
All by Yourself You brought back to life
the monkeys killed in the battle of Lanka,
the Brahmin's son, dead owing to the fault of Siva,
the dead son of Sandipani,
the Brahmin's young sons who went to Vailcuntha,

and the child in the womb belonging to Arjuna.

Would one such as You
O Lord at Vanagiri

fail to grant the desire
of my guru and me?

125
You caused the creatures belonging to Ayodhyi

together with the animals, insects and grass

to go to Your own eternal worlds

which have a majesty _ ' '

attainable only in the state of Final Liberation!

Now what [good] deeds [had they performed]?

Rich in what kind of knowledge were they,

O Lord at Vanagin?

126
-Bestower on Elephant Hill

Ygdhgagggilgh blind from birth

named H2111'tavaranabhfl)’a

and, oh Sundara. U
ve o enly ' _

10:12; tharli a hundred such [people]!
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127
O Varada! O Sundara!

tO Bearer of beautiful arms! O Lord.

' a iriStaying here on the slope surroundltng Van g
where Your glory is visible to al

You bestow excellent boons!

128
We hear that You Yourself

right here [in this very place]
made King Malayadvaja
Your devotee.

So also
[similar] desires [for devotion]are born [in us]!

l 29O Lord at Vanagiri!O Ocean of Compassion!Please assent to my sincere [request]!
May I [once a
the Abode of rirarigamabsolutely subject toRiminuja the Noblejust like before!

ain] be in one comer of

l30O Creator of BrahO Lord! O Sunda at Vanadri!ra!
Looking to Y
as the besto

our position
by all mean

Wer of boons,
S he!“ [my request].
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Enhancing day-after-day
the glory of Srirarigam
and expressly refusing
the request of our adversaries,
accomplish [things] in such a manner
that [life there] becomes ever enjoyable
for Your devotees!

131
O Nectar-ocean of Pity!
O Lord of the dharma!
O You of truthful intent!
O Possessor of Sri!
O Lord!
O Sundara!
O One Who has motherly affection

for good people!

Drive away all the worthless ones and

forgiving in the twinkling of an eye

all the offences committed by good people

make the glory of the Srirarigam Abode
ever enjoyable [for Your devotees]!

132
[Although] I have committed sins

have no other recourse,

am foolish, without a refuge other than You,

am evil-hearted and evil-minded,

I shall solicit You openly and repeatedly

again and again and again

[until] I become a vessel o

Your boundless compassion,

O Sundarabhuja!

O Lord at Vanagiri!
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NOTES

“R'ama'nuja” (s'rirama-avanuja, lit. “the younger brother 0f

Srirama”, that is, Laksmana). Note that this is also the
meaning of the name Ramanuja.

Sundarabahu, Sundarabhuja and their synonyms are
renderings into Sanskrit from the Sanskritized Tamil epithet
(cuntarat t61utaiyag) contained in Aural, NTM 9.1, used in
praise of the same icon that is the subject of Kuresa’s stotra.

It is customary in Sanskrit literature for authors to intro-
duce their literary compositions by mentioning: (l) visaya, 0f
the subject of the work; (2) prayojana, or its purpose; (3)
sambandha, or the relationship of author to subject '. an (4)
adhikari, or the qualification of the author for writing the
composition. Kfiresa mentions all four in this stanza. The
subject of his poem is the greatness of Lord Sundarabfihm
ads!“ purpose 0f the poem is its author’s desire to see the
desrirestfm The author 1s related to his subject by his great
mm to 20sec hlS subject Sundara, and the poet’s qualifica-
refu mime the Poem _ts based both on his having taken_ ge wr the feet of Han, and on his havin obtainedwisdom _from hlS Acarya Riminuja g

ana in and ' - -' l
functim as was:22:13:‘:réanqdn and Vallasaila 9ft?“
"re-W). For that reason the tzmng to the holy s1te m 1t? en-English in some Stanza; onl rms have been translated mtO

. _ the m00n’S crawling rough ‘t lik .Walla). Two of the desc _ } e achild” (s'asadhara-
this verse are based on Na l'lptions employed by Kfiresa in

‘s-Ehitzstzund of the conch (kural6 . 3’ . e temple of Alak
my?!) 0n the Pegitbof 31:11am“: "‘the moon crawls (afmdmabruiicolaj in 2 gl of Ttrumiliruficfilai (kuwmi
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10

In ordertoprevent confusion, I have generally preferred the
more familiar names of the two gods Siva and Brahma to
the variety of names and epithets contained in the poems.

In this verse and in v. 68, Kfiresa links Siva -- with whom
the archaic Tamil god Murukan is associated -- to the notion
of “taint” or “pollution”. According to Saiva mythology,
Siva has the crescent moon as his crest ornament. In _
Sanskrit court poetry, metaphors are often employed which
play on the relation of the dark spots on the moon to the

clean white disk, Kfiresa suggests that the moon‘s dark
spots (that is, its defects) have been caused by its contact

With Siva because the moon is his crest ornament. Kuresa

explicitly contrasts this defectiveness or pollutedness of the

moon (which is said to come from its association wrth ivtha

since it resides in his matted hair) with the untamtedness at

results from the contact with Visnu. For astudy of the

Concept of the “untaintedness” of the Lord m the early

Srivaisnava tradition, see Nayar [992182-86. _ _

This verse is intelligible only in the context of PATllt/l 4.2.5.

“Tiruma'liruficolai [that is, Vanagm] -- where a blac h‘m

elephant in order to stop his mate, who was leavmtg)l é

after a quarrel, shouted out in the name of the slain;i hlils mate

Coloured Lord Alakar [Sanskr1t, Sundara] apd h'zil where

turn back on hearing the Lord’s name -- IS t e . l of an ele-

dWells Lord Krsna who once accepted the servrce b nks of a

Phant [whom he ‘rescued from a crocodile] on the a

Pond and who killed the elephant sent Eytnarga to destroy

him" (translation by Prof. .K.A. Ven alanials and inani-

Sn'vaisnava devotees believe that even an 'all when they

mate ob'ects may be devoted to God. especil yes In fact,

live in the environs oflthe Igorgsrslvslqlanagnpnazl or inanimate

' erab e to e _ .

25y re'gagdsatcggflfplace than asa god 1_n heaverrqfirvairlgjaho

JeCl m Alvar articulates this idea in Pma_ an frame

KUIac-é'kzllrra ed shall not seek the transient huhr: temple at

am enllg tellll eek to be a bird (kurukay) "1 l unded by

again. _I Shal dso not pray for Indra’s pomp SUsvarga) but

tlliqmirlrzlrtal beauty of the nymPhs and heave"
e rm
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hall seek to be a fish in the streams of the Tirumalai

1i-lills ..”. (Cited in Varadachari 1979170). l‘ “some thing”,
a h t'lndescribableEntity” (kim_api_ vastu, it. _ nza to
“t a ne thing”). The indefinite lS used in this sta fthe

e222:the limitless greatness and indescribability 0
Lord. _. . - s of

“Long-stretching ears” (kama-pasa) is one of the Slgn
a great man (maha-purusa-Iaksana).
‘ u on Whom §ri has climbed or mounted _
(graifi%23~sliiyam). Several synonymous/epithets appear ‘n
this stotra: Erfidha-sfib and adhyarudha-sriyam m Vih in v.
24, samucchri'ta-sriyah in v. 4l , and firfidha-Iaksmyif.d to
57. All are Sanskrit variants of the Tamil name applie L rd]
Lord Sundarabahu contained in Antal, NTM 9.6 [the 0
upon whom Tiru (Sri) climbs” (Em tiru vutaiyig). d

“The Immortal One" (amnam) may likewise be translate
“Nectar.” While “Immortal” would seem the more appf_0' 'r
priate within the context ofUpanisadic epithets, Namrrlalvacalls the Lord “nectar” in his eulogy of Sundarabahu: [fie
l5] hOney and milk and sugarcane and nectar” (tegum Palumkaggalum amutum) in TVM 8.8.4.The first line of the stanza is a quotation from MaNarUpl 1.3, reworded for purposes of metre.Kitesa’ s interpretation of the “Great One” (bhfiman) isfounded on Raminuja’s SriBh 1‘3_2_7_ln this verse, Kfiresa follows Ramanuja’ s interpretation 0fdaharamakas'am, the “subtle ether within the cavity of theheart”, as denoting the Supre. . . me Brahman rather than theindiVidual soul. See SriBh 1. .3.5.l3-22.he conception of the pheno. menal world expressed in this‘ amfiénas doctrine of s'esa-sesi-bhiva'ussiono ‘ — " '19811147 _ am
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23

24
26

29

30

32

34

Self Himself. Thus the Highest Self Himself is denoted byall words”.
According to the Pancaratra Agamas, the Lord, as ParaVasudeva, is s'antodi'ta, that is, “inert”; the three subsequentcreative cosmic emanations ( vyfiha), corresponding to the
creation, maintenance and dissolution of the universe, are
characterized by constant activity (ni'tyodita) (Laksmi'Tanti-a
2.49-51). By way of contrast, the Sn'vaisnavas have their
own interpretation of these two descriptions of the Lord: in
the santodi'ta state (as in this verse), God enjoys His o_wn
qualities only, while in the active ni'tyodi'ta state He enjoys
His creation as well.
For “[the Lord] upon Whom Sri has climbed”, see v. l6.
In this verse, Kfiresa may be thinking of Naminalvar, who
could only enjoy one quality of the Lord at a time; lost in
this single quality, he would forget all others. _
The idea that God shows the greatness of His mercy by lg-
noring the limitless sins of His devotees is further devell-1_
Oped by Kfiresa’s great-grandson Vedacarya Bhattar in IS
poem Ksamzisodas'i (Stotramzilfi l969_i75-“76). ..
"shelter" (sams'n'ta); “status ofbirth” (WEDLMPUW hGBh
(svabhfiva). Compare this verse With Rarnanuja, B 'th Me]
9.29: “...With regard to taking shelter (sainsrita) _[Wl_ birtli
no one deserves my hatred because (s)he ls inferior {"__ ),,

'_ “ nature (svabhava), knowledge (/iiana .(Jati'), form (akara), ,, t ‘atam)' “This One
“those which are a hundred fold... (ye _ e s, évajsah
is not within the range of speech and rnind _(na taiion

- he first phrase is a direct quo
vanmanas-gocarflll)- T ' restatement offr TaittU 2.8; the second Phrase IS? d in the

om p - ' d c assage is often quoteTaittUp 2.9. This Upanl§a I P
_ ’ raise- oems. . . . on the

aims; here 5f the combiningtof ct0l(ot;.iar:£51513?‘go and

' " threeruis , . ,
' " racticeofmixmg n o ment

T321; hi?) 2n festive occaSions. Poets sayfthi'litsthtf/iihjhgney

{got l'l_1 es from a mixture of these three ru . ,
a aris ' In the, ' ent of the universe.

les God s enjoym ds, and col-added, resetliil:mixture ofmolten gold, eniergieach individ-
same way, h en'oyment and beau y _ . said to
lyrium, increases! e J fthe collyrium is
ual item. Traditionally, the black o
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35

39

40

4i

42

Sundarab'zihu va

- ‘ f therepresent Krsna; emerald is symbolic of thtle,1$2222036:‘lth-
. - Lord'sbeauty, and gold represen s s _ a-
:Zlirlibzugh the beauty of these three can be enJoyed 36g), their
rately, the overall beauty is believed to be enhance. t_
mixture (From an interview with Prof. K.K.A. Venka
achari, November 1986).

' dSee PATM 3.2.3. in which the Lord's body ls corn!Jare
to [a mixture of] gold and emeralds.
“Embellished by groves of growing young trees” _
(vardhl'snu-bala-drfima-sapda-mandltam) ls based origin‘:
malvfir, TVM 2.10.1 in which the place of Sundarab ng
described as “a dense garden surrounded by tender youtrees”(Vfl,Iari_Iampo_Iicu_l). _ _In the eulogy of important human beings such as kings, P0ets traditionally begin with the head, while for the pan-by?“part description of God, poets (out of humility) often beglwith the feet. Notice that Kfiresa, following several of theAlvars, reverses the accepted order. _For examples of this genre from DP, see Nammi'ilvar’TVM 7.7 and Tiruppan Alvar, Afip.The reference to the Lord’s hair thus, “[it] surpasses thB de-scription ofbeautiful fibres fashioned from the essence 0fpitch-black blinding darkness“. i i8 based on Namm'filval'iTVM 7-7-9 1n which the author asks if he sees pitch-blackdarkness (lmlal)... made I mass of black threads ("Ila

. What he sees is really thelo vely halr of the Lord,

, see v. l6.. minds the poet of a half-moon bothts shape and b
‘

. ' enticaiimagery, see VRS, v. 32. See For 1d
ln which the Lord’

sf h also Nammalvar, TVM 7.7-7or ' ,, .moon in rnid~fortnight’?. ead ls COmpared to a waxmghe alalikai-a

beguty of the Lord.
conltrailrizzligrgpaiisons 0f the Lord’ 5 eYebrows to bows are‘Ila!’ NTM 14.6 and Nammalvai, TVM 7.7-4-
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47

49

50

52

55

57

58

59

60

62

64

72

Sundara’s cheeks being smelt (aghrana) by Yasoda is a ref-erence to the custom of holding the face of a child close toone’s nose.
Antal, NTM 14.8 contains a similar description of theLord’s shoulders spread with His hair.
The area of the body from the collar bone to the chest isregarded as being very attractive. Its breadth and strengthare features much admired in Indian wrestlers. ,“a scar [made] by His bow-string” (Wakma) The Lord S _four arms are described as having the “a scar [made] by His
bow-string" Uyakiha) in Yamuna, SR, v. '33. .
Kuresa’s description of the conch as “resting on_Hrs_10121;‘;VI
palm...like an excellent royal swan" is based on Anltal, fw-
7.7 which images the conch as “mounted on the pa m o
sudeva’s hand like a swan". _F’ >- “the [Lord] upon Whom Laksmi has climbed or
mounted”, see v. l6. _

The similes comparing the navel toa WhIflPPOI'angut are
breasts to elephant heads are not onlgma: to Kuresa,

' both Sanskrit and Tami poe ry.
%%?g1acigdgx of the Lord Who swallowed all the wtzlrlldilpglt
yet has a thin waist fascinates Kuresa. Compare w: ,

. 0 ‘s
{:higcomparison of the human thigh to an elephant s trunk l
a standard one in Sanskrit poetry-_ - described as being' f Lord Sundarabahu IS _ _ . . ‘kai
£22823: alligachdal trees" ( canMLmPPO-l'l'g) m Tiruman
Alvar, PTM 9-8-9‘ 3. A defeated. ' e ed by vs. 62-6 .
The idea Ofg:$32132; forced to carry the feet of hlS

footrest.' t same way the lotus .
n hls headibyllntlilealotus-feet of the Lord, IS

et on its “head”. 'ves the heavenly
. . 'eved that Siva recei . _ onl

While it lS populagl);2;];ding to vaispavas he regiiliZdia,y
Ganga On hlzlilzaglakfinanda’ which 193831;gang
‘heweamc e- -- Wilson I _ i '_ 1.
and “Qt the 92115221a2"n v. 40, Wth also contains a
Compare Wit ’
play on the name e58-

man is spok
conqueror o
defeated in tenderness
forced to carry those fe
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74

76

81

86

92

94

98

107

112

120

Sundarabahu Stava

Kfiresa’s description of Visvaksena in this stanza is based
‘ n SR, v. 41. _

'ihgftiziidznts [of the Lord] in Vaikuntha are said to have
taken refuge with Sundarabihu because they are present In
His temple. The Pancaratra Agamic tradition requires that
doorkeepers guard every temple entrance 1n order to prevent
the entry of the wrong persons into the temple’s Inner Sanc-
tum. (Hari Rao 1967:101, 110, and 123).
Much of the vocabulary of this verse is identical t0
Raminuja, VaiGad, para. 4. ,“salvation” (Erma-sanjivana, lit. “revivification of the soul’ ).Kfiresa employs here the term found two times in the lastthree paragraphs of Ramanuja’s VaiGad.is verse, a rendering 0f Tirumankai Alvar, PTM l 1.4.1,contains the same number of syllables per line (23)(Aflflankaricariyar 1965).
Kareén Phrase “a spot on the moon called tusk” is areference to one of the marks on the moon which is said t0resemble a boat's tusk.
The-cutting _°f the king's thousand arms by Parasurama_hargava) 1s descnbed in Tirumankai Alva-1r, PTM_5.6.7.

. _. "Pdigenous Tamil tradition.fnlm I? ment1_oned in Nammalvar, TVM onlyice on y in PATM, Nappinnai is mentioned b)’1965). rs more than 150 times (Annankaracariyar_ Krsna's beiIS referred to by Anti! ino'il'; Worznsan, and raised by another
. hich Krsna becameI-lls supremacy, but His_ t. Annank. ere are parall . l - - aracanyargiaggly not elsewhere?gig];s In the BhP' although_ .Uavas interpret the ‘ ‘-. qucst for God ltntensity and pOignancy °fright here or ° descend on earth as Kalki. _ Olll' e e " '"rangam lmpli in vz. f251.13%16 cofitext Of the trouble in
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122

126

128

129

130

132

“You adorn” (paricaskarisc, past perfect, 2nd singular),translated according to the gloss in PSV, alarikarosi(present, 2nd singular).
'111e traditional interpretation of vs. 126-27 is that Kuresa is
praying for the restoration of his own sight. According to
Srivaisnava hagiographical literature, Kfiresa was blinded
by an evil Saiva king (known only as Krmikantha or “the
worm-necked one"), who persecuted the Vaisnava commu-
nity during the era of Ramanuja.
“made Your devotee" (camna-satknavan, lit. “one who was
reduced to Your feet”).
This verse and the two which follow it substantiate the tra-
ditional Srivaisnava view that this stotra was composed
When Kilresa was in exile in Vanagiri during a time of
trouble in Srirangam. _
Kfiresa’s words “enhancing day-after-day the glory of Sn-
mfigam” (sfiraiiga-sriyam anvahan'z pmgunayanlare recited
at the conclusion of all Srivaisnava public recitations of the
h mns of the Alvars.
“éffences committed by good people" may refer to the bie-
trayal of Kfiresa by his own disciple Nfilfir-Zlfllwho IS $31 1°
have pointed out Kfiresa and his teacher RamanuJa to £9016
Saivas who came searching for thedm on befil'fizatetltilsgibng
s n, 26 , This story is containe ll'l seve _'

grihiels, a)nd was related to me by K.K.A. Venkatachan.



Varadaraja Stava

1
Hari _girlgzvn jewel on the crest of Elephant Hill

the God Whom the Upanisads called
unequalled and unsurpassed

bestow welfare on me always!

2
l take refuge with Devarajathe Overlord [of the universe]an Ocean of compassionand the Friend of all creatures,Who has Sri as His treasure[and is Himself] an inexhaustible treasurevowed to bestow upon His suppliantseverything they desire!

3That eternal Splendour0 transcends a rehe .nscannot be u pp 1°" by the senses,
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4
I take shelter with that sweet Varada

of Elephant Hill
Whom the creeper

in the form of the best of Srutis
is fond of imitating

with its own splendour
and with its branches containing
manifold shoots sprouted forth.

5
I resort to that Hill of the Elephant
which makes visible [to us]He of Whom the Triad speaksby way of its instruction
as imperceptible

by refuting other descriptions [of Him]wrth the words “not this, not this" (neti neti)-

6
While to unfortunate Ones

the Three Vedas may “Ot [appear to] demonstrate
that [Visnu] is Lord,

who would not conclude

in the Abode of the Elepham

that Devaraja is Lord indeed?

7
derful!

illfefilivillrof the Elephant removes the doubt

of those whose minds are influenced

by erroneous philosophies
Han . ' . _

[82:2zigzagfirfaofty and aUSplClOUS qualities

is with attributes

or without.



8
By means of maxims, syllogisms

and the refined sayings of eminent sages,
the Three Vedas might with difficulty
enable sinless people
to devote [themselves] to Hari,
[but] the Abode of the Elephant
[enables] everyone [to enjoy Him].

That which is forcefully proclaimed by the wordSI‘There IS an Entity extremely wonderful,
. Sfeat, of boundless nature and incomparable"),is [itself] truly seenright in front [of us]in the Abode of the Elephant.

lO
_0n of those who regarded [he TriadId l<nowledge

“'Bd with
a u

0f tho
‘ good u "uspmous q alities

Se qualities.
en You, o o

pTEClSely

1
[it is 1 a?" Hasti Hill

e oPPOsite! i
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On the authority of Sruti
we have concluded that Your qualities

beginning with truth and knowledge
have become auspicious
[only] after coming to reside in You.

12
Your SUpreme Form
established in the aCme of Smti
as the Supreme Brahman

sinless, incomparable, always Serene,
pure, ever untouched by defects,
and beyond the range of speech and mind,

is visible [right here in Hastigiri], O Varada!

l3
Seeking to touch upon

Your highest incomparable form

which imitates the state of a nppleless Pcean

by becoming immovable m confomuty

with the glory and abundant bilSS

' ' from the experience .

ailsil/sir own serene and infinite Self,

hoThree Vedas become extremely exhausted

inedenying [the existence of] other

[inauspicious qualities] in You,

O Varada!

14 . . ed s

That Highest Reality 1s descnb a

difficult to sp
impossible t0 hearhpp

t to wors ,' _

i3 :22“touch. or enjoy, O Varada
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_. va

Varadarijijff.’

Oh! How is it, then, that You stand here
visible atop the Hill of the Elephant
for the sake of all?

15 . . . l (165]
The group of the six principal qualities [inc U

exalted knowledge, incomparable strength.
supreme lordliness, limitless bravery,
the mightiest power, and the highest splendour‘

0 Varada!

[You] are the birthplace
of limitless auspicious qualities
that defy enumeration!

l6
O Varada!
O One with three pairs of qualities!
Your original form shone
with these six qualities.

Then, three [of Your forms] shoneeach with a pair [of qualities].

This arrangement
[arises] out of Your desireto reveal [Yourself to the devotees].
Otherwise You are everywhere possessedof countless and abundant auspicious qualities-

l7The stage described in the .
pertains to Your P'eVlOus [stanza]
[four-fold] creative cosmic emanation
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Then descending among gods, humans and animals
in order to play at [Your own] will
in the midst of the realms of finite beings

who are under Your rule,
You become similar to them
and assume the designation “ vibha va ”

Although replete with
multitudes of excellent qualities,
You conceal [some of] them,
O Lord of the Elephant!

18O Precious Varada!Regardless of the form You take --the transcendent Goda creative cosmic emanationan occasnonal incarnationan incarnation in a w -. Orshi 'or the soul s Indweller __ Ppable lCOn

You always appear t0 Your worshippersbearing multitudes of excelle t‘ . .
[but] to others [you appear] :thmiiqualities

19
Excellent, limitless, countless aus i ' . .
enabling Your devotees to easily Eggfisfiflmes

such as compassion, patience, generosity
tenderness, impartiality towards all, friendliness
constancy, graciousness, love, and authority ,

and the highest auspicious qualities
beginning with beauty,

O Varadarfija,
elicit delight in the people
bowed down [before You].
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. a
\Iaradar'fila Sta‘!

20
Vedic verses have sung
of Your unique independence,
but we regard You as dependent
because You are subject to
those who seek shelter with You.

Oh‘. Ohl This reproach rests
on Your omniscience alone
[because being omniscient
You see our offences], _
yet You never take into consideration
any fault in Your devotees here ll“ this world],
O Varada‘.

2i
You appear over Elephant Hill
like its black-as-collyrium peak

O Varada
with Your hands, feet, face and eyes
surpassing lotuses [in loveliness],
and with Your arms
rivaling mighty tamala trees

[in beauty and strength].

22
My eyes feast on the One Who has

illustrious arms and an attractive nose
good shoulders adorned with lovely long earsolong eyes and noble cheeksBest among the boon-granters‘.

‘ 23Resembhng a dark cloudreclining on [the golden serpent] Ananlfl "Your hair black like a lump of collyl'illm
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and Your eyes, hands and feet
resembling lotus blossoms --

become forever visible to me,
O Lord of the Elephant!

24
My skin and eyes desire to drink You in
while my tongue is distressed
at not being able to hear You like an ear.

My nose, too, is in that same condition
r'-’-8=111'ding You.

O Lord of the Elephant!How 1n the world can I reachthe state [that I so long for]!

25
O Lord!
Indicating Your supreme °Verlordship

of [all] the worlds,
Your crown becomes a high-rising mountain

for the thousand-rayed [sun]
that is Your crest jewel,

O Ornament of Hasti [Hill]!

26
t

gywiiiilivw an firdvapundm mark

on Your own forehead r

out of high regard for its plosition

made known by its verticaf ‘l1’ ur devotees?

indicating its upliftment o o
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Varadarz'ija Stava

27 I

O Lord of the Elephant.

our earring
Iaiimbellishment for Yourleiar

a decoration for Your shou ers .

an adornment for Your ShOUIdef-length ha"

or an ornament for my heart.

28
The splendour of the gold bracelets and armlets

fastened on your arms
emulates the richness of flowers bloomed all over
the branches of the boon-bestowing tree,
O Lord of the Elephant!

29
When the pearl necklace quivers on Your chest,
Kaustubha and Kamala

the two [who reside there]
are reduced to the [same] condition [experienced]
at the moment of their coming forth
from the foamy ocean

which was moving to-and-froat being churned [by You],
O Lord of the Elephant!

O Valada! 3O

As if the Valle of _
were made gt. goald0,0llyr1um molll'ltain

thle glOry Of the
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31
O Varada!
Today we see in You
the dark night
followed by the bright side of the sun.

Indeed, the dark hue of Your hair
is the [black] backside
of the [shining] sun
in the form of Your face.

32 _ .
The eighth lunar day which removes the inequality

of both the moon's fortnights
has made for the [half-1 moon's glory _
because it has become a standard of compaflson

O Varada
fOF the splendour 0f Your forehead.

33 '

The gOOd ink taken up [by the creator Brahmi]
With a desire t0 fashion Your rows of curls

was tested on the touchstone
of Your broad forehead,

e streaks left there]

became Your eyebrows.

Varada!
ghis could not really be so ed

because [Your form] lS uncreat _

34
free fromeYour senses 8F f ordinflr)’ Creatures.

the limitations 0
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You can hear with Your eyes
and see with Your ears!

That's why Your [exceedingly long] eyes
have resorted to Your ears!

35
O Varada!
Your nose is a bridge
over the rippling ocean of Your eyes
whose billows in the form of sidelong glances
are flowing with the sentiment of compassion

and streaming with love-filled currents!

Your eyebrows are rows of forests
[stretched] on its sprawling shores.

36
A sidelong glance from Your eyes, O Varada,
manifests Your majesty
spreads forth radiance
reveals Your boundless compasSion
rains down rapture
and melts the hearts [of Your devotees],

37
The brilliance of Your moon-like teeth
shining on the petal of Your pink lower lip

O Lotus-eyed One
manifests a splendour
surpassing [the lustre of] a string of
[placed] over a [piece oi] coral. pearls
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38
The gentle waterfall of Your smile
cascades onto the raised ground
of Your [broad] chest
and when dispersed there
bears the beauty of a many-stringed garland.

O Varada!
Your pearl necklace appears
like a river sprung from it.

39
O Yarada, Your cheeks

k'ssed by the much-desired cowherdesses
Who ad°med the circle of the risa [dance]

are [even now] puffed up
because of‘ the thrill that continues
from [the JOY of] that time!

40
May Your face
which has a prominent and attractive nose

long eyes
teeth showing through Your smile
a lustrous lower lip
arched brows

and ears reaching down
to Your shining shoulders

remain in me forever,
O Lord of the Elephant!

4l
When the Lotus-Lady linked her arm with Your;

inspired by the sentiment of love
what indescribable state did Your neck

as beautiful as a conch
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and highly esteemed [by her]
experience then,_ _
O Lord at Kangm?

42
O Varada!
Your four boon-bestowing arms

stron ]like iron bars _gliam hie the dark [branches of] a tamala tree.

Or are they [broad] like expansive oceansstretched out wide
. - '7or do they openly shine like the four directIOIls-

43
Ah Varada,
[Tell me!]

Did Your anns meet with their greatest joyin the embrace of Indira?
in clasping the cowherdessesduring the ardently desired risa dance?
or in being tied down b Y r _for the o

asoda
ffence of stealing fresh butter?

44O Varada!
our arms shine with reddish
like the branches of a sila Ree‘lihwh inger~tips int e form of tender sprouts

finger-tips
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like the billows of an ocean
topped with [pink] corals

and like superior serpents
their faces aglow with their hood-gems.

45
You churned the ocean
with Your own [hands].

Moreover,
You held aloft for seven nights
the mountain [Govardhana]
and twisted the necks
0f the seven bulls.

Even then, O Varada,
Your hands did not grow tired.

46
O Varada!
Was the red tint of Your hands

caused by Your crawling _
in the courtyards and houses of Vraja?

from gripping the stick
for controlling the cows
in the cowherders' cowPens?

m holding onto the goad and reins
or fro

driving the [chariot] horses?
while

47

O Varada! . .

Is it for decoration or [simply] out ofJoy

that You perpetually carry the overlords
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that are Your weapons
who are omniscient,
have all the appropriate powers,
have made a vow to serve You forever
and have You as their sole enjoyment?

48
Was Your chest the creator [Brahm5’s] model
for fashioning the sky, O Varada?
[that chest] on which
the Lotus Lady's face and the kaustubha gem
are manifest as the moon and the sun,
and whose garland behaves like
a constellation of stars,
0 Best among the boon-granters!

49
_Good people declare that Your stomachlS the [resting] place of the Cosmic Eggs.
If that be so, O Varada,
then how is its thinness
[to be explained]?

The enrichment of those here in this world[whose greatness] is self-createdwould lead to an increase in [size and] glory.
But that's not sofor others [like Yourself]!
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The lotus [arising from Your navel] shines
as the abode of the lovely Laksmi

who is fond of Your entire wonderful form.

5|
That very rope which gave You the name
“Damodara”
left a callus [on Your body].

O Vamda!
Under the guise of three lines
[that mark] has become
the foremost ornament of Your waist.

52
O Lord of Hasti[saila]!
The earth bears fruit
according to the kind of seed that is sown in it
and we see that [same principle
at Work] in You also.

O Lotus-faced One!
The lotus being [continually] created in Your belly

in which resides the [Cosmic] Eggbrings forth multitudes of unbroken eggS!

O Lord of the sacrifice!
Although I am an ignorant man,somewhere I have encountered the question“Who among the many [gods]

is the Supreme Overlord of the universe?"

We [now] proclaim the final conclusion:
“Brahma and the other [gods]

about whom a clamorous debate
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among the people has arisen
are born, O Varada,
from the lotus arising from
the bulb in the form of Your stomach."

54
O Krsna! 0 Varada!
O [Lord] fit to be won over

by Your own dear people!

That rope with which You were tightly boundby the hands of Yasoda for stealing fresh butterand which is the destroyerof Your devotees’ bondageYou even today wear
out of love for Your motheras an ornament of the body called a waistband-

from which a whirlpodue to the uneve. n movement of the waterin such a small space. l 1
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plantain-tree trunks
and the trunks of the choicest elephants

even though in the bloom of youth
do not compare entirely favourably
With Your broad thighs,
nor do they impart their majesty.

57
O Varada!
A river of luminosity
was born in Your body
and its two streams vanish

at [the tips ofl Your two feet.

Your knees resemble Whirlpools

born from it -
bubbling up from be ow,

or perhaps they are two bullock humps

named "Youth" and “Wealth”.

58
In order to kiss affectionately

the peak of Elephant Hill,

Your legs are behaving like the stems

of the two lotuses facing downward

called Your feet.

The delight elicited .

by the touch of the mountain

has made Your leg hairs

bristle like thorns

[on the stems] of

son who sees You

Your ankles.

l-low can the per
O Varada

bear to leave [Your presence]?
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59
O Varada! _ _
Among these [bestowers of] exceeding delight
which do Your lotus-feet prefer?
the bright lotus named “Dahara”

[situated] in the body of Your devotees,
Your lotus-seat which, although seated perpetually,

remains unfaded,
the pinnaclelof the Vedas (Upanisads),
the head of Sathari,
or the peak of Elephant Hill?

60
O Varada!
The toes of Your feet have all the splendour
of a series of [sea] billows
bordering the [glistening] water's edge.

Does the moon cause Your toes to shine
from its reflection on the rows of Your toenails?

or under the pretext of reflecting itselfon Your nails,
does the moon [really] reach Your toenailsthus making them glitter?

61
O Lotus-faced One!
O Lover of the sacrifice!

The moon
defective, imperfect, vile, and crookedon account of bei_ ng the friend of Sivaand serving him

approached Your lotus-feetunder the uise of Y 'O Varada, 8 our toenails,
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and became purified, perfect in conduct, eternal,
and the possessor of ten auspicious qualities.

62
Long ago the river of the gods (Ganga)

sprung from Your lotus-foot
separated into four [streams].

Taking three paths,
the single [stream] borne by Dhruva
purified the three worlds.

One from among those three [streams]
going through the sky

purifies Siva.

She divided again into seven [streams];
one purified this earth
and enabled Sagara's sons to reach heaven,
O Varada!

63
Attendants, retinue, ornaments and weapons,
the multitudes of auspicious qualities

beginning with knowledge end creative power,
the Supreme Abode, the [Cosmic] Eggs,
Your own body and so also Your soul --
You made all this
for the sake of those who take refuge [with You],
O Boon-bestower!

64
There is nothing [to be] gained by You
that is not already Yours, O Varada!
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Your creative actions
involving the generation, preservation
and annihilation of all the worlds

flash forth from Your mind.

Nevertheless, You descend here
[to live] among the multitudes
of inferior gods and human beings,
in order to embrace people

who seek refuge [with You]
and to destroy those who trouble them.

65
O Varada!
Even the slightest trace of desire
may destroy the discrimination of the mind.

When that same desire is great --what then?

O Varada!
Raising up Partha and the liketo be Your own person
You have descended into this unworthy worldand embrace him!

66
O Varada!
Unable to suffer dela[Your devotees]and not even allowinto be purified,

y in embracing

g them enough time
ou,

were
to Your own Abodethat You descended here.
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But what is this?
You woo even those
who haven't taken shelter with You,
yielding Your body to them!

67
O Varada!
Being beyond [apprehension by] the senses,
if You were not to descend into this world
then Your worship, praise and so forth

decreed by Sruti
would be abandoned.

68
O Protector!
O Varada!
Hiranya perpetually committed
a thousand offences against You,
but You [remained] unaffected [by him]
for a long, long time.

[Yet] on account of [Hiranya's]
troubling of a small boy,

You underwent change
[and responded] immediately

taking the form of a Man-Lion.

69
O Ocean of the nectar of compassion!
O Bestower of boons!

Poets declare that You can be attained
only by [the disciplines of]
knowledge, works, and devotion,
and not by other [means].
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By which of these [ways]
did Uttarakosala's creatures
-- including even the grass --
reach You?

70
O Bestower of boons!
On account of the strength

of Your motherly affection for the devotees,You Who are anxiously desirous[of proximity to them]may willingly descend here [to earth]so as to become easily accessible to them.
Oh! But what is this?Long ago, being tied with a rope,You wept!

l
body of the Man-Lioned in the pillard at the very same instantas Your devotee’s speech[on Your all-pervasiveness]proves Your supremacy, O Varada!

7The extraordinary
which was contain

O Etemal One!
Err: Egmfg C(ansume-d by the three-fold forest fire!n use and, not k - . .am able neithert “(m/"18 my limits,o stand firmly [here in samsa'm]volved 'In efforts

o“ for Protection.
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(P?! Lord! O Lord of Hasti [Hill]!
ease cover me with the [coolin '_ g] ramsh

of the ambrosla of Your sidelong glances!)war

73
[Pulled] in various wrong ways
and in contradictory directions,
I am being forcibly torn asunder
by hundreds of useless desires
[appearing in me] simultaneously!

l do not even have desire
for [refuge in] Your feet!

O Lord of Hastigiri!
I do not even seek my own welfare!

74
Oh Boon-Bestower!

Without fear and without modesty

because my obstinate mind has no desire

for [refuge at] Your feet,

and adomed as I am with the armour of evil deeds,

I prattle something before You!

75
Diseases of the body and mental agony,

insatiability [of the senses],

the gain of things I do not wish for,

the loss of much-desired objects,

and inferiority [feelings] which make for anger --

all these continually torture my mind

O Lord of Hasti [Hill] _

but loss of the treasure of Your affection

[does not trouble me at all].
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76
The birthplace of contempt and arrogance

lust and passion,
greed and delusion,

I am sinking here in [the sea of] sarizsa'ra ,
O Lord beyond dualities!

Who am I to resort toYou,
to see and seek to attain You

Who are possessed of eternal, flawless,
and abundant auspicious qualities,

O Lord of the Elephant!

77
I am inwardly consumed by
unavailing and meaningless brooding
over how my sons and others will be
when I am dead.

But, O Lord of Hastigiri,
there is not even an iota of CODSideration
as to how I myself shall be!

78
Because of the strength of my evil inclinations

arising from the mental impressions
of previous births

my mind is not able to abandon [the world]
even while analyzing happiness

arising from the sense organs
in which defects

such as lightning-like transitoriness
abundant sorrow
the cause of calamity
and triviality

are [clearly] seen,
O Boon-Bestower Emperor!
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79
By leaving undone
what is enjoined [in the scriptures]
and by doing what is prohibited

intentionally or unintentionally
with hundreds of unbearable offences against You
and with hundreds of sins

in thought, word, and deed
uncountable even by You

conunitted against the devotees,
O Lord of Hasti [Hill],
I am doomed!

80
[Although] servitude to You is natural to me
I -- such as I am --
formerly erred
robbing You [of my state of servitude],
[yet] You [still] considered me Your own.

O Lord of the Elephant!
Put to rest this dispute of ours!

81
O Lord of Hasti [Hill]! .
Great connoisseur of Your setce [that I am],

may I consider enjoyments _

such as equality with Brahma and Siva
or the liberation referred to as

the experience of one’s own soul

the equal of salt water!

82
Helpless and shelterless,
wallowing [as I am] .
in the ocean of worldly ex1stence --
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filled with a profusion of the poisonous snakes
of sensual enjoyments

and a repository of the crocodiles
of birth and death --

I choose You as my refuge,
O Bestower of boons!

83
Filled with thousands of inauspicious qualities,
beyond the pale of even an iota

of a [single] auspicious quality,
and a great sinner who has not performed

[any] good deeds,
I choose You

O Varada of great compassion
[to be] my refuge!

84
The [very] word uttered by me[in] choosing [You as] my refugewas spoken by me without forethought.
O Varada!
If You nevertheless consider meworthy of Your compassion,then am I saved!

85
If one’s mind were contritewith respect to countless c ' 'nrnes cothen, O Varada mrrutted,9we do not doubt
that You [would] take pity!
[But] we who have un 're entantare doomed indeed! p minds
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86
O Varada!
I have no better, easily available means
that would grant me the One for Whom I long
than the uttering of the word “refuge” (salanam).

This is the opportunity
for [You to show me] Your compassion.

87
I am attached to worldly objects
and am a person of great sensual desire,
but I have not even the faintest [longing]
for [taking refuge at] Your feet.

Therefore, O Varada,
it is Your responsibility [to see that]
desire for Your feet is created in me.

88
O Varada!
Even [the desire to utter]
the word “refuge” (s'aranam)

a revivifying thought
would not arise without Your grace.

[From this I know]
that You are inclined
to show Your grace to me.

89
O Varada, grant me whatever l desire

here [in san'isara]
so long as it is not an obstacle
to the attainment of Your feet.
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Otherwise, O Lord,
grant [me] at once
Your foot alone.

90
Do grant me whatever else I pray for
out of a helplessness caused by

hundreds of evil inclinations
arising from the mental impressions
of previous births!

O [Lord] of unequalled compassion!
0 Benefactor of all!
O Granter of everything!
O Bestower of boons!
O Ocean of forgiveness!

91
Whether and in whatever manner You grant me
the thing I desire or something else

O Lord Varada
experiencing [whatever You give]
is only appropriate for me
because I -- such as I am --
have placed upon You
the entire responsibility
[for my welfare].

92
0 Lord of the Elephant!
I choose to behold You

Who are difficult to attain
for those who are not Your devotees

just as You are --
whatever Your form or siZQ
Whoever You are
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whatever Your auspicious qualities and glorywhatever actions You perform --
solely by [my utterance of] the word “surrender”.

93
Oh!
O Compassionate One!
O Varada!
O Ocean of forgiveness!
and especially O Benefactor of all persons!

O Granter of everything!
O Knower of what is beneficial [for the devotees]!
O Omniscient One!
O Possessor of all powers!

Having removed at once
[all my other desires],
lead me to [the condition of]
Your servitude alone!

94
O Lord of Hasti [Hill]!
Your compassion is such that
You make those who worship You

by virtue of their own qualities
by their own deeds
on the basis of their own knowledge
or out of devotion to You

[Your servants].

That being so, I regard Your compassion itself
as my support.
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95
I am not a devotee _

am without auspicious qualities
do not fulfill the prescribed duties
nor even make an effort to perform them

and my sins remain unexpiated.

O Varada!
If one such as I were to obtain Your feet,
then Your auspicious qualities .

beginning with forgiveness and compaSSIIQn[would become] fully manifest [to everyone]-

96
With my mind thrilled with delightand impelled by Your sidelong glancesthe amorous play of Your eyebrowsYour nectar-like smile

and Your auspicious gestureswhen, O Varada,
shall I serve You?

97O Lord of Hasti [Hill]!May we hear Your cool and soothingnectar-like words whichhaving quenched the thirst of all the sensespenetrate into the region of the mindommg eternally rooted [there].

98O Lord of the Elephant!all places, at all times, and in all conditions,may I always remain near Youwith my mind unattached to anything 615°
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and my sole delight in performing
all kinds of Your service.

99
Ah! Varada!
When will a continuous series
of the waves of Your sidelong glances
from the two rivers that are Your eyes
flowing with streams
of the sentiments of uncreated love
which diffuses all around
and is a remover of fatigue

be poured out upon this person?

100
O Lord of Hasti [Hill]!
For more than a hundred years
let us look upon You Who are served by Sri

who is always longing [for You],
the continuous strea'm
of whose sentiment of love
-- although eternal --
is forever fresh.

101
O Bestower of boons!
How may I attain Your [Supreme] Abode
which is inconceivable,

exceedingly wonderful
beyond inference

[and although] within the easy reach
of Your devotees

is very difficult to obtain
for Sanandana and the others
who are well-established in abstract meditation?
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102
I have resorted to the feet of Ramanuja,
the foremost light of the sage Yamuna's lineage.

[Yamuna] is from the line of Natha[muni],
who belongs to the lineage of the sage Parir'rkusa

the servant of [Sr-i] Your Queen.

Therefore, O Varada,
I am looked upon by You
as Your very own!

NOTES

l The Supreme Brahman is described as “unequalled” and
“unsurpassed” in SvetUp 6.8.

Kt'rresa refers to “Elephant Hill” or “Hill/Abode/Rock of
the Elephant(s) by a variety of nearly synonymous epithets
(hasti-gin', hasti-sar'la, hasti-ksitidhara, hasti-dhama, kari.
gin’, kari-saila). These references (and those contained in
Ramanuja's teacher Kaficipurna's Devar-zjzgmkam) are the
earliest in Sanskrit literature.

Raman presents us with convincing etymology of these
Sanskrit place names. According to Raman, the area sur-
rounding the Varadaraja Swami Temple was first known as
@ttiyt'rr (or Tiruvattiyt'rr), and this name occurs in Putat
Alvar's ITA, vs. 95-96. Inscriptional evidence from the
temple records shows that as early as C.E. 1129 the hymns
of that Alvar were, indeed, connected with the temple

Vaisnavas endow am' wood (Sanskrit, Udambara) “hm a
specral significance; many Agamic texts on iconogra h
prescnbe it as the most suitable material from which F0 y
construct an icon. According to Raman, Vaisnavas re ard
these trees as manifestations of Visnu Himself‘ whichgh
tablrshes by referring to VSN which contains the e cS-
“Udambara” (Raman 1975:4-5). (It must be noteriimlhe
ever, that this particular etymology 0f that name of {lighti-
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must have been lost by the time of the early Acaryas, for
Bhattar makes no mention of the connection in his BhGD,
No. 827).

Raman suggests that the original name for Hastigiri, that
is Attiyfir, was derived from the name of this wood, for the
sthala purfina of Varadaraja Swami Temple mentions that
the area was once filled with atti trees and that the original
image of the deity (named Attivaradar) was made of am’
wood.

Commenting on the name Hastigiri, Raman notes: “Thus,
the etymology of place-name has had a chequered eyolution.
The simple Tamil name of Attiyfir, glorified by the Alvar,
had to undergo a painful course of Sanskritisation to be-
come Hastipura and then Hastigiri, and then the latter was
again Tamilized as Attigiri! Curiously, the latter word is a
hybrid, neither purely Sanskrit nor Tamil. Atti is Tamil
(and may refer to the atti tree or an elephant) but giri, mean-
ing “hill”, is Sanskrit; when the word Hastigiri attained
popularity in Vaishnavite literature, the legendary story of
the elephant [that is, the tale of Gajendra] was probably
tagged on to it because hasti i_n Sanskrit means elephant.
This legend has attained currency so much that the signifi-
cance of the original Tamil’ word, Attiyfir, was lost” (Raman
1975 :5-6).

The inclusion of the term “hill” (gin') in the Sanskrit name
is derived from the traditional belief that the main sanctuary
of the temple is built over a small hillock. The main shrine
of the temple, which houses Lord Varadaraja, is above
ground level, standing on the top of a square walled-in
platform, a raised enclosure 30 square metres in size, and 10
metres in height. Whether it is a natural hillock or an artifi-
cially raised mound -- perhaps a Jaina or Buddhist stupa? --
is not known, and archaelogical investigation of the area has
been prohibited by the Government of India.

In the 14th century, Vedanta Desika composed a stotra in
praise of Varadaraja which was heavily influenced by Kur-
esa's VRS. See his Varadaraja Paficziéat in Stotramala or
the English translation of the same by Filliozat I992.
Filliozat's translation of the synonymous epithets Hastigiri,
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20

25

26
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etc. (Hill of elephants), is based on the sthaIa-purana story
which connects the shrine to a sacrifice performed there by
the elephants of the four directions. In my translation (Hill
of the Elephant), I have preferred to emphasize the elephant
Gajendra’s long-standing connection with the shrine.
“Visible...invisible” (paroksa...aparoksa). In their more
general meaning, these terms may be taken to refer to all of
the senses, and may be translated as “perceptible... imper-
ceptible". p
According to popular Srivaisnava thought , “the unfortunate
ones” would be those people 0n whom the glance of God
did not fall at the time of birth. On the other hand, fortunate
people are those on whom the glance of God did fall at the
time of birth, creating in them the desire for moksa and
Vaikuntha. The choice is entirely up to God.
“four-fold creative cosmic emanation” ( vyuha),
This stanza contains the earliest extant Srivaisnava reference
(in technical terminology) to all five forms of Visnu.
The two categories of qualities mentioned here -- “the most
excellent qualities” (vam-gunah) and “the highest qualities”
(uttama-gunih) -- are applied loosely, and do not function in
the Srivaisnava tradition as technical terms.
The idea expressed in this stanza is Similar to that of PATM
4.9.2, which traditional interpretation regards as revealing
the Lord’s independence: “Even if the Lotus-Lady, who
mediates their cases, tells the faults of his devotees, the Lord
may say ‘My servants would not do that; and if they did,
they did it for good’_" (translation by Ate).

See also Poykai Alvar, MTA, v. 1; “Even if a person
commits mistakes [as big as] a mountain, God will take into
account only the good things”.
The imagery in this verse is based on TVM 6_6_6, in which
the Lord's crown is compared to a golden mountain.
There are two kinds of pundras (marks or Signs); the mdh va
(“tending or rising upwards”), that is the “vertical”
worn by Vaisnavas, and the tiryak (“horizontal”
worn by Saivas. According to Srivai§nava unde
the vertical mark encourages thinking (in elevat
such as moksa, while the horizontal mark of th

mark
) mark
rstanding,

ed topics
e Saivas en-
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27

28

30

31

34

36

courages thinking of the things of this world (Annankar-
5ca_n'yar 1970).

The two groups of Srivaisnavas today (Tegkalai and
Vatakalai) wear marks of slightly different shapes. Note
that this verse does not describe the precise shape of the
mark. Indeed, discussion of the Tenkalai and Vatakalai
forms of the mark does not appear in literature until well af-
ter the 13th century (From an interview with Prof. K.K.A.
Venkatachari, October, 1986).
Kfiresa evokes a sense of wonder in this verse by the em-
ployment of the saindeba-alarikara, which involves the
doubt as to whether the thing described is “this thing", “that
thing” or “yet another thing".

The description of the parts of the Lord's body in this sec-
tion of the stotra may be compared to Yfimuna, SR, vs. 32-
36, and especially v. 34.

The poet’s wonder as to whether or not the earring is a
decoration for the Lord's shoulders is an oblique reference
t0 the the length of the His ears, amahz'i-purusa-Iaksana
(sign of a great man).
The Lord’s shoulders are likewise compared to a kalpaka
tree (Tamil, karpaka) in Nammalvar, TVM 6.6.6.
The Lord is described like_wise as resembling “a dark cloud
filled with lightning” in PATM.8.1. .
According to traditional Indian thought, one side of the sun
is thought to be dark, and the other bright.
Literally, this verse reads “With regard to Your eyes and
ears for the grasping of sound and form, the regulation IS
not like that [for ordinary] creatures. [Your eyes and ears]
have the capability ofseeing/perceiving all; therefore, Your
two eyes have resorted to Your two ears ._ _

The image of the eyes resorting to (that IS, reaching up to)

the ears is an indirect praise of very long eyes, the sign of a
ahfi- uruswlaksanfl - .. _ _

$133111:Eineltspthe hearts [0f the devotees] (ardli'a-bha-
vam) literally means “makes wet or moist . Attila" ar-
— — - ' ' h the Tamil word 1mm,
acariyar (1970) glosses 1t Wit rc

meaning “. ..love, affection, attachment... grace, me y.

favour" (MTL, I, 330)-
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37

41

45

46

49

59

63

65

72

The teeth of the Lord are frequently compared to “pearls”
and His lip to a piece of coral by the Alvars. See PATM
2.2.2. and Nammalvar, TVM 7.7.3.
According PSV, the imagery of this verse is related to the
episode of Visnu’s churning of the ocean. When Sri
(Padma, the Lotus-Lady) came out of the ocean which was
being churned, she clung to Visnu’s neck with one an'n, and
linked her other arm in his.
This is the only explicit reference in the stotras of Kt'tresa
and Bhattar to the Tamil story of Krsna’s twisting of the
necks of the seven bulls in order to win Nappinnai’s hand in
marriage. While the Sanskrit equivalent of the name
Nappinnai is never mentioned in the stotras, she is identified
on the Sanskritic side of the tradition with Nila.
Krsna‘s driving of the [chariot] horses is a reference to his
role as Arjuna's charioteer in BhG.
A thin waist is a mahzT-purusa-Iaksana. Here it is especially
significant because Visnu’s stomach remains thin in spite of
His having eaten the Cosmic Eggs, that is, swallowed the
universe.
“the fine, bright lotus” (daharan'i panditam pundafikam)
See ChUp2. l .1 yatpundarikam...daharam.
“Your own body and so also Your soul” (atmadehastathi
a'tmi) is glossed by Annankaricfiriyar (1970) with the
words svasa'tarag vikrahamumtivyatmasvarfipum.
Compare with R5m5nuja’s concept of incarnation in BhGBh
IV.8 & ll. The Lord's incarnations (whether occasional or
iconic) are always directly linked to the enjoyment and satis-
faction of His devotees.
God is said to have taken Partha (Arjuna) as His “own per-
son” because Krsna was interested in Draupadi, The Sri-
vaisnava Acaryas teach that the Panqavas were no better
than Duryodana. Only Krsna’s interest i '
him to side with the Pandavas. n Draupadi caused
“The three-fold forest fire” is glossed in psv with the
words: (l) adhyatmika or diseases; (2) adhibhfitika or
troubles caused by other creatures; and (3) adhidevika or
climate.
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74
81

92
94
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The three kinds of afflictions have their origin in Samkhya
philosophy where they are described as “internal, as bodily
or mental distress; external, as injuries from men, animals,
etc.; and superhuman, or inflictions by gods or demons"
(Wilson, 1980: I, 200).
“evil deeds” ( duskarma, literally, “bad karma ").
“The enjoyment of one’s own sell” (svfitmanubhun) is a
reference to kaivalya (“perfect isolation, abstraction, de-
tachment fr0m all other connections, detachment of the soul
from matter or further transmigrations...” M-W, 311).
“surrender” (prapatti ).
“By their own deeds, on the basis of their own knowledge,
or out of devotion to You” is a reference to the three yogas
of karma, jfiana, and bhakti. Even the worshippers of the
Lord who approach Him by these three means are ultimately
led by Him to His service ‘( dasya/kairikaiya). Note, how-
ever, that the devotees attain their position as servants of the
Lord not because of their religious practices but because of
His compassion (dayzD.
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l
May Sri bestow welfare [on us].

Having beheld her face . s
d de ending upon her expressron ,

:Inari crgates, sustains, and dissolves all the woglds,and bestows heaven, hell and the Final Beatltu e.

This amusing pastime would not be enjoyablebut for the oneness of their delight.

O Goddess Sri!
I long to praise You,Mother of the entire world.
So make my speech suitable [for the task]and elevate my mind so as to be dominated by love-Make my dev
and gladden twho has tak

otion auspicioushIS servant
e" refuge With You.
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3
What do poets declare
a [real] stotra to be?

If a stotra is a statement of non-existent qualities
found elsewhere,

[or qualities] belonging to another
and superimposed upon [the one to be praised],

then what a waste would such words be
if directed to you!

On the other hand, if [poets] should say
[that a stotra consists of]
a good, complete, all around description
of real and existent qualities
then how can they speak [of you at all],
when even Brhaspati himself

incapable of such speech _ _
[drowns] in the ocean of your true qualities?

4
My words [describing Your qualities] --

which are well-known as being _

beyond the grasp of speech and mind --

are spoken with a watering tongue.

But I do not regard
this [impossible attemp

as ridiculous, _

for after all, a thirsty partridge

does not hold back her tongue
‘. . ht

and refuse to sip the moonlig , . '

just because she is unable to drink all of it.

t to praise you]
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5
O Goddess!
Although I am a lowly mortal,

evil-minded, lacking in love [for You]
listless [in Your service, and] an ignoramus,

I am neither afraid nor ashamed
to lick [the nectar of] Your glory, _
[for such an act] would not be polluting.

If the River Garigi
is lapped by a dog
the dog is neither ashamed nor afraid;
rather, his thirst is
quenched.

6
Whether great or small,
the wealth of all people
is everywhere regarded as the outcome
of Laksrni's benevolent glance.

This should not astonish us,
because even Narayana

Lord of the worlds
and the Ruler of Souls
Who has no lord over Him

thinks Himself fortunate
only on account of your glance‘.

7
Hey Goddess!
Whatever wealth exists among people,
whatever form of beauty and charm [are found]

in this world,
whatever is called good or auspicious
is dependent on you.
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Therefore, all these things enjoy excellence
either because they are identical with [the word] s'n‘
or because they are [best described]
by a word like s'n'mat.

8
O Goddesss!
Although omniscient
neither you nor even Hari
can comprehend the extent of your glory!

[How can this be?]

[Wise people] know that
one who vouches for the existence
of the non-existent sky-lotus
is called “deluded”.

[Since Your glory has no limits],
ignorance of its extent
is ignorance of the non-existent
and is therefore compatible with your omnisciencel

9
In this world [people] declare that
the difference between a tree and Brhaspati
results from the revered Bhirati’s grace.

But that very Bhirati
is Your servant.

1 take refuge with Sri,
First Queen of the God of gods!
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10
I take shelter with Sri,
First Queen of the God of gods.

[When] she vowed [to cast]
her soft sidelong glances [in its direction],
the universe

earlier beset with dissolution
arising from the absence of that glance

shone forth instantly
like a tender and beautiful budding blossom.

ll
Those who are even momentary tar etsof [Laksmi's] sidelong glances gbecome great lords.

May that same Laksmi
First Queen of the Kin ' ‘ '_ g at Snran alet her sidelong glance fall also upoi nine.

NOTES

moonbeams
e notion that the glo of -phehendw by Visnu (ilrgt ass}:l canmt be completely com-Hls ow“ glo - e can.. . I'y)1s bas — n°t fully c0m rehe dFlrst Queen of the 022221; amblna‘ Cam]; $10k; V. 2n.an e ‘t ~Pl het of Sn contained in R“ — eYa'dga-mahisim) is

, ad, para. l.

leved to subsist on



Srirar'igarija Stava:
The First 100 Stanzas

l
We recite the word "homage"
to Srivatsacihna Misra
whose words attain [the position of]
a marriage-thread
[tied] around the neck of the Three Vedas!

2
Long live the one named Govinda
who appears like a shadow at the feet of Rfimfinuja

never leaving him;
whose essential nature is one of

dependence upon that [Rfimz'muja]

and who is my resting-place!

3

Long live the sage Rfimfinuja . .

who with the weapon of devotion to Han

he demon in the form of

Kali [Yuga’s] tumultuous play!
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4
ur Yamuna ‘

xivlfohrzlrlgoved from the Vedic path

the thorn in the form of

persons who argue unreasonably,
and who in devotion to God
is also [our] guide-

5
I praise the cloud named Nathamuni
who caused a rain of detachment

knowledgli 0f the reality 0f God and devotion
[to fall] on the obstacle to devotion.

6
I cherish the seer [Sathakopa]
who appeared like a personification
of thirst for Krsna
and who saw by divine intUition
the thousand-branched Tamil Veda.

7
Salutations to Srirariga’s belovedon account of the movement of wh wsthis world is divided ose eyebrointo the ruler and the ruledand very insignificant personsare distinguished from great lords!

8I take refuge with the Splendorous Onean o rechnes in Slimlgmn ~-omament on th ‘
shining in the l e breast of Sn_ . ap of AnantabJust like the wish~fulfilling jeiivcizgl.a
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9
In the auspicious abode [at Srirangam]
there exists an Entity transcending description

as “this” or “that”
having as its only distinguishing mark
red decorative dye
[imprinted] from the feet of Laksmi.

10
Let the big black bee that is Sfiraiigarfija

moving to and fro around
the flower-cluster raised breast
of the desire-granting creeper Laksmi

enjoy [Himself] in my lotus-like mind!

l l
We passionately seek for a hundred autumns

the blessing of Srirangarija
Whose chest has a makam-shaped mark

made of musk
imprinted from the breast of SrI.

12
' ‘ am’s Leader

May Smangally carries five weapons

le to bear [even a moment's] delay

protect us!

l3
edas declared that

'f not comprehended, He lS comprellizlnded

if comprehend , He is not compre

if praised Heés defamed ed

and if defamed He is prals .

The Three V
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How can we praise the King at [Sri]rarigam?
Wejust aren’t able to do so!

l4
If Rangacandra gives me
the innate glory of having a thousand mouths
then just like [the thousand-faced] Sesa
or like [Visnu, the thousand-faced Man] Himself
I will take my part in the greatness of
being powerless in praising Him.

15
Indeed, the Veda itself
doubts whether the omniscient Lord Rariga
[fully] comprehends Himself or not.

[Such a view] is appropriate,
for this very One
covers His lordly eminence
with my words which are dirtied by defects!

16
The One Who loves Srirangam

Who is Himself shining with songs of praisefrom the Sanskrit and Tamil Vedas
dirties Himself with my words.

[But then] who can prevent
a freshly-bathed baby elephantfrom enjoying the dust‘?

l7
What makes me offend You[by composing] this rash hymn of praise?
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Is it pride because of [my birth in] a royal lineage
whose strength of surrender [to the Lord]
enabled [our] entire family
to cross over Visnu-mayi,

or is it because [as a baby] I was fondled at the feet
of Rangarfija and Kamala?

18
The Veda does not hesitate to say that
even the Lord Himself

[though] shining with knowledge and speech
cannot see the opposite side
of His own great ocean.

If that is the [Veda’s ] consideration
then let it be mine as well!

Because of this, I have the right to compose
a praise-poem to the One Who delights in Sri.

l9
You can steal from [Visnu’s] abundant [qualities]
and use them to extol others
but You can’t do that to praise the Lord!

Due to the boundlessness
[of His auspicious qualities]

it is impossible to praise Him!

Even the limitless Vedas
become like drops of rain in the ocean
when they [try to] praise Hari.

The ocean does not benefit
from two drops of water falling into it,
but by falling into the sea
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the [two drops of] water can profit
from [the ocean's] good qualities.

20
Let me plunge into the [River] Kfiveri
a flawless flood of crystal-clear water

overflowing to remove [all] obstructions
to the enjoyment of God such as
the causes and the fruits of karma and pain,

which surrounds Srirangam in this world
for [the benefit of] the creatures of san'rsira
just like’ the [River] Viraja
encircles this sadzsan'c world
with its trembling waters

for the removal of obstacles
to the Path beginning with Light.

21
May that Kaveri be honoured
who [thinking] thus;

“The Father is the Milk Ocean
I [Kaven'] am the MotherSr] is our daughter
Lord Srirariga is the bridegroom"[becomes confused as to] what worthy thingshe can do for such [great] persons as theseand overflows [her banks]carrying in her wave-like handsshining piles of pearls, giant gems,sandal, camphor, and Whisks.

22
The River made of goldpurifies the place of pilgrimage,protects the trees in the gardenwets the crossroads and streets,
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carries water for drinking, worship, and bathing,
purifies the bathers,
reveals the secret of the Vedas

Who is dark on the sand bank
in the middle of the river,

and with her foam crests
appears to be laughing
at the [River] Gaiiga

who is roaring [with pride]
because she has the feet of Visnu
as her birthplace.

May that Kaveri wash away my sins!

23
Let [the river] that grows taller with the wind
purify us!

Having become a nurturer of the world
she who is sweet, cool, deep, and ever awake
overflows [her banks] just like
the compassion of [Srilrarigam's Lord

satisfying with her flood of waters
all beings lacking any other remedy
without even considering
all their qualities and faults.

24
Filled with water containing nectar

[from the flowers] of betel-nut and coconut trees
and with bees sleeping in the flower-bunches
belonging to the rows of trees on her bank

swaying gently to and fro
[rocked] by tiny rippling billows,

may the river named “Golden”
wash away my sin!
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25
Honour the island surrounded by
the sweet water of the Kaveri 21k la
which covers the trunks of the bananmb u ’

rose-apple, betel-nut, and mango trees
clear up to their branches,

whose thicket [of dark trees]
gives the mistaken impression
of a group of very thirsty clouds - lhanging down in the middle of the mighty waters

26
They say that the Supreme Abode of ViSU“
near the [River] Virajfi

a place free from tamas and rajas
and perceptible only by liberated souls

shines today as that holy island
on the sand bank in the middle of the Kaveri.

May I see [that island] always!

2'7
Let me live on Srlrafigam’s holy garden slopeswhich have people learned in Vedanta,are visited by Vaisnavas,
remove the great troubles of this worldly existenceand are served by the [River] Kaver'il

28May [Srllrar'igamk lovely and pleasurable placesdark wrth banana, jack-fruit and betel-nut treeSnourished by a canal overflowing with sweet milkfrom the bunches of coconutscracked open by jumping,. glistening fishgive [us] continual enjoyment‘.
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29
They say that the city of the Supreme Heaven
called Ayodhya and Aparajita

surrounded by the nectar [of theViraja River]
shines on the island [in the Kaveri River]
as the capital city of King Ratiga
right before the eyes
of even those with [only] ordinary sight!

30
King Ranga’s capital city

glittering with gem-studded rooftops

and with rows of storied buildings

which connect the two worlds

shines brightly here
as if to make even this transitory world

a divine place.

May it be victorious!

3l
Having made the light rays _

[glittering] from the makam-shaped Jewels

on its decorative doorways

into nets for Laksmi’s new amusement,

Lord Ranga’s city
_

[ witli its hands in the form of fluttering flags

shines brightly as if wrshmg

to catch the deer on the moon.

May it give us delight!

3
up of leaders

ho
.

attendants, and vehiclesl salute the gro

beginning with Kumuda w

endowed with weapons,
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are ever watchful in protecting
the prosperous city [of Srirarigam]
shining on the island in the river
where [our] community [lives].

33
They say that the eternally free souls

who are by nature [the Lord's] servants,
the liberated ones now freed from bondage,
and those with pure and final bodies
dwell eternally here [in Srirarigam]

in the form of great human persons
animals and inanimate objects.

Let there be salutations to them!

34
In this transitory world
we take refuge in Sriranga’s Divine Abode which

surrounded by a group of gateways
and rampart walls

appears to be embraced by Garuda
hidden in the hollow of his wings
spread in devotion

as if he has taken these various forms.

35
It appears as if the earth has approachedthe mam sanctuary of [Lord] Ranga’s TempleWith her gem-filled mountains, oceans and islandsnow manifest as corn ipound-walls,verandahs, and halls.
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36
Let us prostrate before the groups of rampart walls

and gem-studded halls
built by the poet Parakala
in [Lord] Rariga’s town,
as if making Vedic
the jewelled statues of the Jainas and their ilk

who deny the authority of [the Vedas]
and are defeated!

37
I salute Canda, Pracanda, and the others who

enjoying [positions] of authority
in the four gateways of [Srilrar'igam

with eyes and faces like blossoming lotuses
purify the worshippers
and with long teeth, maces, and frowns
threaten the enemies

[of the Lord and His devotees]!

38
May I reach the hall in the form of bliss

so spacious that it is difficult to fill up
even with the Lord’s assembly
common for all souls,

described in the Upanisads
by the words beginning with

“the thousand-pillared [hall]”.

39
We approach the moon-like lotus pond
[named Candrapuskarini]
filled with blue lotuses useful as instruments

for fighting and trading
and as ornaments, umbrellas, and play-toys
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in Hari’s amusing diversions with Laksmi
whose bank removes the tiredness
resulting from [the Lord’s] play

with the Lotus-Lady
in the lotus-minds of sages.

40
The moon obtained its quality
of having [cool] nectar-like rays
from its repeated connection with the excellence
of the [lotus-pond’s] sin-removing water.
Having plunged into Candrapuskarini,I will extinguish the three kinds of heat!

41
May the most excellent ten personsbeginning with Parankusatake pity on me --
[those persons] who are well-seatedto the East [of the lotus pond]who have the Lord immersed inside [their hearts]which are munificent, deep, clear and COOIlike Candrapuskarini [itself].

42I must praise Sriranga’s Abodewell-situated on the lotuslocated on the earth's oceanwhich rests on the Ser ent’sSituated on the Tortois: BXPanded hOOdwlgo rests on the prakni mandalaw ich IS placed on [Visnu's] supporting Power‘
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43
May I cherish the [Lord’s] great shining palace

not of human construction
the treasury of Brahman called Aparajita
situated above the heavens in the city made of gold
[and known] in this world
by the name of Srirangam!

44
We trust in Srirangam

a shelter whose glory equals hundreds of Srutis
and a spot where

free from doubt and illusion
one [can] see the Lord.

Although fulfilling peoples’ variotIs desires,

[Srirat'tgam's] sole intention

is intimate union [with the Lord];

free from the defect -
of human construction

it is celebrated as beginningless!

45
central sanctuary thrill our eyes!

the hol
May y h is none other than
[that vimzina] whic

the lord of sergeltlits white

who even thoug e IS

[appears dark because he reflects]

the emerald rays of Lord Ranga

'nsldeWho sleeps 1 cloud
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46
I pray to the figure of the Man-Lion
Who appears atop the temple gateway.

Having made small His all-pervasive form
because of motherly affection for His devotees,

He crossed beyond all norms [in this incarnation]
and was able to kill the enemy [Hiranya]!

47
A single light shines before me

on one side clothed in the figure of a man
and on the other charming with the form of a lion

living perpetually atop the temple gateway
[as if to say]:

“I am enough support for pe0ple in distress”.

48
After I have taken refuge in
the series of sidelong glances
[emanating from] the gurus
seated on the Lord’s left side

[those preceptors] who purify [the worshippers]
by the casting of their holy and charming glances
and make even one like me a fit offering to God,let me circumambulate

[the Inner Sanctum of the temple].

49
We celebrate the mastwood tree [whose flowerS]plucked by Laksmi’s own handfor ear ornaments

from branches bent downby the hand of Srirangarajapossess their OWn divine perfume
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produced by the perpetual outpouring of
[Sathakopa’s] thousand songs.

50
Ignoring all else, we turned toward
the army chief [Visvaksena] who

having arranged for Rangacandra
to pass away the time with Indira-1

has the authority to lead all sentient beings
and insentient matter

solely by the gesture of his hand.

51
I approached Mother Sfitravati

the Army Chief [Visvaksena’s] wife
whose beautiful creeper-like arms
shine with a serving cloth
marked with red decorative dye
[imprinted] from the feet of Sri.

52
Eagerly engaged in protecting Srirarigam

on all sides
night and day

and a forest fire to the obstacles
in the fomi of grass [along the path]

of those who approach [the Lord]
in this transitory world,

may Visvaksena’s chief servants
Karimukha, Jayatsena,
Kalahva, and Simhamukha

give us happiness.
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53
We take shelter with the embodiment of Sm"
whose face blooming with modesty

and excessive happiness
. . . ' ems.resembles an auspicious mirror of precious 8

Upon seeing His own essential form. nature,
and majesty [reflected there] _ _ ‘

the One reclining in [Srilrar'igam [6101055-

54
I honour Sukirti along with Rudr'a
Garuda’s two consorts who

[seated on either side of him]
look like his two wings.

Through these two
may Kamala bless her suppliants
with fame and tears of joy.

55
We praise the group of five warriors

each of whom [wears] a crown
shining with the form of his own weaPonwhich causes the gods to tremble [with fear]by the threatening hand gesture
not to make noise.

Eyes red from lack of sleep,t ey are ever awake
[protecting] the Lord’s slumberby wandering about[guarding the temple].
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56
I take refuge with [Visnu’s] discus [Sudarsana]

leader of the group of weapons
whose body

stained from the cutting of demons
bears a circle of flames spinning around and around

delightful because
its extraordinary dance of drunkenness
is caused by the Lord's honey-wine glances!

57
May I belong to Hanuman and Vibhisana who

having abandoned Final Liberation
[remain here and] thus gladden
the Treasure of [Sfl1rangarn
Who is the Raghu Chief’s equivalent in this world.

58
I [now] proceed to the bamboo cane

which directs us away from ordin

to that endlessly enjoyable person
objects

[ rirangaraja].

Now let my five senses .

which may be turned toward other things

when outside of this [temple]

be subject inside [its Inner Sanctum]

to that which is right before theml

59
' ' lars

roach the pair of fragrant pll _

:fllgs a support for people staggering about

' b the s d
bewildered tglr-strefrfleof sidelong glances

'n out from the eyes of]

[flail/‘(Die Who reclines on esa.
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60 _ hMay we see Srirarigamk Inner Sanctum Wt
holding the shining Sesa , _ _ _and the beautiful bridegroom of Sri and Bhumi

resembles an open jewelry-boxcontaining Sri’s divine ornaments.

61
We praise [the ladies] _who hold in the fingertips of their handsdaggers and creepers used for playand small golden vessels and spitoons
whose breasts are adornedwith serving cloths

and who massage the lotus-feet[of Sri and Bhfimi].

62May I honour also the nine [ladies]beginning with Vimaliwho resemble a bewith one hand like
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and the Earth [Goddess]
who resembles [Sri’s] growing shadow.

64
O eye!
Drink in this pool of blossoming lotuses
named the Foremost One of [Srilrangam
[present] right before you
[in the Inner Sanctum].

Look also at Laksmi
who is playing in this [pond]

like a royal. swan
and at [Bhfimi], the sustainer of all the worlds,

who looks like her reflection.

65
We have plunged into a rain

lush lotus pond“ _
that is Srirat'lgaraja

naturally deep, cl _

made fragrant by L_aksm1, _

and cool with gracious condescensxon .

s of His boundless compassion
'k the billow

lit :vhich the whole [world] bathes.

y-season’s

ear and bn'ght,

66 _'

[Srirarigaraja]

the richness of His

proud because of d beauty
. . s

auspiciousnes ,' 'ce

made fruitful by hlS own ch01

of Laksmi l

Let me enjoy
youthfulness,

' hrone
Who sits on the t _

along with Sri and Ksama
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in order to bring the entire world
under one umbrella

and Who is my very life!

67
Without a mongentk interruption

n‘o firan ara'a
\nli/Eiibvtifegtés iiffectiog in ihe hearts of all people
by the features of His body

overflowing with friendliness and autonomyshining brightly from His feet
up to His jewelled crown!

68
In the prime of youth

rising up in ten directions,playfully embracing the desire~granting creepersthat are the Earth [Goddess] andthe [Lady] who lives in the lotus,covered with leaves and bent downwith fruits in the form of boonsaccording to each person’s desire,let the heavenly boon-bestowing treeknown as the Splendour of [Sri]rangame away my tiredness.
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70
Let the One in Srirangam

Who is capable of bearing all things
bear my burden --
He Who seems to be saying with his smiling face
and revealing by His hand
positioned in a gesture of fearlessness:

“Oh people, these hands of mine
which carry a conch, a mace,
and [the discus named] Sudarsana bless [you].

These two feet of mine are
your refuge, security, and blessing".

71
Oh how can I understand
[$ri]rangam’s Foremost One Who

with limbs perfumed
with the pride of youth's prime .

resembles the heavenly boon-bestowmg tree

which has hundreds of newly-spreading branches

offering themselves [to the devotees as if to say]:

“[Enjoy] me first, [enjoy] me first”?

72

O Ornament of Srirar'lgam!

Your tender-hearted sideloqg glances,

Your words and gentle smi e _
se of its chan'n

the master [of all] becau the heat of semisim].

provide shade [for peeple in

s the heart’s goal

] who lives in the lotusYour body i

ments [are pleasing] toof [the Lady
and your move

the eyes.
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All these [thoughts] are
fragrant with a youthfulness
that makes tender our hearts.

What more [could we desire]?

73
We worshi Lord Ranga Who has a tall crown.
an firdhvapgrndra mark shining on His forehead,
long eyes reaching to His

beautiful long and flawless ears,
a well-developed chest,
hands holding the [divine] weapons,a celebrated waist-cloth
and lotus-feet.

74
Everywhere in Srirar'lgam for a hundred yearsmay we see Laksmi’s husband Who haslotus-feet placed on the lotus-[seat],a silken cloth fit to His curved hips,a body-posture touched withthe fragrance of the dance,a natural and gentle smile,a lotus-face touching His CI'OWnand divine weapons resting in His handS-

75We shelterless ones take refuge withangaraja Who presents Himself for all [t0 56¢] "
on the ord of serpentsose face with its gentle smile[pours forth] a flood of nectaremg enjoyed without saturation
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by the deep eyes of Sri and Bhfimi
who are on either side [of Him]

with His hands in a gesture inviting fearlessness,
shining with mace, conch, and'discus.

76
May we take shelter with
the Lord at Srirangam

a refuge for persons who
wish to recover lost wealth

a boon-bestowing tree to people who

desire new things

the place of patience for the those who

commit unbearable offences

and a cow of plenty for those who

approach [Him] spontaneously

and for whom He is all.

He is our wealth

Kama15’s eye .
and Bhfimi's life.

ay l timel n ongfogaog e isse t.
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slee in ha ily .
on hris fgragrlalnt, soft, bright corls
which resemble a beautiful garland
surounded by the splendour of a canopycomposed ofjewels shining out
from Sesa’s expanded hood,

we are revived!

78
May I worship the Supreme Personthe remover of the troubles of the devoteesand the bestower of boons

featured with broad arms and long e esho reclines [here] in the Abode of [ ri]rang8mwhich is none other than
the banyan leaf
the womb of Devakithe pinnacle of the Vedasthe breast of Karnalaand the speech of Sathakopa.

79May the Supreme Person think of us![He] Whose eyes throbfrom the heavy and regularbreathing in and breathing outof the excellent lord of serpents.
Having forgotten the [Milk] Oceant e Supreme Heaven,e sleeps the sleep (nidri)c an eabl 'tthe [Lady] h g_ e WI ho Ives amon the lotuses Nidrfi]1n the place called Srirangari. E
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80
I salute the Person

with lotus-like feet, hands and e
Who reclines on a serpent yes
1n the dark abode [of the Inner Sanctum].

Black in colour, He looks like
an ocean drunk by a cloud
a mountain placed in the sea
or an elephant sleeping
in the bushes of a mountain.

81
May the One sleeping here in Srirangam
Who possesses corals in the form

of His reddish lips, feet, and palms

and resembles a profound, wonderful baby-ocean

fondled by [its mother’ s] hands

in the form of the Kaveri’s waves

delight us here in this world.

82
Resembling a cool black rain-cloud

because He is filled with the waters o

bearing the bow of Indra

in the rays of brightness

[shining out from] His jewe

f compassion.

lled ornaments,

may the One sleeping on a

in the Srirafigam
rain on me.

83
th our eyes one

0d of ambroslaWe drink in wi
e again

HS il'lle ls a flo



flowing into the minds
of those who see Him _ _

the One with long, gentle and attractive limbs
Who sleeps on Sesa _

with the splendour [of every part of HIS body]
growing greater and greater
from His makara-shaped crown jewel
clear down to His feet!

84
Rarigacandra
Who acquires the quality of a lotus

because of His feet, hands and face,
the beauty of green trees

by the loveliness of l-lis limbs,
and the quality of a red flower blossom

by his lips,
resembles an eternal divine gardenfor [the delight of] Sn.

85
Radiant from rejoicing in each other,the divine garland of forest flowers,waist-cloth, ornaments, and fragrant unguemson [the Lord’ s] body

incomparably beautifulbecause they are in the form of cithave bristled with rapturefrom the touch [of His body]and thereby increase
the M00" 0f [Srilrafigam’s abundant splendour!

_ 86A multitude of em_ erald raysadvancing themselves like wavesspreading out from an ocean
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mixed with a mountain of molten gold
in the form of the One Who reclines on Sesa

wash over this person
and remove his [inner] darkness!

87
The Leader of [Srilrangam's delightful fragrance
perfumed by His supreme lordship

[obtained through His] eternal embrace of Sri
and augmented by the sweet scent
of the breathing of the king of serpents

has overflowed the limit in all directions
and causes the minds [of His devotees]
to sink into an abundance of bliss!

88

The tenderness [Sri]ratigam’s Protector
that causes us to record

even the very mention of our looking at Him

in the lists of rash ‘actions.

and which accounts for HIS name “Pll$pah5sa"

transcends our speech and mind,

89

O foolish eye!

gage in useless doubts
Don’t en .

[tlfill'lllolvlvggvitlllllssee [and hence enjoy]

' at once] .

allgnl-ilhnnicompletely] Immersed

[:Vthe boundless beautyis part5?"

hf each and every one o

einSS . _,, 'bs

The very 12:6 s 'rangaraja s hm
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in good friendship . .
will cause you, [O eye], to npen rnto
one who is fully familiar with
[the enjoyment of] all [of Him] at once!

90
The eternal youthfulness
of the Moon of Rarigam’s body
like the season of the appearance

of the boon-bestowing tree’s first bloom,honey which intoxicates all the sensesof the bees that are Ksama and Laksmi,the blossoming of a garland of beauty,and a vessel of delicious intoxicating liquOl'makes fragrant [our] good fortune.

91 tRevealing His imperial lordship,the row of jewels [shining]on the crown and diademof the One Who is fond of Sriresembles waves of splendourspreading upward from the moon of His face-

92We consrder Lord Rariga’s gem-studded crownthe top of which gleams with:_If11fuakara-shaped rub_ r sing the li ht of th '
m all directionsg e crest Jewel

a lovely [mountain]
i

d
Pleasure arden hl h and brofl

for the glory of the Emperor cg" and 35L
the crest gems as.a rrdge surrounding that garden.
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93
May the face

of the One Who is fond of Sri
which destroys the pride of

nectar-pool, moon, or lotus
and is luminous with crest jewel and forehead curl

tilaka, firdh vapundra mark,
and a pure, beautiful and gentle smile

roam about in me for enjoyment.

94
Lord Rariga’s pearl-surrounded tilaka ornaments
[resemble] lotus filaments above
His three-lined lotus-like face.

His forehead curls
bear the beauty of bees
approaching that [lotus-face].

95
Lord Ranga’s firdhvapundra mark

is so lovely and sweet

that I am confused as to whether it is
orehead mark] _ .

E3‘; stream of ambrosla flowmg out from

the half-moon of His forehead.

96
Ran a’s eyebro

Lihivinggin amorous darif

like two rows of big blac

dancing in drunkeness

above two lotus-blossoms.

ws flash forth .
e above HIS eyes
bees facing downwards
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97
When Lord Rariga’s eyes are mistaken for
the god of love’s lotus-flower arrows
His eyebrows

splendorous like sugarcane bows
bent over His eyes

shine [with pride] like a gurukula of the glory
of His dancing [bow named] Sarnga.

98
[The devotees] know that at the outset
the two eyes of the Leader of [Sri]rangam
were so long that they spread clear up to His ears.

With supreme compassion
His entire body is going to change
completely and in all ways
into eyes!

99
Broad, large, long and lovely,
cool white [streaked] with light red,
swinging clear 11p t0 the obstruction

of His ears and nose,
and channing like a pair 0f glistening fish
fighting with each other, darting [here and there],

may the lotus-eyes 0f rirangam’s Beloved
take pity on me.

100
0 Wealth of [Sri]ra1'1gam!
Overflowing their banks

with the nectar of COmPaSsion
and welcoming the ones who have b
let fall upon me Owed down,
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rows of billows from Yo ' '
which are clear, cool "f fiver-llke eyes
and spread up to Your ears.

101
Thélr-liose of the One

o makes His abode in [Sri] '_ _ ran am
shines like a lovely young desire-yieglding creeper

His smile resembles
that [creeper's] fresh flower
and His cheeks and chin ,
glitter like its tender leaves sprouting form,

102
Out of anger at being caught

in the net of His ears
and at being struck

by the glittering fish of His eyes,

the great makam-shapéd gem-studded earrings

moving to and fro near the shore

of [the Lord's] shoulders

which have moss-like plants

in the form of hair curls

hanging down on all sides of

the nectar-ocean-like Leader of Rarigam’s [face],

[appear to be] ejecting lustre

in the form of bunches of flower blossoms!

103
_ . ’

May the pool that is the Moon of [Srilrangam s

face
_

otuses for lips
which has lovely l .

lotus-stems for beautiful long ears

littering fish for eyes

a moss creeper for a nose
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makaias for earrings
and a border of black forest for rows of curls

remain in me forever.

104
May the Leader of Srirarigam’s neck
give me delight!

[that neck] which robs the beauty of
[the three-lined] conch and

the tender trunk of a stately betel-nut tree,glittering as if its [three] lines
have been playfully imprintedfrom the golden braceletsbelonging to the banana-stem armsof Laksmi and Bhfimiwho are embracing [Him] with love.

105
May the Beloved Onbestow fearlessness[those arms that are]

e of Rangam’s powerful annSupon me,

supporting pillarsfor the world's expansive cosmic plan
posts to which the female elephant Kamalfi is tiedpestles for destroying the elephant-
and a cause of confusion. _ . . . hwhenflomed together [as to Which lS Wt ]

Wit the Se t -
and the no rpm nUrishing garland.

herd of enerrlies
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107
We aPproach the 31111 .

free from [all] troubsléf Ranga Who
Sleeps soundly on the Serpe. l'lt.

Placed on a raised. CD'Slal
which have tender new legzgfonn, [those armS]

in the form of man -' -
golden bracelets,yai:iwailrifigt;mgs

and are bent from bearing
an abundance of flower blossoms

appear to be laughing at the branches
of the heavenly boon-bestowing tree.

108
They resemble two kautaka threads

in their resolution to protect me;

they reveal [the Lord’s] bravery

by the rough scars made by His bracelets

and the bowstring [named] San'tga;

they allured Kamala with a smoothness

that she mistook
for that 0f a beautiful garland and._

[becoming] a pillow for her al'l'lllSlllg play,

are imprinted with her curls.
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The arms of the One Who adheres to Srirangam
excel [all others].

109
I take refuge with the lotus-hand
of the One Who sleeps in Srirangam

which seems [to be] directing _ _
persons afflicted by the heat [of samsara]
to the nectar-pool of His face.

His face appears to indicate that this hand,
used by Him as a pillow,

and red with [jealous] anger
toward the lotus clusters
[that compete with it in loveliness]is itself the bestower of boons.

110Made into a pillow
by the One Who reclineone arm touched His crown and says:is crown is fit for Himbecause of His lordshipover Brahma and Siva”.

s in Srirangam,

The other arm touchin ~, g the knees,reaches toward His lotus-feet and proclaims:[These feet] are e chief refuge
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kaustubha gem for an auspicious lamp,
and marks made by the bull-like demon

[Arista’s] horns for pictures.

l 12
May we look upon
the Resident of [Sfi]ra1igam’s chest
which has the greatness of the oceanchurned with Mount Mandara,
is wonderful because of its boundlmanifesting the kaustubba ess Opulence. _ gem, Laksmiand a multitude ofJewels spreading here and there

rich because it possesses
blossoming garlands for foam,
rows of bright rays for lines of waves,
and is cloudy wrth strings of pearls for mist,

113
' f [Sfl]ra.tigam’s Splendour,Resting] on the chest o_ _

{he holy garland [of bastl], Kamala, _

the kaustubha jewel, and Valjayantl

clearly exhibit His lordliness over all,

SQ be it!

tern l ’
s

thiggtraininpg [Visnu s] five weapon

joined WI Kl- ,5 waiStl by Yasoda
- d .“flffihem of childhood!

as
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114
The All-pervasive One’s stomach seems emaciated
because of [His continuing] dissatisfaction
[expressed] thus:

“How great a burden
can the earth and the group of Cosmic Eggs
be for me?”

So the lotus from His navel
is creating yet another series of worlds
[more] fit [for fulfilling] His desire to protect.

115
The three lines appearing
on the great Lord Rariga’s belly

which seem to be counting ’
the three kinds of cit and acit

reveal His sovereignty [over all].

The mark that gives Him the name Damodara
declares that He is under the control
of His devotees.

His waist-cord is like an edict bound [around Him
in order to show His greatness]
both [as Controller and Controlled].

116
Refuting illogical argumentsthat the three gods are equal

the three gods are one and inseparablethe Supreme Reality is greater than the three gods,the lotus from the navel of the All-pervasive Lordthe primary cause
0f [gods such as] Brahma and Rudraestablishes the real truth for us thatall things other than That One
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are dependent upon
the contraction of His eyebrows
[for their very existence].

117
The navel on the ocean that is
the One Who makes His home in [St-ilratigam

which keeps all the worlds inside itself
in order to protect them

surely wishes to be like a sinking whirlpool.

The navel-lotus which brings out those [worldsas if trying] to see [them]
becomes a rising whirlpool.

118What can be comparedto the Elephant of R ' ’ 'splswollen with pridaengam s tWO thlghsa aving surpassed ‘the insolence of a baggngegtgtrzi]a gracefully tapering handand an elephant’s trunkthat they seem as if they havethe arrogance of Madhu and just now subdued
Kaitabha?

119
The golden garment of [Sri ran a - -

with a jewelled belt-omariientgplril: 2:121:21and glittering with a knot well-suited
to the beauty of His waist

shines like the gem-filled slope of [Mount] Mem
licked by a huge cloud.
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120
Our mind drinks in
the Leader of [Sri1rangam's golden garment
bright like the halo of ocean

surrounding the Golden Land
and a chain of lightning [flashing] in the sky

amidst a cluster of clouds at dusk.

121
I think that the loveliness belonging to the limbs
of the One Who makes His lofty abode
in auspicious Rarigam ~-

immersed in the splendour
of His ornaments spreading on all sides
and in a state of intoxication --

has become transformed at one place
into His pair of knees.

l22
The two shins
of the One who reclines in Srirangamwhich experience horripilationfrom the thrill [felt]

' during their massage by Sri and Bhfiminval in loveliness a pair of fleshy lotus stemson account of [the goddesses’]amorous amusement.

123
Let me meditate on and praise the 1_ _ OtlJS-of [Sn]rangam’s Protector feetwhich have a redness seemin l refrom the row of crowns g y flectedbelonging to the godsbowing down [before them],from the minds of yogis,
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or from [their massage
by] the two hands of Kamalfi.

124
The master of Brndivana

which learned to dance
to the [musical] sound
of the churning of curds,

the foot of the One Who delights in Sri
is a witness to the happiness of Laksmi’s hands,
has an excellence rivaling the lotus,
does not discriminate among the devotees

be they high or low,
and is fond of its role as messenger.
May that most excellent foot of Visnubless us. I I

_ 125I WOl'Shlp the lotus-feetof the One Who slee si ~ -beautiful with markspof 3153:3253?!) 1t
lotus, flag, umbrella, boon-granfingotréeconch, diamond, discus, and mirror ,and with the tinkling sounds
of His jewelled toe-rings;

they are [the embodiment] of Sruti
which again and again reveal by their sov
His victory beginning with the three strid

[taken to measure the worlds].

ereignty
es

126
Let us dive day and night
into the splendour of the toenails

of the One Who delights in Sri
which are a fresh cluster of blossoms
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on the beautiful boon-bestowing tree-sprouts
of His feet

and are a cause of consion as to whether
[they are really His nails]
or a row of Ganga billows
flowing out from all His toes
[making the sound] “swish, swish"
as if to say:

“I [the Ganga],
spreading in many different directions,
will purify all the worlds.”

127
I salute the Moon of [Sri]rangam’s feet

lovely like two closely placed tender leaves
[decorated] with golden lotuses
offered by Rama and Sita

which [cause me] confusion
as to whether they are [lotuses]or the faces of Brahma

bowed down before Him in daily worship,and which wear blue-jewelled tinkling ankletssurpassing [in beauty] blue lotuseswith swarms of big black honey-sipping beesclinging to their flower~stems.

NOTES

l “M . _ n .

britigffgéh'ead (“Wale-81m) is “a thread tied by the
the hus and Tag-Fae brides "86k, and worn as long as

2 hiS §Ioka i ( -W 773 .
ow“ also ayflzg OffiCial EUWPflrampara verse for Empir’mediate dise' e ame SZEPViPda Disar, Ramanuja’8 im'esame, Br - -- ‘SACETIya- Em arb lon ed t°ahmm subsect (Valama) as didlliis Aecfirfa an
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W
Q

l3

his disciple. He is reported never to have married, and-ls
said to have composed one non-extant work called Vyfianfl
Stuti (PTA, 584).

“ Long live [Govind]" or “May [Govind] live long" (jiyit)
is a common blessing in Sanskrit literature. Note, however.
that the SWIe is also that of the Tamil pallintu. The phrase“Mfiy_y0_u,live long...” is found in each and every verse ofPerryalvar s Timppallanru

igfirleiiiinfiiii 22:2“a “remWing the thorn from then _ . 0 the persons who argue unreason-ably . ‘8.1mm that; l'kely inference to his defence of the au-
$221513?“ o the Pancamm Agamas entitled Agama
Bhattar describes Nammalvii- as a
him with the inspired _r_sis to Who
vealed.

‘Tamil Veda” (drividl'm brahma-szlrizhitim)_ Bmeans “the sacred word. the _Veda, a sacred text"; sari-mira-
means “conjunction, connection, union...a text treatedaccording to euphonic rules (esp. the real continuous text of
the Vedas as formed out of the Padas _or separate words byproper phonetic changes...an,),' methodically arranged
collection of texts or verses)_ (M-_W,_737 and 1123).
This verse is part of the official Sn-varsnava gumpammpm
This verse is part of the officral Srrvarsnavaglurupmmpari

Note the reversal imagery. Ordinarily, Sn rs imaged as an
alla. I" thiS Verse howeverthe Chest 0f Naray . a ,

Ollialnent on. - ,. ament on the breast of Sri”_ .
He ls smd totEeKaozn 1; “It is known to hrm to whom It 1s
Compare W1 ' ' ' known. It isnow to whom It rs. heflrligse:3,2?k well, and known to those who
unknown to ' ' ds 19572 51).
d0 not kn0W” (Elght Upa'tI-gjnd in the VCdfl, to my knowl_

I ' ” similar to theAlthough nm “ _ efamatlon passage t

edge there is no praise d therefore, woul1a{gear 0

one in this versie- T Alvars See, for ertar p ,

be to the TanuTAnt v
_ - , - a _ . res ect.

Nammalzagblzse is said to indicate P
abuse, an

seer (rsi), thus connectinm the Ved gas Were re-
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l4

15

l6

17

20

21

22

Bhattar calls the Lord at Srirangam Rangacandra in this and
several other stanzas, perhaps playing on Lord Srirariga’s
special association with Lord Rama, Who is often lovingly
called Ramacandra.

The image of “the Person with a thousand heads" is from
PSr'i.
As in v. l4, the idea expressed here -- that even Nara'yana is
unable to praise Himself adequately -- is based on the sug-
gestion that God cannot fiilly know Himself: “The Lord of
the universe who lives in the Great Sky knows Himself, or
perhaps even He does not know” (TaittBrah 2.8.9).
“With songs of praise from the Sanskrit and Tamil Vedas”
(sarizskna-dra'vida-veda-sfiktaili). The term sfikta is used by
Bhattar to indicate a form of Vedic praise in BhGD, No.
693.
“surrender” (prapatti). The connection of surrender with the
crossing of Visnu-nfiyzi is based on BhG 7.14-15: “This
nfiya' of Mine, composed of the three gunas, is difficult £0
cross...those who take refuge with/surrender to Me alone
(mimeva ye prapadyante) cross beyond this maya”.

Bhattar’s reference to being “fondled at the feet of Ran-
garaja and Kamala (Sri)" would Eppear to be the origin of
the later story found in all major rivaisnava hagiographical
texts, which identify Parisara Bhattar as the son of Sri-
raiigara'a. Note, however, that he refers to himself as the
son of rivatsacihna Misra(Kt'1resa) in v. l.
“Path beginning with Light"(arcira_di-sarar_1i). For Rama-
nuja’s exposition of arciridi-mirga, see SriBh IV. 4_] ,
Praise of the Kaveri River by way of poetic description is a
common feature in the DP. For an example containing im-
agery identical to that in this verse see Kulacekara Alvar,
PmalTM 1.1, in which the river is described as touching
Lord Ranga’s feet with her “wave-like hands” (tiraikkaiyil).
See also Tirumankai Alvir’s PTM 5.4.9, in which the
Kfiveri’s waters are described as bringing pearls and pre-
cious gems (muttum maniyum).
The name ‘3Goldgn River” pr “River made of gold”
(hernipaga is a irect trans ation from the well-knownTdmll name of the Kaven River, Pong]. This name fre-
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23

24

29

30

31

32

33

35

quently appears both in the DP and in C61a inscriptions.
See, for example, KulacEkara Alvar, PmalTM 1.1 .
“She...who is ever awake” (anujagrati) is a phrase usually
used to describe a mother who remains awake in order to
watch over her baby. It is used in this verse to express the
ever-vigilant, motherly compassion of God.
gtzhe river named “Golden” (kanaka-nimninimnagzi). See v.

Many of the Alvirs describe Srirangam as being in or
surrounded by a garden. For nature imagery similar to that
comalned in this stanza, see PATM 2.9.10: “Arankam is...in a garden buzz- . . . n
4_8_4 and 4.8.5- mg wrth 1ntoxrcated bees . See also 3.3.2,

a H ‘31. “Ayodhya is the cii'y rec souls in Arthva Veda 10.2.
. of the gods. It has a treasu filledmm gOId-ABl'allf'tléuenteredthe city made of gold whiZh is

. o_w_n as parajita .(Pummhimflmayim vivesa aparziji'tirtyadlbrahma) (Talttiz'iyaAranyakal 27 d'Bhattar’s BhGD, No. 71) ' ' ’q“°‘e m
The tall, many-storied buildin S - .
image with the Alvars. For e'xgamOf Sfll'angam are a p0pular- . ple, see Tirum ‘k ' A] -PTM 5.4.7, m which the tall build‘ _ .a" a‘ 1'3.”
to touch the clouds. Ings 0f Smangam are said
“Deer on the moon” refers to the _
are thought by Hindus to resembltjfziozlilz;10T6 moon which
In the stanzas which follow, Bhflttar follows?‘ antelope.
route to reach the Inner Sanctum. As a reverenigsjgzgmgfNagzt-es each of the lCOIlS dwelling m the shrineS alOng the e

As in YMD 8.24, the liberated souls depicted by Bhattar
have the power to roam all over the worlds (see also YMD
1.4). In this authoritative text, those desirous of liberatiOn
are listed in the category of the “bound” (baddha) eye"
though they live “as if liberated". Bhattar, on the other
hand, puts them in the category of the “etemals”. See Nayar
1981 for a discussion of the concept of “as if liberated".
“central sanctuary” (vimana); “compound walls, verandas
and halls” (prakira-madhya-ajira-mandapa).
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40
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Srirangaraja Stava: Part I

According to a famous hagiographical story, Parakala (Tiru-
mankai Alvar) stole an image from Nagapatnam and the
money it brought in was used for the construction of one of
the rampart walls of the Srirarigam Temple. For the full
story, see GPP 1975:81-82.
Usually Srivaisnava temples have only two doorkeepers (or
gatekeepers), but Srirangam Temple has eight. The gate-
keepers of the East are Canda and Pracanda, of the South
are Bhadra and Subhadra, of the West are Jaya and Vijaya,
and of the North are Dhat_r and Vidhatr (Hari Rao 1967:
101402). It is necessary to get their permission (by
saluting) to enter into the temple. Because Bhattar salutes
Canda and Pracanda, we know that he has entered the
temple through the East door.
“Corrunon for all souls” (sarvtma-sadharana) refers to the
fact that the Lord takes to Himself not just people of great
merit, but all persons who surrender to Him.

The “thousand-pillared hall” of the Srirangam Temple is
modeled on the one in Vaikuntha, described in Tavakara
Upanisad: “the Lord of the gods, Narayana, sits in the
thousand-pillared [hall]" (sahasra-sthune).
Candra uskarini is a small circular tank near the main part
of the girangam Temple. To its west is a large pipal tree
and a pillared verandah (Hari Rao 1967.: 42-3). During thefinal day of the Brahmotsava festival, Srirangaraja is taken
in procession outside the temple, and when he returns Sri
and Bhfimi look for signs of his having been with anotherwoman. The scene, acted out in the temple, includes alovers’ quarrel in which Srirangaraja and Sri fight withflowers gathered from the lotus pond.
For “the three kinds of heat”, see VRS, v. 72.This verse refers to the icons of the Alvars situated aroundthe central shrine of Srirangaraja, evidence to the fact thatthis shrine existed at the time of Bhattar.“the supporting power” (adhara-s'akti).

_e ltnageryin this stanza is taken from the directions for
meditation durl'lg the Performance of worship ( pfijé- vidhl)according F0 Pancariti-a, Bhattar deals with the same topic1n BhGD m the section relating to the epithets of Kfirma or
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43

46

49

50

51

52

53

54

the Tortoise incarnation of Visnu, Nos. 19-21. Compare
also to Ramanuja’s NG.
See n. 29.
“intimate union [with the Lord]” (sayujya). See SVS, n.
42.
The phrase “who crossed all norms” refers to Narasirhha’s
extraordinary pecularities among the avataras of Visnu. He
had the body of a man but the head of a lion; even more ex-
traordinary was his emergence from a pillar.
“Mastwood tree” (punnaga; Tamil, puggai) “a tree with
beautifully scented flowers, ca10phy11um inophyllum”
(MTL, V, 2814). Srivaisnava scholars meet underneath this
tree on the banks of Candrapuskarini even today for their
theological discussions, including oral commentary on
Nammalvar’s TVM.
“_T_he gesture of his hand” (ariguli-mudra) refers to that po-
sition of the hand in which the final three fingers are bent
and th? index finger is pointed up; it is said to be the means
Ay“wh‘°_h V1$vaksena controls the world.
andsgmng cloth" (prom) is used by Sfitravati to touch up

ry the decorative marks which she applies to Sri's feet.
Ciiiixtwe names for three of the four servants of
(KI-15h Sena are: Gajanana (Karimukha), Kalaprakrti

a _ va), and Hanvaktra(Siri1hamUkha). They are
'rIn'hentioned under these alternative names in Ramanuja, NG.

ey are saluted -- both 1n the temple and in the home pfija‘
ceremony “ before approaching Visnu-Narayana in order toremove any obstacles blocking the ‘Am of H' dThlS stanza praises the Lord’s atteng t d ls evotees.
who is regarded as an embodiment ozi'lihanv vehicle Garuda,
of this idea are to be found in Ya'urved eS 6da._'I_'he origins
which the various parts of his boily are’; mm’ 12'4' 1n
sponding to the various divisions of the sighed as corre-

Yamuna’s SR, v. 41, sa s that G ' u I
the Three [Vedas]” (U'ayT-aya) Bali-232i: stcazmposed 9f
the wording smti-maya. " za contains
The consorts of Garuda are found only in the temple at
Srirangam (From an interview with Prof. K.K.A. Venkat-
achari, April 1987).
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Note the play on words: Sukirti gives fame ( kim) and
Rudra (which means “the crier”) gives “tears of joy" (harsa-
vaspa).

55 “Group of five warriors” lit. “five weapons” is a reference
to the personifications of the L0rd’s weapons.

Compare this verse with PATM 5.1.9, in which the
author addresses the weapons of the Lord, telling them to
perform their duty of protecting Him, with the words
“Don’t sleep! don’t sleep! don’t sleep!” (uraka! uraka]
urakal).
’ “the threatening hand gesture" (taljani-mudm).

57 Srivaisnavas believe that Hanuman and Vibhisana refuse
liberation in Vaikuntha so that they might serve Srirarigarfija
in Srirangam. Whenever there is a public reading of the
Ramayana, an empty seat is reserved in the front row for
Hanuman, who, it is believed, comes to listen to the story of
Lord Rama.

58 Even today a bamboo cane is placed across the entrance to
the inner part of the Inner Sanctum of the Sn'rar'igam Temple
so that only rightful persons may approach the temple icon.

59 There are four golden pillars just outside the inner part of
the Inner Sanctum of the Srirangam Temple. Standing be-
tween two of them, you have a direct view of the face of
Srirangaraja. _

This verse is based 0n KulacEkara Alvar, PmfilTM 1.2, in
which the poet asks when, holding onto the two pillars
(manattfin'e'), he can praise Lord Mayon Who sleeps on the
serpent couch.

60 “Beautiful bridegroom" (ramya-jimatr) is a translation from
Kulac'ékara Alvar, PmilTM 3.5: “beautiful bridegroom”
(ajakiya mana V513).

61 “Vessels made of gold" (patadgrahah) refers to the golden
vessels into which water is poured after being used to bathe
Srirangaraja.

62 For the nine ladies beginning with Vimala, see also Rama-
nuja, NG, and Bhattar, KD, Nos. 28-29. In both texts, Vi-
mala and the other attendants are described as holding a
chowries or whisks ( camara) in their hands_ Both the
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66

72

74

75

76

77

temple pfijaceremony and the daily home ritual is performed
not only for God, but for His servants as well.
“My life" (asmadasfin) is based on Nammfilvfirk TVM
7.2.9, in which he calls out to Srirangaraja “O my life”
(eggutaiyaviy-e).

The phrase “in order to bring the entire world under one
umbrella” is an expression of royal imagery; Hindu kings
often sit under an umbrella which functions as a symbol of
the unity of the kingdom.
This verse begins the section on Bhattar’s exit from the
temple.
“For one hundred years” is a Vedic expression based on the
ideal life span of 100 years. It is a standard formula for
blessing.
“by the deep eyes” (nayana-culukanaib, lit., “by eyes like
culukas ”). Culuka denotes a small, deep, eye-shaped
vessel used in the pfija ritual. Here it refers to the depth of
the eyes.
The reference to four kinds of persons who approach the
Lord is based on BhG 7:16: “O Great One among the
Bharatas (Arjuna), the four kinds of virtuous men who
worship me are the distressed (arm), the one desirous of
knowledge (iijfiasu), the seeker of wealth (arthzTrthi), and the
wise 055m)".

The words “Kamalz'fs eye” refer to the fact that the Lord
is very essential and precious to Kamala (Sri).
Acting as the bed or couch of Srirarigarfija is one of the
many services which Adisesa performs for the Lord. This
is brought out well in Poykai Alvins MTA, v. 53, which
says that Adisesa acts as an umbrella for the Lord when He
is walking, a throne when He is seated, shoes when He is
standing, and a bed on the vast ocean. He also acts as a
beautiful lamp, a beautiful and smooth silk cloth, and so
orth.
Note the play on words: “We are revived" (asvasimah)

can also mean “we breathe again or freely". ln other words,
the breathing in and out of Adisesa which rocks the swing-
ing couch enables us to now “breathe again” or “breathe
freely”.
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79

81

82

85

86

87

Nidra, meaning “the sleeping one”, is also one of the
epithets of Sri, and is therefore “interchangeable” with her.
See Laksmi Tantra 8.31-36, in Gupta 1972: 47.
(Pompare with Kulacékara Alvfir, PmalTM l.l, in which
Srirangaraja is described as having “feet massaged by the
Kaveri". ,
The main sanctum of the Srirangam Temple rests on a raised
rectangular platform (Hari Rao 1967: l 6), which is appar-
ently what Bhattar refers to in this verse. Since the image of
a cloud resting on a mountain-top is a common one in San-
skrit poetry, I have translated adrau as “on a mountain”.
Properly speaking, however, the temple is not situated on a
mountain.
YMD 5.1-5 describes the eternal realm (nitya vibhfiti) as
composed of “pure sattva” (s'uddhasattva), a type of non-
material substance that is different from the matter affected
by the three gunas. All of the bodies of the Lord, including
His iconic incarnations, are made up of this “non-material
substance” (v. 5). Note, however, that in YMD it is said to
be “non-conscious” (acetana) and “self-luminous” (svayan'i-
praka's'a) (v. 2). By way of contrast, Bhattar would appear
to categorize the ornaments of the Lord as conscious; they
are said to experience horripilation “on account oftheir
being in the form of cit” (cit mayatvfit). I would hesitate to
interpret this passage as a philosophical statement; rather, it
appears to contain purely poet-1c imagery_
The description of Srirangaraja in this verse is similar to
many contained in the DP. Compare with a few examples
givenbelow:

TontaratiPPOti, TMilai, v- 2. depicts Srirangaraja as
having “a body like a huge green mountain” (paccaima'
malaipfilmém); Nammfilvir, TVM 2.6.4 addresses Him
directly thus_: “O my Emerald Mountain (en marakgta
malaiye); PATM 3.2.3 describes Him as having “a body
like gold and emerald” (pogmanimégj)
For a discussion of the supremacy/lordliness of God as
defined by l-lis eternal association with or e Sri,
see Nayar 1992: 225-32. i mbrace of)
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The two possible etymologies of the epithet Puspahasa are:
(1) puspam iva basal: yasya sah puspahasah, a Bahuvrihi
compound meaning “One who smiles like a flower"; and (2)
puspasya hasyah iva sah puspahasah or “He who is like the
bloom of a flower”. Bhattar prefers the second etymology
according to BhGD, No. 952. He writes: “In the case of
those who have the ability to enjoy Him, He manifests His
enjoyable nature gently, just like a flower that blooms in the
evening. Therefore, He is [named] Puspahasah." The latter
etymology is reflected in this verse.
Since there is no preposition used with the word “good
fortune” (subhagatam), gramatically it may mean either
“[our] good fortune” or “[His] auspiciousness”.
Compare the imagery of this verse with Nammalvar, TVM
3.1.1: “Has the splendour of Your face bloomed as the
brightness of Your crown”?
“May [His face] roam about in me for enjoyment (viharatu
mayr) is based on Tiruppan Alvar, Aap, v. 4: “[His] waist-
cord roams about in my soul/inner being."
Compare with PATM 1.9.2: “Your curls of hair (parikikal)
swarm [near] Your coral-like mouth just like a bee
(vantepol) drinking honey from a red-lotus flower.”
Ambrosia is popularly believed to flow from the moon.
“the god of love” (Smara), more commonly known as
Manmatha. For similar imagery, see Antal, NTM 14.6:
“The beautiful curve of the eyebrows, like the bow ( canika)
which is in His hand...” and Nammalvar, TVM 7.7.4, in
which the Lord’s eyebrows are compared to the sugarcane
bow of Manmatha.
“white [streaked] with light red" (a'timr-dhavale). Compare
with Tiruppan Alva-tr, Aap, v. 8: “those big eyes with light
red streaks".
“moss-like plants” (s'ajvalam). The attractiveness of this
type of plant rests in the fact that it keeps the water clean and
pure.
In Sanskrit poetics, kings are portrayed as bearin the bur-
den of the universe by their arms. In the case of rlrariga-
rfija, his shoulders are the support of all things sentient (cit)
and insentient (acit).
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Sriraligaraja Stava: Part I

The main icon in Srivaisnava temples usually faces East;
however, in Srirarigam the Lord lies facing South. It is
believed that He chose to lie facing South toward Larika in
order to bless Vibhisana, Ravana’s brother.

The Alvars wrote on the same theme. See, for example,
PATM 4.9.2: “They will serve no other but our Arankag, of
bud-like eyes, which strained toward well-walled Lanka, for
the sake of wealthy Vibhisana" (translation by Ate).
“Platform” ( vedi) refers to the raised platform found in the
courtyard of most Tamilian houses.
In ancient Tamil poetry, women measured the worth of men
according to the marks they had obtained in war. Here we
have a description of Srirangaraja’s hands being rough with
the bowstring of battle.
A thread with the five weapons of Visuu (as ornaments)
and the nails ofa turtle and a tigress is worn in Tamil Nadu
even today by small children as an amulet to ward off evil.
PATM 1.7.2 deseribes the child Krsha wearing the thread
with a turtle shaped ornament.
Three lines on the stomach are regarded as a beautiful fea-
ture of the body.

The three kinds of citare the eternally free souls (nitya-
sun), the liberated souls (mukta), and those who desire
liberation (mumuksu). The three kinds of acit are that which
is mixed with sattva (misra-sattva), that which is devoid of
sattva, and pure sattva (suddha-sattvaXAhhahkart-tcfiriyar
1969).
Compare with Nammalvz'lr, PTAnt, v. 72: “Some say that
three gods are equal (mutalam, lit. supreme), some that only
one of the three is supreme....lsn’t the lotus flower [from
which all creation came] inside You?” (translation by profl
K.K.A. Venkatachari).
“Golden Land” (marma-sthala). According t0 Puranic cos-
mology, there is a golden land beyond the seven oceans:‘gathe seven island continents are emo'fipassed successively
by the seven oceans, and each ocean and COntinent is respec'
tively twrce the extentof that which precedes it.,_, Beyond
the sea of fresh water lS a reglon 0ftwice its extent, where
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the land is of gold and where no living beings reside" (VP2.4.88-97, translation by H.H. Wilson).
The word translated “dusk” (sandhya) refers to the time ofthe conjunction of day and night, and hence may mean either

dawn or dusk.
Compare the imagery in this and the following stanza with
that of VRS, vs. 57-58. Bhattar has based these two s'lokas
on his father’s composition.
“His foot...is a witness to the happiness of Laksmi’s hands"
refers to the joy that Laksmi experienced while massaging
her L0rd’s feet to remove the pain caused by His wandering
in many places in His incamational forms.

Following the Alvars, Srivaisnavas regard Krsna’s acting
the role of a messenger to the Pandavas as an expression of
condescension toward His devotees. See, for example,
Tirumarikai Alvar, PmalTM 2.2.3, in which Rama is said to
have conveyed his messages through a monkey, and then
afterwards, in His incarnation as Krsna, He Himself became
a messenger for the Pandavas.
Annankarficfiriyar‘s commentary (1969) notes that at the
completion of the sacrifice (yajfia), the bath called avabgta-
snana is required. And now that this stotra is finished, we
bathe in Srirarigaraja's feet in that same manner. g
Rama and Sita are believed to have worshipped Sfirangaraja
on their return to Ayodhyi from Larika. For that reason, He
is especially dear to them, and hence they are said to wor-
ship him always.



Srirarigaraja Stava:
The Latter 100 Stanzas

l
The compassionate Lord gives the Veda
as a lamp to dispel the darkness
and to distinguish good from evil.

Wise pe0ple behold and enjoy [the Lord]
by means of that lamp
while some capricious [pe0ple]
become moths [burnt in its flame].

2
The Snutis of the Jainas and their ilk

which deny the authority of the Veda
and those which accept the authority of the Veda

but interpret it wrongly
darken the path of approach to You,
O Treasure of [Sri]rar'1gam!

Manu remembered that!

3
O Possessor of [Srilrangaml
Learned people reject the path of thosewho deny the validity of Vedic knowledge[which is obtained] by direct perceptionby robbing [clear-sighted ones]
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of what is right before their eyes,
and of those through their own capacity

for fallacious reasoning
arrive at contradictory meanings for Sruti

which is by nature faultless
because [their scriptures] are defective

on account of their having an author.

4
Because [the body] has limbs
it is perceived as distinct
by the external sense organs,
whereas the indivisible soul
transcends the sense organs and
shines as the subject of perception.

Because of the close conneption of body and soul
people do not discriminate
between them.

Your Sastra focuses- on [the soul]
which is fit to go to the other world

O Lord at [Sfllrangaml

5
O Lover of [Srilrangaml
Understanding of the meaning of Sruti
is also [obtained by means ofl direct perception;
its meaning regarding dharma and adharma

the phenomenal universe
the transcendental realm
and the Lord

is not contradicted by direct perception
and is faultless!

O Lover of [Srflrangaml
Just like direct perception,
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that Sruti [produces] valid knowledge,
even for the Carvaka school.

[A Carvaka] who has a mind awakened by yoga
may directly perceive its meaning.
Isn’t it so?

6
The contemptible quack Buddha,
denying the existence of all things

without any reason
according to the four categories
is, is not, both is and is not, neither is nor is not
so that the world no status at all,

is fit to be cut to pieces
like a thief!

7
If [the non-existence of all things] is acceptedstill this denial [of existence itself]
cannot be established,
for [if you maintain thath all things are non-existent]t en who is it who makes the refutation?

O Bestower of Boons!If the existence of one thing is deniedthen the existence of something elsewrll be established
as when a pot is brokenthe pieces remain.

Even according to this philosophy. ence of everythingmust Include] the non-existence of valid knowledge‘
[Therefore, there i_ snothin todt ruti conquer! g eny.]
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8
The Yogacara denies [the existence of] the world
the Sautrantika says that the world
is an object of inference

on account of the plurality of minds
and the Vaibhasika declares
that the perception of that [world]

is momentary.

All three say that
knowledge alone is the "soul"
and it too perishes from moment to moment.

O Lord at [Srilrarigaml
Those three!
We strike them down!

9
[The Buddhist statement that]

“The world is momentary
and the soul is nothing but
the knowledge of momentariness"

is incorrect
[because] if there is no knower
other than knowledge
the things that ought to be known

as well as the knower
perish in the twinkling of an eye,
and this world is deprived of
memory and recognition,
O Rangacandra!

10
The difference between the soul and knowledge
is made obvious in a statement such as
“I understand this".
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If [as the Advaitins claim,
the soul and knowledge] are one,
then the things apart from these two
are also a part of that oneness.

If those things are unreal,
then according to that argument
all things [including knowledge and the soul
are equally] unreal!

If knowledge of everything is unreal
then that [knowledge about unreality]
will itself be false!

[If they claim a ridiculous view like that]
then our philosophical school
should have a long life!

ll
Foolish people have taught that
Brahman -- Who is knowledge alone --
becomes confused by ignorance
even though self-luminous,

When the individual soul has attaine
over the knowledge of the non-dualiilymaStHy

of this [Brahman],
illusion is removed
and whatever is perceptible
is then [known to be] false,

Let Rama's weapon destroy [1105
analyzing Brahman as if He Wer e Who are

' - e a personbelonging to this degenerate and _
Kali Yuga! desplcable
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l 2
O Best among the dwellers in [Sri]rangam!
Having accepted the jugglery
0f the seven explanations
[beginning with] “may be, is and is not”,
Jaina philosophy describes
the whole wealth of Your world
as indeterminate in nature.

In the same way,
another [philosophy] has said that
this world is
both different and non-different [from You].

O Moon of Srirangam!
Let [the followers of] these two [philosophies]

who are knowers of a new Brahman
[of their own creation]

talk among themselves about this great secret
in phrases like:

“My mother is barren”.

13
Begging from Sruti the well-established idea
that You are the Cause of the world,
Kanacara and Caranfiksa

according to fallacious reasoning
transformed [that idea by declaring]
atoms [as the material cause of the world],
and proclaim that Your creation

beginning with ether
is independent of You.

l4
O Splendorous One at [Sri]rangam!
When the Veda is ascertained as authoritative
on account of its having no author
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other [scriptures] are regarded as authoritative
on account of their being rooted in that [Veda].

Therefore [while] Samkhya,
along with Yoga and the Pasupata school

[may be] authoritative in some matters,
Pancaratra is completely authoritative
because it is derived from the “Fifth Veda”.

15
The Sarnkhyas placed You
in the category of a purusa
and do not accept You as Lord
because they misinterpret
the statements pertaining to isvara.

In a different way,
a follower of Yoga philosophy
declared that the quality of lordship
is like a reflection,
didn’t he‘?

In still another manner,
the Saivas

out of an excessively passionate
attachment [to Siva]

think that lordship resides in a beggar,O King [of the Universe] at [Srflrangaml
Because of Your great affection [for the devotees],how richly abundant
You have revealed [Yourself to be]wrth [Your forms] beginning withpara, vibhava, and vyfiha.
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l6
The philosophical schools
which deny the validity of the Vedas
I regard as [equal to] a blade of grass
even though established by You
in a deceptive manner.

[If that is so], O Lord,
then what will I think of
the path of those with erroneous ideas
who are clad in the armour of the Vedas?

l7
O Resident of [Sri]rarigam!
During the cosmic dissolutions
You kept the authorless Veda in Your mind,
then recollected it at the times of creation
and provided the appropriate name and form
[for each created entity].

Having taught [the Veda] to [special] people
beginning with Brahma
who was awakened from his sleep,

and decreeing the welfare [of all],
You bestow [upon us] the authorless Veda

an authoritative means to valid knowledge.

l8
Siksa teaches the proper order of syllables.

Correct understanding of the meaning of words
is taught by vyikriyé and nirvaci.

Chandas gives clarity about metres,
and jyotisa teaches us proper ritual timings.
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Kalpa-[sfitm] has declared
the appropriate ordering of rituals,
and the clear meaning of Purinas and Smrtis
may be discovered
by means of Nyaya and Mimar'nsa.

O Lord at [Sri]raf1gam!
The Vedas
aided by these [eight disciplines]
seek You out.

l9
Primarily, the Vedas are
the means to valid knowledge.

Smrtis, along with Itihasas, Purinas and Nyfiya,
assist [in the understanding of the Vedas].

The first portion [of the Vedas]
exhaustively examines methods of Your worship,
while the lofty division

revealing Your aCIiVilies, qualities, and glory
examines [the way] t0 reach Your feet.

O Blessed One!
You Yourself declared:
“I am known by all the Vedas”,

20
O Lord at [Sri]rar'|gam!
Wrong-notioned philosophers say
that the power of the Sacrifice is apfirva
or that the performers [of a saerifice] ,
obtain its fruits
by the grace of the ancestral fathers and the gods-
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[But] masters of the Three [Vedas] say
that ritual sacrifices and meritorious works
are Your worship,
and their fruit proceeds from Your favour
because the prescription for their performance
is Your own commandment.

21
Prescriptions for the performance
of daily and occasional [rituals]
are Your command,
and you make allowance for the directive
concerning [rituals to be performed]
by those desirous of [boons such as] heaven.

Sruti [describes] the use of spells
for the destruction of enemies
as a means by which the wicked-minded
are brought under the control of the Sastras.

Oh! [Sri]rar'tgam’s All!
This Sruti reveals the desire of You

Who belong to everyone
and are Controller of everything

to protect [Your creatures]
and so it is Your eternal commandment.

22
O Lord at [Sri1rangaml
All the [Upanisadic] statements

such as “There is a treasure here”

which describe Your qualities, form, and activities

lead to the Final Goal.

These statements _ _
[describing Your qualities]
have no special distinction
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from injunctions regarding
Your worship and its fruits.

23
The body resides in its possessor;
modifications

which have exact form, intellect and speech
[are contained] in the instrument;
individual manifestation, jati,

qualities and karma
are contained in the material substance.

Thus, on account of the fact that
[things] are located [in other things],
You think that this whole world is in You
and because of this
You are described as non-dual.

Then why are there confusing statementsconcerning maya, limiting adjuncts
and modification,

O Lord at [Sfilrangam'l

24
The triumphant world-famous Vedic scholarsexplicate [the Upanisadic statements]which declare the non-differencebetween You and the worldbeginning with

“All this is indeed Brahman”“All [things] have That as the Sell”“All this and I [are V5sudeva]”[and] “You are That”[to mean that] the manifestationof the entire universeis dependent upon You and is Your body-
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You are described as its Soul because
You preserve, create, make manifest,
swallow, control and pervade it!

25
Fools prattle that this world
has a Lord
has no Lord
has many lords
or again, has a Lord created by people

according to their own desire.

Some subsidiary sections [of scripture]
advanced the logic that
[Your creation’s] variegated diversity
is the result of its lack of submission [to Your will

because it is bound by karma],
but Sruti itself has sung that
sentient beings (cit) and insentient matter (aci't )
are eternally governed by You,
O Bestower of boons!

26
[The gods] beginning with Brahma
are declared to be in the category of the “created”

and not in the category of [divine] incarnations
because they are slaves
to the movement of Your eyebrows.

You are not like those [other gods]
nor are they Your equal.

So with words pertaining to You
from Sruti and the sages, such as:

“The world is under a single umbrella” and
“[You are] the consort of Laksmi”
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[we offer] satisfying water to those [dead men]
who argue by asking irrelevant questions.

27
These six qualities

knowledge, lordliness, creative power
immutability, untiring strength, and splendour

which yield a flood of _
countless, unequalled, excellent auspicious qualifies

untainted by defect, limiting adjunct
limitation, or number

make You invaluable, O Lord at [Sri]rarigam,
like resplendence makes priceless
a jewel!

28
Whether restricted by
the function of Your own senses
or on Your Own accord [without the senses]

O Emperor at [Sfilrarigam
You see the entire [universe]
perpetually and simultaneously
just as if [looking directly at]
the palm of Your hand.

[The Upanisads] have mentioned again and againthat Your perception
self-luminous, continuous_ and without interruption or confusionis knowledge.

29o Lord at [Sri]rangam!You hear with Your eyeswhich function as Your ears
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The Great Lord has other sense organs
and uses [them] in whatever way He desires.

_So seeing all [things] simultaneously
1s suitable [for You, the Lord].

30
Those who say
that the world is caused by ignorance
are refuted by Your quality of omniscience.

Autonomous, independent
and with just a tiny portion of Your desire,

You manifested all [creatures]
according to their good and bad kannas

simultaneously, without obstruction
and without thinking it a great thing.

O Lord reclining in [Sri]rangam,
This lordship differentiates You

the Material Cause of all
from the one described by the Sir'nkhyas

as the only witness.

31
[Wise people] say that You are
the material cause [of the universe]
through Your own body [of cit and acit].

Your natural desire
transcending the limits of easy and difficult
plays perpetually everywhere.

O Rarigarija,
that desire is Your creative power
[to effect] limitless creation
and that [power] alone
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clearly demonstrated by the navel of a spider
makes You superior to [the god of] the Salvas.

32
The untiring strength

by which You bear the entire [universe]
as Your body
unaffected by fatigue
even though it is heavy work

is the foundation of Your own greatness
because it removes the necessity, O Lord,
for Your dependence upon any other cause.

33
You change all things
by Your presence alone
without [being] changed [Yourself] --just like fragrance from a musk-deer’s navel-
O Beloved Rariga!
[Wise people] call that quality
Immutability.

:I'he cause which [itself undergoes] modificationIS thereby differentiated [from You].

Your Splendour
the agent of action whi. dependence upon an inlS the conqueror
of those bowed dowand the defeater of enellltigsfore You]O Wealth of [Sri]rangam! ,

ch removes any need for
strumental cause
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35
O Most Excellent One of [SrilrangamlInvestigating the group of Your qualities_including youth and bliss
Anandavalli compared one with anotherbeginning with the human
clear up to the level of Virifica,
but was not powerful enough
to reach its own goal.

Alas! Along the way
it stammers as if [struck] dumb
and perishes!

How can rnind and speech [function at all]
in the limitation and enumeration of Your qualities?

36
Qualities beginning with tenderness, skill,
unsteadiness [born of excessive affection]

for those bowed down [before You],
forgiveness, compassion, victory, and beauty,
described in the Eranyakas and preserved [there]

like a [secret] treasure [reserved for the few],
are kept like a pile of precious gems
in the jewelry shop of [Srilrarigam
suitable for the commercial traffic

of the [whole] world,
O Bestower of Boons!

37
Multitudes of Your true auspicious qualities
are celebrated because of having approached You

Who are in the limitless, free and deep
transcendent state of tranquillity

just like those [devotees]
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who care for themselves
[by taking shelter with You].

Hey! Bestower of boons!
Only You [can fully] enjoy Yourself
Who are like a calm and waveless ocean
filled with abundant bliss

having a depth, breadth and length
equal to Your own

and subject to be known [only] by Yourself.

38
Gods such as Indra

who think themselves
equal to the Lord

sniff the [mere] fragrance of 10rdliness
and become bewildered,
while You

ignOn'ng the greatness
of [Your own] limitlessness

remain unperturbed.

Let us not be surprised at this,
O [Lord] Who delights in [Sr-flraflgam!

As to which is greater,
Your inherent nature or
the greatness [of Your esse

are not both
in harmony in You?

ntial form]

39
Because You are endowcd With
the six auspicious qualities
You, Honourable One,

Who as Para and vasudeva
are an object of enjoyment
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_for the liberated souls [in Vaikuntha]
dlstribute [Your qualities] in the following way
and lead all people to the truth:

as Sarhkarsana,
richly endowed with knowledge

and untiring strength,
You destroy [the worlds] and provide the Sastras

as Pradyumna,
.through lordliness and immutability,

You lead in the creation of the worlds
and establish the dharma

and as Aniruddha, O Lord,
bearing creative power and splendour,

You protect [the universe],
O Emperor at [Sri]rarigam!

40
O Master!
You take [the form of] the group of four vyfihas --
each one of which is itself four-fold.

Associated with their appropriate retinue
[Your creative cosmic emanations]
are fit subjects to be worshipped
according to the level of those meditating
in the stages of

waking
dreaming sleep
dreamless sleep
and the fourth and final state.

41
At the end of the cosmic dissolution
when cit is indistinguishable from acit
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but at the same time passing through
a succession of states

with Your mind full of compassion
and dependent only upon Your own will [to create]

O Bestower of boons
You caused the buds of matter

in the form of intellect, egoism
the five elements, and the series of senses

to unite with the [five] sense organs and bodies.

42
Along with their companions the Brahma Sfitras,
the Srutis proclaim that in You

Who create [the universe]
only after taking into account
the various deeds of the world's creatures
low, high, and pitiable

there is no chance of partiality
or lack of compassion,
O Owner [of the Universe] at [Srilrar'igaml

43
0 [Srllrangam's All!
Like the craftsman’s considerationfor the collection of instruments at his own diSPOSal
or an.enjoyer’s regard
for his own body which is under his control
or a reigning king's considerationfor the deeds [of his subjectssome of] whom are obedientand [some of] whom are transgressors
or also the glance of a donorupon one who desires many things
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at the time of creation,
the Creator’s regard for the [kimiic] status

of the ones to be created
should bring Him only autonomy.

44
O Bestower of boons!
Of Your own free will,
expanding the part of Your own body

called cit and acit
which slept during the time of cosmic dissolution,
You play in the presence of Sri
like a peacock in front of a peahen
spreading and shaking
its multi-coloured feathered tail
as if it is inlaid in the sky.

45
Although You have as Your chief aim
the welfare [of all creatures],
leading those

who are on a path detrimental to their own good
are controlled by despair
and sunk in the torrent [of samsira],

time and time again
You follow the rules of vama and Esrama
and experience affliction
[during Your incarnations here on earth]

just like a mother drinking medicine
when her baby is ill,

O Rangaraja!

46
O Welfare 0f all!
O Splendorous One at [Srflrangaml
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If all Your activities are not done in vain hope
beginning with the creation and preservation
of this fool-filled world

[only then] is the perpetual awakened state
of You who never tire,

which is forever like the continuous stream
of regular seasons,

appropriate.

47
Punishing cruel people with hell and the like,
You protect [Your devotees] from distress
just like a good-hearted friend
who fetters the feet of a madman,
O Leader of [Srilrarigaml

According to the “Maxim
of the Stick and the Sweets”,

[what need is there to mention that]
Your offer of enjoyment and liberation

to good people
[arises likewise]
from Your quality of good-heartedness?

48
Time and time again
You behold Your creatures
incorrigible, though You gift them

with the Sistras
and with Your glances of protection
which sustain and control [the worlds].

Then You
Imperishable Soul and Birthless God

playfully descend here [to earth]
in a state equal to gods, humans, and animals.
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49
Had Indira not appeared along with You

her form and actions appropriate
for each and every one of Your incarnations,

then Your sportive activity [here on earth]
would surely have become insipid

as well as condemned,
O Rangaraja!

50
O Blessed One!
Calm and steady persons understand well
that Your birth in human and other forms
is [an expression of] Your greatness,
but fools, not knowing this,
show disrespect toward Your birth and activity

destroyers of [the cycle of] births [and deaths].

5|
If Your initial incarnation
in between Brahma and Siva
was to conceal Your supremacy
by making them seem to be Your equals,
then why, O Splendorous One of [Sri]rarigam,
do You take these [other incarnations]
which manifest Your supremacy here [on earth]

inducing people to the true path
and nurturing them with Your grace?

52
Please, O Possessor of [Srilrar'igaml
Incarnated as a horse, _
You destroyed the obstacles Madhu and Kaitabha,
bestowed upon Brahma divine vision

in the form of the Three [Vedas],
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and gave life to the whole world
freely and spontaneously!

53
O Sustainer of [Sri1rangam!
Enriched with the nectar of the sacrifice

that is knowledge,
coming forth in the form of a swan --

cool, pure and a devourer of darkness
just like the moon --

You favoured those afflicted [in san'zsara]
with the bright light of the Vedas.

54
O Splendorous One of [Sfi1rarigaml
Lying on a banyan leaf
looking like a sleeping baby ocean
You put Your lotus-foot into Your mouth.

[Why did You do such a thing as that?]

Was it in order to measure the worlds
[which You hold] in Your stomach?

or was it with a longing for it to be enjoyedby the Vaisnavas [dwelling there]?

55
You uprooted Mount Mandara
brought it [to the ocean] and tied it with the serpent-

Arms covered by swinging 31-1
You churned the ocean as ifgchuai-lriilrig curdS
O Lord at [Sri]rar'1gam!
You first acquired the moon

the kaustubha gem, nectar and so forth
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and when You obtained Kamalfi
Your entire effort became fruitful.

Isn’t that true?

56
When the lord of the elephants [Gajendra]

shouted for help,
God, the Glory of [Sri]rarigam,
became mentally agitated,
withdrew His tender leaf-like feet

from their massage
by the goddesses’ lotus-hands,

abruptly left the serpent [couch] Ananta and
opening wide His eyes
with their trembling eyelids,

pulled His chest away
from Laksmi’s jar-like breasts

shining with saffron paste.

May [That One] appear before our eyes!

57
Homage to the speed of the Lord Who

when He heard the trumpeting
of the most excellent elephant [Gajendra]

threw His harem into confusion!

Ignoring the hands [of Visvaksena]
spread before Him,

[the Lord] refused his offer of jewelled sandals and,
neglecting to decorate His vehicle,

mounted onto the king of the birds [Garuda].
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58
When You heard the trumpeting of Gajendra

spread abroad,
observing Garuda with Your mind

which forever leads all the worlds
and supposing him to be too slow,
You insulted him by kicking Him with Your feet
and got him to move by shouting “giddyap”-

Lifting him up
You rose [into the sky].

O God!
O Friend of [Sri]raf1gam!
When [like Gajendra]
a person bows down [before You]
Your condition [becomes that of a madman]
who runs here and there
not knowing where he is going!

59
O One reclining in [srilrangam
You are my refuge.

[Upon hearing] the trumpetin oft t,
[You felt troubled], saying “vgoe iiientzlfiphan

Wearing garlands, ornaments, and garments
all in disarray

You came [to Gajendra]
dancing like a lotus pond
blowing in a strong gale.

60
O Blessed One!
Having the body of a fish,
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You put the multitude
of moving beings and non-moving things
and Your own pleasurable words
of the Veda and its branches

into a boat along with Manu
and bore them without even a moment’s fear
concerning the cosmic dissolution.

61
Having the wonderful form of a fish

radiant, long, very wide, beautiful
clear, cool, and flashing
just like the eyes of Sri

and fond of playing in a puddle
and in the water of the ocean

swallowed and ejected through Your fins,
You darted about here and there.

62
O One Who delights-in Sri!
As the Tortoise Who supports all the worlds,
You explained the dhanna.

Becoming Kinna,
and bearing Mount [Mandara] on Your back

during the churning of the nectar,
You obtained glory
as the lovely emerald-seat

easily accessible to
the tender sprout-like feet of Laksmi
who was rising up out of the water.

63
Being in the form of the Primordial Boar,
throwing the foaming ocean

of the cosmic dissolution
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onto the enemy of the gods [Hiranyakasipu’s] chest
which was dug by Your tusk,

and embellishing the breasts of the Earth goddess
with saffron in the form of that demon’s blood,

You grunted at Brahma who
agitated by Your bushy broad-spreading bristles

[began] praising [You].

You are my refuge,
O Possessor of [Sri]rangam!

64
O Lord in [Sri]rarigam!
We worship the Lion Who has
a bushy mane, huge teeth, and a united form

according to the “Maxim of Milk and Sugar’’-

People who have seen a man or a lion separatelyshrink back on seeing the wonder of
the natural union human and lion!

65
His shoulders made moist by the masses of blood

[flowrng] from the enemy
torn by l-lis claws

[blood] which resembles splendid sweet spitllefrom the mouth of Laksmi
who was prevailing upon Himtopacify the forest fire in his eyesarising out of hatred for the enemy,the Man-Lion obstructs sin here [in Srirangaml-

66
Eagerly bearing the qualities of human and lionm the same suitable .u althou h c Ceout of an excess of ger, g ontradictory, pla
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You caused the disappearance
of Your devotee’s enemy
by the tips of Your claws.

Having a gigantic form
a two-fold extension
of the qualities of the All-pervading One

You have fostered the [whole] world.

67
As Vamana You became a beggar
in order to remove the wastefulness arising from

the demon [Mahaba]i’s] generosity
and Indra’s petition.

The group of three worlds
equivalent to [three] atoms

became like grains of sand
sticking to Your lotus-feet
as You traversed [the worlds];
the lotus [arising from Brahma’s] navel was there,
desiring to create yet another group of worlds
to be measured [by Your steps].

O Lord Ranga!
The Veda is a drum
which announces the victory
of Your activity [as V5mana].

68
Having become the Bhrgu clan’s Rama

adorned with an axe,
You destroyed the kings,
pleased the group of deceased ancestors

with their blood,
and lightened [the load of] the overburdened world.
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O Faultless One!
Although You seem ferocious

to Your enemies
You overlook my sins!

69
Having agreed [to become] human, O Lord,
You descended [to eanh]
along with the Lotus Lady.

When she made a play of hiding herself
in the garden,

You constructed [a bridge] over the ocean,
and removed all the limbs of the demon enemy

who was puffed up with pride
because of the boons given him
by Brahma and Siva,

making him into leftovers
for afamily of monkeys.

70
O Lord at [Srflrarigaml
We will serve You, [Balarama]the ploughholder and farmerof [the world’s] welfare

Who counted his victory in gamblingwrth the King of Kaliriga’s sprout-like teeth
Whose momen se arat' f a
caused the up tary p 1011':m KL?!) 1roar created by Kaliya
and Whose activity as messengermade the cowherdessesforget the transgressions of Krsna.
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7 1
Devaki wanted You,

[the Supreme] Brahman
Who resembles a slow-moving rain filled cloud
the wearer of the golden garment
the Lotus-eyed One [carrying] five weapons,

to be her baby.

O Beloved One of [Sri]ra1‘1gam,
Who else longs for
such a child?

72
In the intoxication
[caused] by the melodious sound
of Your flute

mountains and fire became
cool liquid

sages became
fools

senseless trees along with the cowherders became
enlightened

huge poisonous snakes became
nectar

and cows and tigers became
brothers.

Other things were also changed
and You Yourself

O Lord
became
just another one among them.
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73
Having the form of Kalki,
You will give relief to the world
and will kill the polluted rogues
of Kali [Yuga].

O Resident of [Sri]rafigam! . _
Annihilate all the cruel ones nght away saying,

“Cut, [them to pieces],
Cut [them to pieces]”!

74
Let cease the counting of Your birthsoverflowing with auspicious qualities[as well as] the numberingof the groups of Your qualitiesO Lord at [Srflrangaml
You delight at being worshipped in this Worldin temples, homes and hermitages,bearing all things
and in a conditionof complete dependence upon the temple priests.
Tender-hearted_ persons are stunnedat this character [0f Yours].

' 75Havmg thought thus:_ e Auspicious HeavenlS beyond the 1ea l incamations [ - -are llmltt° S°me [Parti edt _ cular] lime;isufotri; state [of incarnation in an icon]and bli d e fare of the entire people”n ed [to our faults] by Your compassion,
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You soften the hearts [of Your devotees]
With glances welcoming to the afflicted.

You sleep in the [Sri]rangam Abode
1n the awakened state

made unsteady by Your consideration
to protect th" [whole] world.

76
Knowing the One sleeping on Ananta

with his own mind broadened
by his experience as creator in many eons,

Brahma who bathes in the Ganges

flowing from the water-pot used for pfija

and who praises You on his own

with the help of his wife Bhamti,

worshipped You with His faces, eyes,

and hands-folded-in-supplication

like lotuses bent down [before You].

77
O All-pervasive One!

You Whose lotus feet

are worshipped by the waving of lamps

and luminous with lustre

from the gem-studded makaras

on the groups of croWns

belonging to the Kings of the Manu Dynasty

' before You] .

prostratmg l the Abode of [Sri1rangam
are suitably adored in
in Your form as Maithili’s Husband.

78

Although the members of the Manu Dynasty

and the auspicious Brahma [are present],
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You [remain here] ' _
solely because of the esteemed Vibhisana.

O Lord!
[Reclining] in the middle of the river,
You gladden this pe0ple

poor in auspicious qualities!

79
May I worship that Lord at Srirangam Who

because of the great lustre
which reaches from His crown
clear down to His toenails

[Gayatri' Mantra] describes as
the well-known and worshippable
Supreme Splendour of the Sun,

and the Srutis describe as
the Red-lotus-eyed [Lord]
and the Golden One.

80
You are the Soul of [all] moving beingsand non-moving objects,
the Eye of the sun, Varuna, and Agni.
For hundreds of autumns[here] in [Srilrangammay we see You

o have an eternal and inherentclose association with Laksmi.

_ 81I wrll not leave the Master to Whom I belongho sleeps in [Sri]rar'|gam’s lofty sanctuary -
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With servitude [to Him]
as my essential nature,

I worship Him with sacrificial oblations
consisting of knowledge.

82
I take refuge with You, the Lord at [Sri]rarigam,

the life of all Your subjects
the ambrosia of the gods.

An individual soul who exists for That One,
I cleave to You Who are
the glorious Supreme Brahman!

83
O Master of [Sri]ra1igam!
According to the verses of the Gita , O God,
without any discrimination
You consider as equally generous
those who have Your refuge as their [only] help
[whether they be]

one desirous of regaining lost wealth
one wishing to acquire new wealth
one who [wants the experience of] his own Self
one who is desirous of knowledge
one who wishes his own servitude [to You]
[or] a wise one.

84
Without attachment and without egoism,
devoid of all worldly desire
and with minds [concentrated on]

the Supreme Soul,
some perform
the daily, occasional and optional commands
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O Moon of Rafigam
without really acting.

85
Considering the individual soul

as the twenty-fifth [tattva]
and having distinguished it

from the group of shining tattvas,
those who concentrate their own minds

on the bearer of truth [within themselves]
reach themselves.

Those who unite themselves to You
obtain You,’
O Lord at [Sri]raiigam!

86
With their attachments destroyed
and with minds made tremulous from the intensity

of their inherent slavery [to You],
some offer You praise, meditation, and Salutations,
and obtain the greatest goal __
they exist in You!

O Lord at [Sri]rangam?
How can this be?
[For] You exist in them!

87
Upanisadic statements say
that the Possessor of Sri
declared C't and _acir as His own [possessionS]

by [His activmes] beginning With
the creation, maintenance and d‘ ., l
[of the worlds] rection

and takes them to Himself.
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[We see] here that the state of being
_ the means and the goal
lS Your true nature,
not just [a reflection of] two of Your qualities.

So without any pretext
I chose You as my refuge,
O One reclining in [Sri1rangaml

88
A creature is put in the state

of transitory existence or Final Liberation
by You alone
in the same way that
a cowry is placed in the category of

a penny or a gold piece
by a clever [king].

Protect me --You and only You --
O Treasure-house of [Sri]rar'1gam!

89
O Lord at [Sri]ratigam!
Without the wealth of knowledge,

works, or devotion,
devoid of desire, eligibility, ability and repentance,
ignorant and full of sins

with my mind foolishly confused
by worldly affairs,

I say: “Be my refuge”.

9O
While You, the Supreme Goal of life,

Who have me as Your chief object of concern,
are [right] here [before us]
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O Rangacandra
I deceive the entire people.

Trusting in unreal things
which cause the soul to perish

and arrogant at being a spiritual guide,
I [act] like a wise man

who has the same form as You!

91
Transgressing Your commandments

and prohibitions,
I continuously injure You and Your devotees
in word, thought, and deed.

I delight in
consciously or unconsciously committed offences
unbearable to You.

O One devoted to [Srflrarigam
out of Your forbearance
please don't consider me
as belonging to another,
[rather, look upon me as Yours alone].

92
When there exists here [in Srirangam]
a dense shade [created by]
the boon-bestowing tree of Your shoulders,
still I take shelter in
the shadow of sensual enjoyments
resembling the expanded hood
of an angry snake,
O Life of [Sri]rarigam.
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93
Alas! Friend of [Srflrangaml
'_The strength of insects [like myself]
1s greater than all Your creative power!

Crossing beyond even Your grace,
this insect perishes -- dying while still living --
[just like a silkworm
which makes its nest and then dies there]
as described in the “Maxim

of the Silkworm in its Cocoon”.

94
O Lord at Sflrarigam!
Who has seen the other shore
of [the ocean of] my sins?
Who has seen the other shore
of [the sea of] Your good qualities?

For just like a do-nothing
who remains thirsty in a flood

I am not adept in satisfying my thirst
[by drinking in] Your auspicious qualities

showering down [upon me]!

95
Being born in human and other forms,
because of Your grace
You experienced the matured fruits
of the actions appro riate [to those births],
O One reclining in firangam.

If that is so, then why should we be troubled
[by having to bear] again and again
happiness, distress and all the rest ?
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96
Your patience will approach even a guilty one

who has true repentance _
but how can it exist in an arrogant s1nner like me?

Even so
O Overlord [of the Universe] at [Srflrangam

Your boundless patience may forgive
even an unrepentant [man like me].

97
Known throughout the whole world always.
let Your patience

which contracted
[when directed toward] great sinnerslike the crow [Jatayu] and Sisupala ,because they had an iota of an auspicious quality

roam about in rne
who am ignorant of even the thought 0f having
a tiny bit of [a single] auspicious quality,O Bestower of boons!

98
Your compassion removes misfortune for others[but] the sorrow of san'zsara is happiness l0 me,so I am beyond Your mercy.
Even though sorrotakg pity on me

ne abounding in aus ' ' ' '_ prelous uahties!O [Lord] Who lives in the [Sri]ralngam Temple!

w causes me to rejoice,

. 99Enclrcled by the Waves
of the six kinds [of suf 'fenn ]t ' g

he womb, birth, old age, death, pain, and kmma'
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I have longed for You
Who are worthy of Sri

just like a dog [who wants to eat the food]
offered to the gods in the Vedic sacrifice.

100
O Treasure-house of [SfiIrangaml
Enjoyment of the prosperity

bestowed by You
is better for a dog like me
than the feigning of humility
[founded on] the imitation of my predecessors.

101
O Lord at [Sn']rar'1gam!
Having forsaken You

Who have taken an vow for the welfare
of those who -- once only --
have surrendered'to You, imploring
"I am Yours",

I become egoistic due t'o the absence
of trust and discrimination.

l02
I was made Your burden
by the people of the dharma.

I uttered the word
“refuge” (saranam).

Regarding this as my witness,
make me Your burden right now,
O Bearer of the burden [of the Universe]

[Who dwells] in [Sri]rarigam!
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103
Compassion consists in being unable to bear

the sorrows of others;
You are non-different from others, _
so You are not compassionate.

You do not even know the offences
of those who bow down [before You].

so You do not have patience,
O Moon of Rangam.

O Lord, You regard Your wealth _
as [already] belonging to those who long for 1t,

so You cannot be called generous.

104
Lift up this very dejected person _
with the loftiness of Your auspicious qualities.
O Master [of the Universe] in [Sri]rangam!
[For after all], the lordliness of the Lord
[consists in] the complete satisfaction
of His supplicants’ desires!

105
You suPPOIt those who delight in ritual actionsknowledge

devotion
_ and detachment
Just like water bears fish.

O Lord at [Sri]rangam!If You protect
a very insignificant one like me,it would be [like] a shedll'l which cool water is kept[for travellers] in the deserts.
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NOTES

1 “Veda” (manam, synonymous with pramzina, lit. “a means
to valid knowledge”). In the context of this stanza, the
reference is to sabda, or scripture.

Srivaisnavas frequently quote this stanza in order to dem-
onstrate the importance of scripture as a pramana.

The imagery of the Veda as lamp is in found Tirumankai
Alvar, PTM, 8.9.4 in which the phrase “...a lamp spread in
the form of the Vedas” (ma_rai_y5y viritta vilakkai) occurs.

2 “Jainas”(arhat). Arhat may refer to “a Buddha who is still a
candidate for Nirvana; a Jaina; a superior divinity with the
Jainas', the highest rank in the Buddhist hierarchy" (M-W,
93). In this stanza the term is used to refer generally to
those who deny the authority of the Veda.

“Manu remembered (or taught) that!” (snu'tavan manustat)
is a humorous reference to Manu Snu'ti wherein Manu ex-
pressed his view of the validity of Smrtis: “Smrtis which
deny the authority of the Veda ( vcda-bahyih, lit. “which are
outside the Veda”) or which interpret it according to wrong
ideas (kudrstayih) all are considered to be in ignorance and
useless” (Manusmfiti 1961: 12.106).

This stanza is the beginning of a section extending
through v. 15 which consists of a refutation of the various
philosophical schools and religions. By including stanzas
of philosophical refutation in what is by genre a praise-
poem directed to the Lord at Sriratigsam, Bhattar is
following Tontaratipoti Alvar, TMEIai, vs. 7-8.

4 For purposes of clarity, the stanzas of philosophical refuta-
tion (vs. 4-15) have been loosely translated.

The people mentioned in this stanza as not discriminating
between body and soul are the Carvakas, who do not accept
the existence of the soul because it cannot be perceived:
“...the Cfirvika admits the validity of only one pramina, ViZ-
perception, and rejects not only verbal testimony but also in-
ference....The Carvaka...does not believe in any spiritual
values and is content with the worldly ones of sensual plea-
sure (kima) and wealth (artha)....I-1e repudiates the authority
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of the Veda which, according to the orthodox, lS the source
of belief in such values, saying that different parts of it are
irreconcilably at variance with one another, and that it is
therefore impossible to make out what 1t really teaches
Hiri anna 1974: 57-59).

‘(‘cont)emptible quack Buddha” (sugatapasah): The suffix .
pis'a carries a wide variety of negative meanings. Sugala 18
one of Buddha’s man e ithets. . _ _

“Is...neither is nor igngt” is the “Madhyamika definition
of the ultimate reality...viz. that it neither ‘is’ nor ‘is not ,
nor ‘both is and is not’, nor ‘neither is nor is not’. It ex- _
cludes all conceivable predicates, including that of non-ex1s-
tence; and the ultimate has accordingly to be viewed as b6-
yond all conception, and not as absolute nothing” (Hin-
yanna 1974:82-3). ' u

Bhattar refers to the Lord at Srirangam as Varada or Be-
stower of boons” in his refutations of Buddhist philosophy
(vs. 6-7), thus contrasting the world-denial of the Buddhists
with the more positive attitude to the world that emsts in
Vaisnavism. ’ _

Some modern scholars would disagree with Bhattar s in-
terpretation of Buddhist (and especially Madhyamika)
thought found in this and several other stanzas. “...the ma-
jority of modern scholars who have studied this s¢hool 9f,thought [i.e. Madyamika] are of the opinion that ‘the void _
(sfinya) here means only that it is nothing, as it were, since Itis altogether incomprehensible” (Hiriyanna 1974:82-3).In their violent tone, this and several other of Bhattar’sstanzas resemble Tontaragipogi Alvar’ s T'Malai (see
especially v. 8),
Bhattar refutes three schools of Buddhism in this stanza.Compare With Riminuja, who divides Buddhism into fourschools: “[the Vaibhasikas] admit the external things whichconsist of the elements and the products of those elements,and which have all of them the nature of an aggregateconsumed by infifltesimal atoms belonging to the elements.earth, water, fire and air. as also the internal things COH-sisting of the unceasing flow of consciousness, love andhatred; [they hold] that these are all established by
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ll-

12

l3

l4

perception and inference....The Sautrantikas are of opinion
that all the extemal things consisting of the earth etc. are
capable of being inferred by means of the understanding...
Others [i.e. the Yogacaras] hold that the understanding
without [any] external objects is alone the real entity, while
all the external objects resemble the objects perceived in
dreams. All these three schools also hold that the reality
accepted by them is momentary in nature....There are others
still [i.e. the Madhyamikas] who uphold the nothingness of
all things" (SriBh 11.2.3.17).
“Rama’s weapon" (ramastram) refers to the arrow or missile
of Rama, which was so powerful and precise that it never
returned until fulfilling its aim.
“The jugglery of the seven explanations” (sapta-bharigi-
kusm'm). Jaina philosophy attempts to reveal the “relative
character of our knowledge of reality that is made known
through the sapta-bharigi ; and it consists of seven steps
since there are seven, and only seven, ways of combining
the three predicates, taking them singly, in twos and all t0-
gether. To state the first four steps of the scheme: (l) may-
be, a thing is; (2) maybe, it is_not; (3) maybe, it is and is not;
(4) maybe, it is inexpressible...(5) maybe, a thing is and is
inexpressible; (6) maybe, a thing is not and is inexpressible;
(7) maybe, a thing is, is not and is inexpressible” (Hiriyanna
1974: 67-8).
Kanacara (or Kanada) is the name of an important Vaisesika
philosopher; Caranaksa is a philosopher of the Nyaya
School

“It is in elaborating this [Nyaya-Vaisesika] cosmological
scheme that the system postulates the existence of God as
the all-knowing Being, who disposes the atoms in the man-
ner required for the emergence of the world as we know it.
He does not create the atoms, because they are eternal like
him. In other words, he is only an efficient cause possess-
ing the will and intelligence required for bringing about the
desired result [and not the material cause of the universe]"
(Hiriyanna 1974: 89-90).
“Fifth Veda", that is, the Mahabharata.
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In recognizing the partial validity of the Sar'nkhya, Yoga,
and Pasupata schools, Bhattar follows Ramanuja: “It is dif-
ficult t0 concede authority in respect of reality as it is, to
systems of individual origin, on acount of their arguments
about principles conflicting with one another and on account
of their stand against the reality which is to be known only
from the Vedas, which are free from the slightest trace of all
imperfections like carelessness, etc. on account of their su-
perhuman origin (apauruseyatvena); Narayana, who is the
Supreme Brahman, is to be known from the Veda; hence the
reality of every principle taught in the various systems, SUCh
as the pradhana, the purusa and Pasupati, is based on their
having for their self Narayana, who is the Supreme Brah-
man to be known from the Vedas...lt is not that everything
in these systems is to be repudiated, as is the case with the
philosophies expounded by Jina and Buddha” (SriBh
11.2.8.42).
“soul” (puma) The Sfirhkhyas teach that there are two
eternal entities: matter (prakrti) and souls (purusa), “...GOd
is here one of the Purusas so that, though eternal and
omnipresent, he is not all comprehensive. There are other
Purusas as well as Prakrti to limit his being_,_he is not
responsible, in the ordinary sense of the term, for the cre-
ation of the world which...is the spontaneous work of
Pralq-ti. All that he is stated to do is to prompt in a way, the
evolution of Prakiti or to bring about its connection With
Purusa needed for the evolution” (Hiriyanna 19741125)

Bhattar calls the quality of lordship as Understood by
[Patafijalfs] Yoga philosophy a “reflefiiom (prati-
phalanam). Although the school accepts the existence of
God, it believes His existence can be know" onl by in-
ference: “The argument [for the existenCe of Gog] is that the
gradation of knowledge, power, and such other excellences
which we notice in men necessarily su ,

' eStS m whO
possesses those excellences In a s gg a Be g

upel'l‘ [I H ' ' _

yanna l974:l25). d We mi (ll

“Beggar” (bhiksu) refers to Siva. W
' 6head of Brahma, his skull stuck to Sh, hen Slva cut off th

21,5 hand, and re-
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[Sili'svgzqggere'until filled with alms. Therefore, Bhattar callsggar . an image of Siva popular with the Alva-us.stabllshed by YouA in a deceptive manner"

_ n alternative reading is mohana-vars-
man u . e 0

handasooriie [feestab}‘sw1?y Your lnfatuating greatness orrm - e lr t ' ' _monly held belief S readmg ‘S based °" ‘he °°m_ that even the heterodox philosophies arethe creation of LOl'd Visrlu-Nfirfiyana. 1t is for this reasonthat pearly every , .
Ka “a Sfivai$0ava temple contains a statue ofsaig to,hone of the forms taken by Visnu-Narayana, Who is
t ave Created variousperroneous philosophies in order
o reveal, by cOmparlson, the greatness of Visistadvaita.FolIQWlng SvetUp, v. 18, Bhattar says that Narayarlateaches the Veda to Brahma, and then to the rest of theworld through him.
Bhattar mentions eight aids to the study of the Vedas. The
last t_w°’ Nyaya (logic) and Mimarhsa (a particular school ofVedlc interpretation) are not normally listed with the stan-
dard six. The remaining six are called the vedarigas (“limbs
or branches of the Vedas”).
“The first portion [of the Vedas]” (pfirva-bhagah) refers to
what is usually called kanna=kanda or plirva-ml'marhsa“. It
includes the ritualistic portions of the Vedas which, accord-
ing t0 Rainanuja. “give small and transitory results" (SriBh
1-1-11)- The “lofty division" (firdhvah bhagah), usually
termed brahma-kinda or brahma-mimamsa , refers to the
Upanisads, which give knowledge of Brahman and final
release (SriBli 1.1.1.1).

This stanza is frequently quoted by Srivaisnavas: Note
that Bhattar follogvs Ramanuja in regarding the entire Veda
as a sin le unit riBh 1.1.1.1). .

“I amgknown/(made known by all Vedas" (_ved_yil_1 vedalll
sarval'raham) is based on Krsna‘s statement ln BhG l_5.15:
“I alone am known by all the Vedas” (vedalsca sarvalll
aham eva ved 5h . _
“ritual sacrifiés;‘)( ista); “meritorious works“ (puna).

“Apflrva” refers to “the remote or unforeseen results of
ritual actions (such as heaven). Two schools of Mlmamsa-
kas are indirectly referred to in this stanza: the Prabhakara
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24

26

29

30

l of Mimamsa teaches that the sacrifices create power
$3533), and a lot ofpowers taken together give heaverll], e
etc. The Bhatta School of New Mimamsa teaches that t es d
sacrifices are worship offered to ancestors and the gods, an
their fruits come from their grace. . _
“All This, indeed, is Brahman” (sarvan'ilthalufldam
brahmaj) is from ChUp 3.14.1; “All [things] have That as
the Self" (aitadatmyam [idam sarvam] ) lS from QhUp
6.16.3; “All this and I [are Vasudeva1” (sarvam idam aham
[ca vasudevahJ); “You are That” (tattvamasi) 1s from ChUP6.8.7 and 6.16.3. . h

The phrase “has a Lord” (sarzijakam) lS a reference to t 6
view of Nyaya philosophers, who accept the ex:stence oi:God on the basis of inference. The phrase “has no Lord
(arzijakam) refers to the Mimamsakas, who deny the e298-tence of God. The phrase “has many lords” (aneka-rajam)refers to those people who believe in the equality of thethree gods Brahma , Visnu, and Siva (Annankaracfirlyal'1974).
The offering of “satisfying water" (ialam ucitam) to the dead
refers to the ritual offering called taipana, which involves
“the refreshing (especially 0f gods and deceased persons)[.I'Si-Pitf] by presenting to them libations of water” (M-w,440).

This stanza describes the Lordqualities. A more usual Srivqualities of the Lord get thei

as priceless because of Hi5
aisnava interpretation is that the_ _ r value from their association\zvzith Him. See, for example, SVS, vs. 47-8, and SBS, v.

The image of the Lord possessing an infinite number 0fsenses, symbolic of His omniscience, is taken from PuSI'JIe Person who has a thousand heads, a thousand eyes‘and a thousand legs..."accordingto the commentary of Annankaracariyar (1974)’:efflgjéimti caused by ignorance" (ajfiamfilam) is taken as_' g omsentientobjects acit ,the t ' tation
0fSamkhya philosop ‘ ( ) s anzais arefu- _ - hy; if inter reted as -(maya), it is a refutation of Advaiia. referring to
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31 The navel of a spider, from which the web emerges, is an
image commonly employed analogically to the creative
power of Brahman. MUp 1.1.7: “Just as the spider casts
out and draws in [its web], as on earth the annual herbs are
produced, as from a living person the hairs of the head and
body spring forth, in that same manner, the universe is
generated from the indestructible [Brahman]”.

Saivas do not accept the Lord as the material cause of the
universe.

33 The idea expressed here is that while the fragrance of musk
has an effect on the persons who smell it, the quality of the
fragrance itself is not changed in being smelled.

34 In this stanza, Bhattar combines two of Ramanuja’s defini-
tions related to the doctrine of causality. See Cannan
1981 : 163.

36 The Aranyakas are difficult texts to comprehend. The par-
ticular reference in this stanza is most probably to the Brhad
Up 2.1, a passage that can be easily used by Advaitins to
substantiate their understanding of Brahman as qualityless.

38 For svarfipa and svabhava in the theology of Ramanuja,
see Car-man 1981: 88-97. Sudarsana Sfiri, who commented
upon Ramanuja’s GT, identifies svarfipa (essential form)
with isitrtva (lordliness/ supremacy/sovereignty) and svab-
hava (essential nature) with saulabhya (accessibility)
(Carman 1981:91). In the commentary on this stanza by
Annar'tkaracariyar, vaipuli' (greatness) is glossed with
svarfipa.

40 The four stages of meditation are mentioned in this stanza --'
“the awaking state” (jagrat); “dreaming sleep" (svapna);
“dreamless sleep" (atyalasa); "the fourth and final state”
(turiya). Bhattar elaborates upon the four stages in his
BhGD: “In the first group [of meditators], the external
senses function; in the second group they do not function,
only the mind is active; in the third group even the mind
does not function, there is only breathing; in the fourth
group even the breath is suspended. In the Paramapada there
is a pillar called viskha-sthambha, composed of non-material
matter (suddha-sattva). There are four parts in the pillar
from the base upwards and on the four sides of each part are
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41

45

47

49

50

53
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the four vyfiha-forms -- Vasudeva, Samkarsana, Pradgulplllg:
and Aniruddha. The four parts, wrth one of the four i; t
in each, correspond to the four stages of development t g
may be found in the worshipper who meditates on them
(Bhattar, BhGD, No.140, fn). _“According to Sfimkhya philosophy, the first ‘thing I0emerge from Prakrti is ‘intellect’ (mahat), Wth in Himgives rise to the principle of individuality or “egOIsm(ahamkara).... From egoism, two groups of prmcrplesproceed: One of them consists of the further aids t0conscious life, that is, manas, the five sense organs, and thefive motor organs, that is, speech, handling, walking,evacuation (payu) and reproduction. The other grOllR Ofprinciples forms the basis of the objective world, that IS, thefive elements” (Hiriyanna 1974:] 10).The image here is of a mother who drinks medicine herselfinstead of giving it directly to her sick baby. The baby re-_ceives the benefit of the medicine through the drinking 0f "5mother's mjlk,'nte Maxim of the Stick and the Sweets” (depda-apupika‘[nyaya]) teaches that, when a stick (used t 'rats) and sweets have been kept together, if the stick hasn eaten by rats, then we need not speak about the sweets

Eaf'S V' - . . . dg with VP 1.9.1402; of the lnseparabthty of Visnu an“ ools...show disres "tpectBhG 9.11: “Fools show dsorted toahllmanb d ,,
fanwrgmaszitamy 0 y (

e...sacr't~Bh llCCG 9:15 : “ - that is knqwkdge” (ifiana-yajfia) is based 0"jfiefla)...Worship mes Sacrifice that is knowledge (jfiETfla-ya '- e swan 'Praised by Tmlo bF°“,gllt the Vedas to the world has beensaid that the Lol-Eank Ivar in 513’ in which it is
vealed the a [secame a Swan (aUUHM), graciously re—am), and destroyed the darkness.

_(ilvaj§nanti mfidha'h) is based °"Isrespect for me who have re- _avaJEnanti mam mfidhfib manu-S'm
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54

55

56

57

74

75

“To m ' 'a referzgilérf IQ; worlds [which reside] in Your stomach” is

While the v Ob isnu ‘s swallowmg of the world.

have been trer slm this stanza are in the imperative, they

to Panini 3 4:11;; atacll wrth a sense of the past tense according

single Siam}. _ . hen a number of verbs are used in a i

sense of th , imperative temunations may be used with the

e past tense (From an interview with Prof.

¥_.K.A. Yenlsatachari, February I987).
lrumankai Alvar identifies the Gajendra episode with the

Lord at Srirarigam in PTM 5.8.3.
The idea of Visnu’s hurried response to the trumpeting of

the elephant Gajendra being Viewed with wonder by the res-

ldents of Vaikuntha is expressed also in Tontaratippoti

Alvar. TMalai, v. 44.
and Sugar" (sitaksim-

“According to the Maxim of Milk
m based on the example of the

"X5y6fla) refers to the maxi
ling of milk and sugar. When milk and sugar are mix

tOgether, you cannot differentiate between them.

“dependent upon the temple priests” (arcaka-paradhina).

Arcakas are temple priests who are specialists in ritual per-

fOnnances, The first half of this stanza refers to the prev:-

°l1$ Stotra verses in which Bhattar has enumerated an

Praised the qualities 0f Visnu’s transcenden

33) and His occasiona
second part of the stanza,

vi$IJu’s iconic incarnation
ted stanza

lant and often quo _ _

Portance 0f God’s presence incarnate ll'l the w

temple icon (arCZvatEm).

Sleeping in the unsteady awakened state refers totLhe hoard at

Sfirangam’5 yoga-ni r‘. It is interesting to note thae are

vyfihas are always in the state ofyggal-mtfi: 32:; thiiiking

aSSOCiated With creation, t e I 61 eyes are o ten half-closed.

deeply or planning serious y, - h t m le

' ~ othetimeoftee P

ma exts refert _ time when'the

9

lincamations vs. _

Bhattar introduces the topic o

s. Doctrinally, this is an impor-

because it emphasizes the 1m-
orshippable

The Pfificaratra Agfl t -

icon’s four-mot1t Sgumbircgfifiilumgiiitgpizial ("film'mka

d ' ' alS ""73 . ’
ally temple ritu prohibitsd.

and kfimya) ritu s
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"The waving of lights” (niranjana) refers to the Pancaratra
Agamic ritual which involves the waving of lighted lamps
before an icon as an act of adoration.
Both the Tamil and Sanskrit commentaries gloss the implied
subject of the verb as Gayatri Mantra.

“The Golden One"(suvan_1a) is based on ChUp 1.6.6.
“Red-lotus-eyed [Lord]” is an epithet of historical imporl
tance in the Srivaisnava tradition. According to a popular
hagiographical story, Ramanuja broke with his teacher Ya-
dava Prakasa over the interpretation of this epithet.
Compare with BhG 9: 15.
Thetwenty-fourtattvas include prakm', mahat, ahan'ika'ra,
the five elements, the five qualities inseparable from the five
elements, the five sense organs, the five organs of knowl-
edge, and manas.
Compare with BhG 9: 14 and 9:29.
Theologically, this is an important stanza, for here Bhattar
proclaims Lord Visnu as both the means (upaya) and the
goal (upeya).
In medieval India, kings had the discretionary power to in-
crease or decrease the value of coins such as the cowry-
shell.
This stanza substaptiates Bhattar’s position within Sri-
vaisnavism as an Acarya, called here a desika or [spiritual]
guide.
“Maxim of the Silkworm in its Cocoon” (kosakara-nyaya)
describes the silkworm which makes a cocoon from out of
its own mouth and then dies there, unable to come out.
TVM 7.5.2 refers to the Lord’s facing of all kinds of un-
bearable things during his incarnations here on earth.
“offered to the gods in the Vedic sacrifice" (deva-vasat
krtam, lit., “uttered [the word] ‘vasat’ to the gods”). Vasat
is an indeclinable exclamation spoken by the Hotri priest at
the conclusion of the Vedic sacrifice. '

102 This stanza may well refer to the ritual of pafica-san'iskara.
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l
I join my palms together'in supplication to Sri
who makes fruitful by her approving glances
the effort of Hari [expended] in the creation of
the entire [universe of] sentient beings
and insentient matter.

2
We take refuge with Sri

King Ratiga’s First Queen
who [glows like] the flame

of an auspicious lamp
in the palace of Srirafigam,
the play of a minute‘portion of whose

sidelong budding-blossom covered glance

effects [the manifestation of]
the cherished splendour-filled

group of the seven worlds.

3
The desire-granting creeper that is Laksmi

who has black bees [enjoying]

the broad flower blossom clusters

that are her breasts and eyes _ _

enriches Sri's tree-like companion [Lord Visnu]

at the commencement of her embrace
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of His slender trunk
with arms shining on all sides.

May she likewise adorn me
with her sidelong glances.

4

May Sri cover and protect me
with her sidelong glances

understood only by a mind
resembling nectar-billows

she whose eyebrow-movements
are the determining facto
in the gradations [assigned

at the time] of the creation
of non-moving [things] and moving [beings]

whose footprints on Visnu’s chest
the Vedantas accept
as conclusive evidence of His supremacy

WhOSC amorous gestures
make the experience of the Lord's universal form

at the beginning of their enjoyment
[seem as negligible] as play in the palm of the hand-

5
Our desire to praise you
far exceeds our capability!

Even [gods] of olden times such as Brahma said:"Who are we to praise Your glory?"

O Goddess!
Ignorant in the language of speech and mind
we who have [nothing except] '
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10_W and miserable words
still strive to sound forth Your glOFY-

Hail to the greatness of our words!

O Goddess!
Poets say that
the elaborator of the auspicious qualities

_ 0f one who is to be celebrated
IS called a “praiser” (stota).

This task of praising you
rests on me alone
because you have accepted
my impatient words ofpraise.

O Prosperous One!
Let your [auspicious qualities]

beginning with patience
generosity
and compassion

pour forth their own fame!

7
Let Laksmi herself

First Queen of the King at [Sri]rangam
perfect my beautiful verse
with her sweet glances.

Poets with thirsty ears
[will] drink in the greatness of
this [praise-poem]

skillful in euphony,
and graceful in the an'angement of words.
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8
You alone make my speech --

untouched by imperfection
familiar yet profound _ 1 alities
broad with man [attractive qu _
producing affecz'ion in the mind [of the listener] --

continuously enjoyable to the ear
on account of the harmony of the words

and shining in every way,
O Sn!

o s'n' of Sm
O One reclining in Srirangam!
Listen well!
We say here that the glorious Srivery dear to Your heartis greater even than You!

Upon hearing this,
may Your eyes roll with joy!
May hundreds of upper garments[worn] on Your shouldersburst [as Your chest swells]from excess of delight!

O Goddess!

piles Of the prec ious gems0f YOUI' true auspicious qualities.
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[The sacred scriptures]
beginning with Smrtis and Puranas

along with Itihasas and logic I
are [the keys] fit for
opening its door.

ll
[Among the people] not favoured by your glance

for [even] a moment

some declared the Vedas devoid of authority.

Others [without denying the validity of the Vedas]

proclaimed that this world has no Ruler,

while some maintained that it has.

Some [declared] that the Lord
'ous qualities

Who is the possessor of [all] auspici

is devoid of attributes,

while others maintain that

the quality of good kingship

resides in a beggar! -

O golden creeper ' _ ’

in the courtyard of Sriranga s palace,

just like that

the fools slapped one another!

O Laksrm
forttInate o

. v mg

the“ m1 y f devotion
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to enjoy your divine wealth!
Isn’t that true?

l3
O Sn!
Section by section, Sn‘ Sfikta discloses
your abundant good fortune
which we proclaim with the words
“Supreme Sovereign of this world”.

The One about Whom Purusa Sfikta spoke
with the words “Someone rules the world",

its latter portion praised as “your consort”.

l4
Not only has this Upanisad

lifting high its hands
described you as the Controller [of the universe];Srirz'tmayana too
gets its very life from your activities.

O my Mother!
The compilers of Smrtis

along with Puranas and Itihasashave led the way
[by declaring] the Vedasa valid proof of your greatness.

15O Beloved of the Leader [of the Universe]at [Sri]rar'1gam!
Lofty, auspicious, luminous

we_lghty, virtuous and‘ , , moreover ure --lordhness IS the qualit ’ Py that makes onegreater than another [PerSOn]as 1t gradually increases
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from the headman of a small village
clear up to lord [Brahmz'l].
creator of the entire universe.

Yet the fortune of these and all others
is bom from only five or six drops
of your [powerful] glance.

l6
Seated [high] upon a proud elephant

with a pearl umbrella
[surrounded] by precious gems
creating a crashing sound
as they dash against his crown,

an [emperor] does not even take notice
of the kings bowing down [before him].

[In front of him] stands another man
destitute and shelterless

pitiably showing his rows of teeth.

[The condition of the emperor]
is dependent upon the opening of your eyes
[and the state of his destitute subject]
is dependent upon their closing,
O Beloved of the King at Srirangaml

l7
To whomsoever your creeper-like eyebrow
desires to move

O ambrosial friend
then [at once all wonderful things]

such as pleasure, intellect, knowledge
courage, prosperity, accomplishment and wealth

repeatedly intent upon being first
compete with each other [in getting to him]

O Indira
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and having reached him,
and being under his control,

[become like a rushing river]
which overflows its banks.

18
The dance of your glance or its absence

O Laksmi
[divides] this entire [world]

by nature [both] good and bad
into being and non-being

and high and low
along with the categories of

moving and non-moving
[Lord] Brahma and the utterly destitute[the wise] Brhaspati and an [insentient] treeand the strong and the weak.

l9
Before the creation [of the universe]when cit and acit were mixed togetheryour Beloved

declaring the suitability of the timewrlled to createthe thousand Cosmic Eggs with their sheatfis[Wh.'Ch.contain the f

'. the five sthe mind and the fly . .’ e or an[solely] for your Pleasure, g s of activity
oddess of the Lord at Srirangam!

_ 20The Primordial Manshowed the multitudes of souls
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[all kinds ofl sensual enjoyments
beginning with sound

and by His own Visnu-mziyzi
which has the qualities
[of sattva, rajas, and tamas]

caused them to forget
the glory of servitude [to Him].

[In His play, the Lord] _

is [like] a man imitating a prostitute

who causes the lust-filled rogues

[chasing after him]
to be laughed at!

O Supreme Sovereign at Srirar'igam,

[a Lord like that] is fit for your mirthful merriment!

' re eated that
[Wise ones] have p of Visnu

able by I11)’
e O

that place
‘n toward

To the persOnehég%L sgeems like hell!

22 -moving things

All moving beings an ournplay;

are [create only] is; y

the Eterna ea m'oyment'.

. for urenj _ l‘

eXlSts ' ' celestias

the allSplClOUS always

look UPO" you
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and are intent upon works of service [to you];
we [your devotees]
are among those led solely by your grace;
the Supreme Person [Himself]
is your Owner.

O Supreme Sovereign at Srirar'lgam!
[All] these things are surely as51stants
in the diffusion of your [glory]!

23
O auspicious one in the house of Srirarigam’s Lord!
[The city] known as Ayodhya and Aparajitfi

[situated] beyond the Highest Heaven,
filled with beings having a thick abundance

of wonderful enjoyment
flowing like ambrosia,

the goal of your devotees,
which has town guards fearful of your commands

and tender [toward the devotees]
on account of your blessings

[wise ones] know as the capital citybelonging to you two.

24
O Sri!
O Prosperous One!
They say that the gem-studded audience hallbelonging to you two in that [capital city]a place free from fear

_ and the sole ocean of blissis the resting-place of your subjectslimitless like your gracewho have serving instrumentssuch as bow, discus, and sword
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carried out of their desire to servand who because of their affectione great pains in the unneces '[of you and the Lord]. sary prolecllon

e you

_ 25Having spread [into a bed]e erpent (bhoga) Anantasoft to the touchand fragrant like a\garland,you who lead the entire worldunder a single umbrella ~-a canopy formed from the splendourof the serpent‘s eXpanded hoodof jewels shining above --and are worthy of your Belovedwith His innumerable majestic qualitiesappropriate to the santodita state
provide enjoyments (bhogan), O Goddess,

abounding in thick rasa
due to your state of non-separation
from each other.

26
O Goddess!
As if with your own breasts, arms, and eyes:
You console your Beloved wrth Nila, Bhumi

and His thousand other consorts
who are inherently enjoyable to you [and the Lord]

in the same way that flowers and sandal paste
' l l as objects of enjoyment, .

anilxijiibsgr: {2d by you as conduits carrying off
[the overflow] from [your and Visnu's]
fully satisfying love.
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27
Oh Sn! o Mother!

Compelled by hearts mixed with deep emotion
and melting with love,

eternally present for the activity
of massaging your feet
and those of Srirarigam’s Lord,

the eternally free souls
who enjoy servitude [to you]
are like friends

devoid of distinguishing characteristics
in qualities, form, dress, activities,
nature, or enjoyments

eternally free from even a whiff of imperfection.

28
O moon-faced one!
At the time of the [Vedas’] ascertainmentof the nature] of the Lord,
His inherent autonomy
is [proclaimed] sdlely by virtue ofthe excellence of His intimate connection with you-
You have the exalted dignityof being the very basis of the definitionof your Husband's [essential nature].
Because you are included [in the definitionof the supremacy of the LordO Mother Sri 1ruti does not refer to you separately.

29
O Kamala!
The word “auspicious” is extended to the Lordonly because of His contact with you.
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There is no other reason.

Someone who wishes to tell of
the richness of the [delightful] fragrance

that makes a flower flourish
does not describe that [fragrance] as sweet
because it has the status of being
[a quality of the flower].

30
The one on whom a multitude
of your sidelong glances [fell]
became the Supreme Brahman.

[The ones] below Him
on whom only two or three [of your glances fell]

became [the gods] beginning with Indra.

So, O Sri, in affirming these [gods],
the Vedas [really] praised you,
[because] the [laudatory] description
of a city and its treasury
is in effect the glorification of its king!

31
O Srr!
By your very nature you belong to Visnu;
but [even though] the Lord's state of prosperity
is dependent upon you,
He did not become one whose
glory is dependent upon another.

A precious diamond with its own splendour
neither becomes defective
nor is its independence in any way dulled _
[because its] lustrous quality is impressed on 1t
by another.
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32
ltitudes of qualities _ _ ,

lltlelalglinning with creative power', untmng strength
splendour, knowledge, lordllness,

uerin ower, fame,
Egggptancg 5f those bowed down [before l)l'Olgl,
love, and providence for the welfare of 05' erce

as well as fragrance, beauty, charm, and ra 1311
are common to you and the Lord,
O Indira!

33
Other [qualities] also common to you bothbeginning with youthfulnessspreading back and forth between the two 0f you,delight us immensely
as if [we are looking] in a mirror[which reflects] your [qualities] in Himand His in you,

O victory flag
spreading auspiciousness in Srirangam!

34[Auspicious attributes] beginning With yomhfulness
are common to you and the Lord;having bestowed on the Lord

control of the enemy,and steadfastnessand haVinE gifted youWith qualities ex
ginning w

. elusive to ferruninity1th softness

r nature exists
Lord [can] enjoy [each other]-
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_ 35Hahvmg distinguished
ft e [dark] cloud [Sriran a]rom the glitter ofgold [ Ii]

g-Ie state ofyoung manhood
0m the tender age of budding womanhood

and the great ornaments
surtable [according to your respective ages]
put in different places on you and on Hari

you two surely enjoy [each other]
O [LadY] Who plays in the centre of the lotus!

36
0 Supreme Sovereign at Sn'rangam!
I think that the things ofgreat value

beginning with the moon
the desire-granting creeper
ambrosia
and honey-liquor

Obtained their status as the residue
0f the Milk Ocean

because they were joined together with your form

which has the auspicious qualities of
softness, coolness, loveliness

generosity and sweetness.

[But no!] Your divine form
does not deserve . _

this ineffective, artificial and confused descnption!

37 .
es come before l . . .

devote Jhe practice ofprostratwn,

side
When [the _
t0 favour them With t

she who [sits] at Hi5
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shrinks back slightly
out of desire [to attract
the attention] of her Beloved.

In the same lofty category
as a quivering golden campaka garland

[decorating Lord Rariga’s black body]
[and a streak of] gold

on the [black] touchstone [of her Beloved].
[Sri’ s] form
is not a proper object of speech!

38
May we see you perpetuallyseated in the centre of the lotus-couchwith one lotus-foot folded under youand the other hanging_ down[in readiness] to receive my salutation,wrth your sweet, charming face[overflowing] with billowsof wrde and compassion-filled sidelong glancesand your lotus-hand

POSitioned l" a gesture invitin fearlessness,0 Mother! g

Mil)’ I b_0w down before Indira’ s two feetofty ll'l their status as lotus petalsWth make fragrant the Vedanta.
m the friction [0f Indira’ f“hf gflfland] Vaijayanti S OOtsteps],reams] on the hgets a freshness a: ifeSt 0f her Belovedrenched with cool dewdrops.
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40
The eyes of kings

polluted with pride
at being the recipients
of even a tiny particle of your [glance]

defy description.

The Veda has known your Husband
as the Possessor of lotus-like eyes

solely because His two eyes

are eternally filled with your beauty (s'fi)

like bees drunk from drinking

the honey that is you!

O Laksmi!
[If the eyes of kings
defy description]
how in the world can _ _

the greatness of your srdelmg glances

be clearly extoll .

41

O Lotus [Lady], lterless one

lgicihejbiilreina: :ntly blissful sidelong glances

by which the Lord [Himieitfll o

drenched up ottczmse of intoxication

becomes 1n 0
with tender love

[currentS] so fully Their banks aSsion

tdhat thigoge ple like Us in our comp

rowm

ances] for \f'i'ic .

[gin/hose domlmo" '5 on
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are made to stammer
and for which even actors such as Brahma

[who have a supporting role in the drama
of the creation of the worlds]

compete with one another for each and every drop.

42
Lotus pollen wounds your feet
and the powerful sight

of your [rough] maid-servants
causes your body to fade.

Then, O Mother,
[for one such as you]
holding a [soft] lotus blossom playfully
is itself a daring deed
[while] your action of swinging on the garland

[resting] on the shoulders of Hari
makes us shout the words, “Alas! Danger!”

0 Srr!
How can this very tender body of yours
patiently endure being crushed
by [my harsh] words?

43
Even now your breasts
are devoid of the defect
of full development.

The amorous play of your smile
sidelong glances
and eyebrow-movements

retain a childlike artlessness,

The combination
of childhood and young womanhood
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. in all parts of your body
imparts a fragrance [making you] fit
to plunge into the stream of sensual enjoyment
by holding onto the hand of the guide
Who is [also] your Lover.

44
Preparing a garland from floWers
in the form of your soft body
filled with a wonderful fragrance
blooming with tender youthfulness

and made cool and moist
by the nectar of your fresh beauty

strung on the string of your loveliness

and fit for the adornment
of your lover’s chest...!

O Goddess!
O Supreme S
Shame on me [for sp

I who am a poet in su

overeign at Srirarigam!
eaking like this],
dden confusion!

45
t the Granter of Liberation eternally

You deligh
G ddess .

O 0 ile] stem-like form

drooping from rable lOve-sports

' ' wit our Lover

wfiubgtficm y of enjoyment

toufhing the secret vital places [of your body]

like a row of flowers

enjoyed by delighting bees.

k the vessels

46 _
longing] to Janardana!

L'fe- iver [be _

goulr nagturally charmmg form
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is awake and shimmering
' d l' htful decorations _ ,

Wlstitichealsga golden waist band, pearl eampgs
a garland of pearls, a forehead omamegkiet
a jewelled necklace, and an excellent a ter] ,

just like [sweet] milk [is made egen swee
b the addition of] sugar-can y _

[or iii already lovely] boon-bestowmg (1162538.[is made more beautiful] by flower-b 08

47
Even though the kaustubha gemVaijayanti, and the five weaponsare meant for the enjoymentof both you and the Lord,Your Husband

wearing all of them Himselfas if to spare youthe burden of bearing thementers deeply into you,
!O Jewel-cluster [shining] in the Srirafigam Abode

O Goddess!lf you had not descendedin a suitable foalongside the Lord_ o engages in sportive activities_ similar to animals meniFleEhVF-lriy ope of is incarnations,s p a hwould have b[ ere on earth]een tasfifless and uninteresting-
With IQng and lhaving [all t ovelof slightlylo e excellemeotus blossoms!

y eyes
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49
Looking just like moonlight
you appeared from a whirlpool
of swirling nectar-billows
flooding out from the ambrosia
of your smile and eyes

in order to relieve the fatigue
of Mura’s Enemy Who

arms [decorated by]
jangling bracelets and garlands

was stirring the [Milk] Ocean

as if churning curds.

50
O Mother Maithili!

[Rfima] protected Vibhisana and the crow .,

Who were able to utter [the word] “refuge _

Whereas you saved the demonesses from Hanuman

right then and there . _ .

When they were still smmng against you

[even though they did not seek your prot

sembly was made

pleasing

ection].

R5ma’s as
lighter and more

because of you.

s and causeless forbearance

Your spontaneou

laddens [people

aho are ul of great sins.

5 l

O Mother Lawn]!
related to you] . . q

is]; ilirlfeahe e0ple of Mlthtla.
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the sole pleasure of servitude to you, _ _
may we see Hari, approach Him: attain Him

and be pleased at becoming His attendants
both in this world and the next

only in view of our relationship to you --
because Your husband is our son-in-law!

52
Sometimes, O Mother,
your Lover is just like a father
[wanting to punish his children for their faults].

With His mind confused
[by your beauty and your words]when you say to Him

“What is this?
Who is without fault in this world?”He becomes a stream of welfarefor fault-filled people.

Having caused Him to forget our sins,you make us your very own children.So you are our mother!

S3O Eternal Companion of the Master!O Mother!
You came here to protect us,but met with many hostile encountersin this world which is deafto the understanding of your glory.
Dwelling in the forestseparated [from Rama],yoursoft jasmine-like footwas injured on the stones.
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Fie on compassion!
Shame on the uncontrollable independence
of you two!

54
Renowned for His desire to please you
the Lord

reclined on the ocean
churned it
built [a bridge] over it
shattered Siva’s bow as if crushing a creeper
cut Ravana to bits
and made the demon's headless body dance.

O Maithili!
what will your husband not do [for you]?

55
Enjoying [Himselfl in His own incarnations
and in the glory of His own universal form

with its qualities appropriate to
its thousands of hands, feet, faces and eyes,

Your Lover is drowned
O Kamalfi

somewhere near the entry into
the whirlpool of your amorous gestures.

56
You lovingly respect the Milk Ocean
because it is your birthplace,
O Mother!

You nourish the Supreme Heaven
with love for your husband.
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[But] having forgotten
the [Milk] Ocean and the Highest Heaven,
you [now] delight
in the Srirarigam Abode
because you regard it as the appropriate place
for the protection of people like me.

57 _
Everything here in Srirangam abounds m
[auspicious qualities] beginning wrth .
generosity, grace, and motherly affection

towards those who take refuge [wilh you],
O Mother‘.

Moreover, [wise people] declare. . . . - ' h Sitz'lthat your occasronal incarnations starting W"
were but a rehearsal
[for this most excellent form _ 1of incarnation in a worshippable temple icon -

58
Having granted wealth, the PerishleSS Place.or the Supreme Heavento anyone who bears the “burden”of [merely] joining their palms togetherin supplication to you,
You feel ashamed and exclaim: 1|"“Nothing at all has been done for this [Person '
O Mother! Tell me‘.at sort of generosity is this?

_ 59Devoid of devotionwithout the wealth of knowledgewrthout [the merit 0f] ritual performances
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and completely ignorant of right intention
qualification
ability
and repentance,

I commit intolerable sins
toward both you and the Lord,
O Goddess!

I act like a fool
and am unbearable to you.

60
O Mother!
Thus I imitate the elders

of truthful speech
With hundreds of deceitful expressions.

t the strengthMy arms have no
s-f66t.

to attain your low

ne are made my refuge
You alo t

f your grace-
0n account O

6|

Let us be in Sriral'lgam
for hundreds 0f aUtunlllnaeaflBd people

with the grOUP ° o - wsand 50l1'0 .

free from obstaclesi ess, reat ProsPem)’
- l'l

having efi1°>llesfllgizgrvimde [w Wu]!
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l3

l4

l5
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Claim us as your own
[by means of your] causeless grace!

NOTES

“I join my palms together in Stipplication” (krto afijalih, lit.
“ar'ijali is offered").
The precise meaning of this stanza is unclear, even to P.B.
Annankaracariyar(l954).

In this stanza, Bhattar says that Laksmi “enriches” the
Lord. For a discussion of the historical origins of the im-
portant Srivaisnava doctrine that Visnu gets his lordly status
and auspiciousness on account of his relationship with Sri
(s'ri-patitva), see Nayar 1992:228-32. See also vs. 28 and
31.
“Visnu” (murabhid). Murabhid is an epithet of Lord,
Visnu, meaning “the slayer 0f [the demon] Mura”.
In this verse, Bhattar asks the Goddess to grant him power-
ful speech. For a discussion of the role of inspiration as a
legitimizer of the stotras, see Nayar 1992:48-53.
Phanamah has been translated here as “We say”. This is ac-
cording to Krdantart'lpamala I968: 122, which states that
verbs having the meaning “t0 g0” can also mean “to under-
stand or to say”.
For Siva as a beggar, see SRRS II, n. l5.

In this stanza, Bhattar refers to the people of five philo-
sophical schools: (l) Buddhists and Jainas', (2) Mimz'tr'nsa-
kas', (3) Nyaya Vaisesikas; (4) Advaitins and (5) Saivas,
PuSt'i praises Sri as the Lord's consort thus: “Hri and
Laksmi are your two wives/consorts” (hrisca ze laksmisca
patnyau). ' -
The phrase “uplifting its hands” refers to
the hands while swearing the truth of so
In accordance with the basic teaching o
Sri, vibhu has been translated here as
While in Srivaisnava writings vibhu

the habit of raising
mething.
fSrivaisnavas on

“lord [Brahma]".
usually denotes Lord
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l6

18

20

21

23
24

25

27

28

Visnu, “the All-pervading One", the term also can mean
“lord” and may be applied to Brahma, Visnu and Siva.

An alternative translation is “from the headman ofa small
village clear up to the All-Pervading One, the controller of
the entire universe”.
“Showing his rows of teeth" is a standard Indian descrip-
tion of a person in a destitute and pitiable condition.
“Dance” (tanda vam ) is usually associated with Siva, who
creates and destroys the universe by this frantic dance.
Note, however, that Laksmi need only glance, and her cre-
ative power is effective. _ .
The analogy here is that of a king who wants to entertain hlS
Queen. A fancy dressed male in female clothes IS mistaken
by those who see him as a real female prostitute, and they
approach him. When it is discovered that he lS a male, the

queen laughs at the scene. Creation is like that -- for the
entertainment ofSri. .. ” _
“Darkness” (tamas) is glossed as matter (prakrti) 1n

Annankaracariyarl954. _
For Ayodhya and Aparajltfi. see SRRS_I. n- 29-
“The em-studded audience hall” (isthanaratnam), th? place

g bl when royal business is being
where the people assem 6 _ k _ , d
conducted, is referred to in PATM by the Sans "um

' ' uni!!!“ am. . .
Eimél phrésfigiagf “thiclfrasa” (rasagahana) lS used in an

e escrip which says that Brahman cannot be

Upamsadic passage ' lt dissolved in water). Here the
se arated from rasa (like sa 0 _ _ S _ d

p - h mseparability of r1 an
image is used to descrlbet 6

NEE-flingis description 0f the hood 0f thisergtlsgérésdlsesa

used as an umbrella is based on Tiruman a1 _ PTM

1). Bhattar’s stanza is
78.‘ . n __ .- 5'

“eternally free SOUIS (sadhyilb dev tyfih santi. The term

based on Pusa 3'51 l I yiiiriiiglisriigig Nos.'70 and s49,
sfidhyab de v5!) appears

.
an eter-

nally free souls”.
See Poykai Alvar, MTA. V- 42-
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29

30

36

37

38

42
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The theological point made in this verse is that Sri is
supreme among the many consofls of Visnu, and that the
other consorts are merely her limbs, and gain their status
only through her.
This stanza and v. 31 are important the010gically. They
celebrate the central Srivaisnava teaching that the lordliness
or supremacy of Visnu is based on His association With Srt
(the doctrine of sif-patitva ).
“Supreme Brahman” (paran'i brahma). While the view
expressed in this stanza is in conformity with the teachings
of the early Paficarz'itra Agamas, it contradicts the usual

rivaisnava understanding of Sri (including Bhattar’s!),
because it suggests that the Supreme Brahman is inferior to
and dependent upon the Goddess. I can make sense of the
stanza only by interpreting it as extreme hyperbole. with n0
theological significance at all. See also v. lS and n. 15,
where my translation of vibhu as “lord [Brahma]" is
questionable. If Vibhu is taken to mean “the All-pervadingOne”, then surely it refers to Visnu, and the theological
statement of v.’15, like that of v. 30, would appear t0contradict the Srivaisriava view of the Goddess’ role in the
creation of the worlds.
The beauty or qualities of a person are often praised in San-skrit poetry in the manner of this verse; for example, “theessence of the lotus has become your face”. Bhattar saysthat while, we can use these typical poetic conventions tocompare Sri to the moon, nectar, a lotus, etc., this kind ofdescription is really'inappropriate for her.The description of Sri’s shrinking back would appear to eX-_ w close to Visnu-Narayanfl inorder to attract his attentio

_ because it gives an idea of hOW toprepare an icon of Laksmi as she 'This is the only model suitab appears m Vaikuntha-for worship inde le for iCons of Si'i to be usedendentl -The notion that r‘ y 0f I-0rd Visnu._ iissosoftan . . . .to describe her (evei d lender ‘hat It IS Impossible1 W'lh S(WI-sounding words) has liturgi—
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48

51

52

57

58

60
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- - ‘ used
_ , . ri 0rSrivaisnava temples (in worship-liturgies directedtit]: ifords

Visnu) for this very reason. Antil’5 TP contains h sound[Cram irusIE. In order to soften the harshness of l e ’
When these words are recited in the temPle or befOteggrrecticon, their pronounciation, although grammatically m ,is chan ed to ittum irukalé'. _ _ .The idea of the inseparability of Visnu and Sl'l is_menft,ioned
in connection with their occasional incarnations 1n V
9. l .42. . . _The son-in-law of an important man of the Village is r6 me
garded as the son-in-law of the entire village- The com dn~taries on Bhattar’s stanza unanimously agree that the .Lor at
firar'igam is the son-in-law of all the people 0f Smangam-(A Similar motif is contained in PATM-) _ _ S _This verse makes the important theological pomt that l1

is a necessary mediator between the Lord and the dQVOteTS’and they can approach Him only because of their prior re a~tionship with her. . .This often-quoted verse expresses -- through its imagery “the important Srivaisnava doctrine ofSri’s role as interces-
sor between the Lord and the devotees (purusakiri!) ‘FOP adetailed discussion of Sri's role as Mediatrix in Srivaistla-
Vism, see “The Goddess Sri as Mediatrix" in Nayar
1992:221-56.
This stanza contains a play upon the most popular etymol-ogy of the name Srirangam: “Sri’s slflge”-“The perishless place” (aksara-gatim) refers to the state ofkaivalya, that is, the enjoyment of theself. Srivaisnavas
regard it as an inferior form of liberation. Some understand
it as an imperrnanent stage on the way t9 Vaihuntha, Wh'leothers teach that it is a final and eternal liberation attained by
the practitioners ofyogic meditation, but falling eternally
short of Vaikuritha.
Vidhitab, the ablative of vidhi, has been translated here as
“on acccount ofyour grace”, according to TVM 5.1.1,
where the word vidhi' (Tamil, viti) can be taken to mean
“grace”.
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l
The meaning of the sound “a” is Visnu
Who effects the creation, protection,

and dissolution of the worlds.

The meaning of the sound “m” is the individual soul
which is an instrument belonging to Visnu.

The sound “u” governs the unique relationship
of these two.

The three-syllabled pranava [AUM]
the essence of the Three Vedas

revealed this meaning well.

2
In the great mantra [AUM namo nan’?yanaya],
by the middle word namalg
the essential nature of the person is taught;
by regarding namah [with AUM, which stands]before it
the way [to God] is taught;

by regarding it with [the word]Wth follows it [niriyana],the goal is taught.
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Having explained that autonomy, self-protection,
and proper activity

are not suitable for other [gods]
and belong to Hari alone,
then [by implication] it has said that
they are not suitable for oneself.

3
I belong solely to the One

indicated by the syllable “a” [Narfiyana],
not to my[selt].

The word niriyan means the abode
of the groups of eternal persons (nara);

the dative case-ending indicates that
the activities of my natural state of servitude

[to the Lord]
should exist at all times
in all places
and under all conditions.

4
If a person Who has surrendered to the Lord
thinks that the soul is the body,
then let him learn well
the third [syllable, “m”].

If he is blinded by autonomy,
then let him become acquainted with
the first [syllable, “a”].

If he has a mind subservient to others,
then let him understand
the second [Syllable, “u”].
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If he expects to protect himself,
then he should learn
[the word] “namah”.

If he is unsteady in his intentions toward kinsmen,
then he should understand
the name “Narfiyana”.

If he has a mind moving hither and thither
toward objects of the senses,

then let him understand
the dative case-ending [on the name “Nfirz'tyana”].

5
This six word, two part [dvaya-mantra]

the essence of the Veda
protects the one who meditates upon it often.

It has explained these ten [subjects]:
the leadership [of Sri in the role of salvation]
the eternal union [of Sri and the Lord]the group of appropriate auspicious qualities
the celebration of [the Lord’s] bodythe means [to God]
the part to be done [by the the individual soul]the goal that is the great couplethe lordship [of Narayana]the prayer [for protection]
and the abandonment of powerful obstacles.

6Having taken refuge with Sn‘the ruler of the worlds
and the eternally inseparable consortof the Supreme Lord,I resort to the feet of Harithe possessor of all auspicious qualities
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suitable for those seeking refugeas my chosen upziya.

Without any sense of ego,
1 pray l0 perform [the action of] servitude

in its entirety
eternally
and without [any] obstacles

to theLord of souls
Who lS [eternally united] with Sri.

7
[The Lord saysz]
“Having completely relinquished the entire dharma

which l previously enjoined
aS the means of obtaining Me,

be resolved, you afflicted one,
[and know] that for reaching Me
1 alone am the refuge.

Endowed with all [auspicious qualities]
beginning with knowledge,

l free you
who are intent in your resolve

from the obstacles .

[preventing] the attainment of Me.

D0 not grieve".

8

0 Hari'.
e of dependence upon You

nvinced of my stat

28d unable to pei'fonn or eve

the means [to m'czksa] [yoga]

inning with anna- _ ,

l frigunfit to take refuge [With You].

n f0 renounce
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Overburdened with sorrows,
I sink down in despair.

But remembering the final statement
of the charioteer,

I am certain that You will once again
destroy all the sins committed by me

who has obtained this knowledge
[of the secret of surrender to You].

NOTES

For the three mantras explicated in this stotra, see
“Introduction” above, pp. 14-15.

A_s_t5 Sloki' is the forerunner of the rahsya-grantha, a genre
of religious literature important in Srivaisnavism. Because
its final verse is directed to the Lord, however, it regularly
appears in Srivaisnava stotra collections. For more on the
mhasya-grantha , see Mumme 1987,
The translation of this stanza is according to the prose order
accepted by Tegkalai commentators,
“The final statement (camman'i vikyam) of the charioteer”
refers to the carama-sloka itself, Spoken by Lord Krsna,
who acted as Arjuna’s charioteer. See BhG 18:66. H
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l
I worship the Lord at [Sri]rarigam
Who [reclines] in the sanctuary

which shines like a lotus bud
inside the seven rampart walls
in the middle of the Kavefi [River],

beautiful in the sleeping position
on the couch that is the soft Serpent-King,

with one hand directed to His head
and the other placed on His hip,

and with feet familiar to the hands
of the Lotus [Lady] and Bhfimi.

2
When may I honour‘- again and again
the Overlord at Srirafigam’s lotus-like face

[decorated by] an Urdhvapundm mark

made of musk,
t uchin Hi5 ears, . - ' '

32;)! petalg-Iike lower llp chamng and swung’
luminous With a pearl crown,

'th a brightness
.

angliich robs the minds of those who see it?

3 - - |
' “ Sla er of Madhu! ONarayana’.

Crfiglrgi! ((3) Eay of Mura! O Govmda! ,

when will I spend my days
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' tedl servin
ltilile:ritlenniiunlhus diark blug sapphire-like [Lord]
Who reclines on Ithe Serpent King

in the city of [Sri]rangam _
adjacent to the bank of the Kfiveri ?

4
When will my impurities be destroyed _
by the crystal-pure waters of the Kaveri‘?

When may I dwell in the dense forest
on its fatigue-removing bank?

Or when may I serve
the lotus-eyed [Lord] at [Srflrangamthe Possessor of auspicious qualitiesWho is slumbering on Sesaon the great and holy sand bank?

5Once again may I seethe auspicious city of the Rangam-Dwelleradjacent to the Kaveri’sresplendent delightful watersreaching up to the branchesof the betel-nut trees
Which has Vedic chanting mum'iurfidby the gentle and openly delightful birds
and which is the Final Goal gleanedy gI'OUPS of wayfarerson the many and various paths.
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6
May I never be in th ' -
of the heaven-dwelhis]vme gardens

intoxicated and inse 'f . . ‘ nsrble
rom the lmbiblng of [celestial] ambrosia.

O Lord at [Still'al'lgam

[rather] let me be one '

which have taken shelziithe stray dogs

in Your city.

7

YOU perform a propitiato .
, l'y Hte l0 :1a -

on the false accusation that a 10w Creamrialamlty

[has entered the temple],

though it has not even come near [You].

O Master [of the Universe] at [Sri1rafigamg

Then what expiation [will] You perform

when a debased creature like me

draws close [to You]!

8

The sage Rfimz'muja enjoys Ihimsfilfl worshipping

at Srirarigarn, ariéziiia._AfiJanag11-i,

Tarksyfi ri, and Slmhacaia

at Srikfirma, an (il'ugottritungg,

' ' an a1
_

Badrlnarayana ' , Mathurfi, anoAyodhya,
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NOTES

For the significance of the placement of the hands of the
Lord at Srirangam, see SRRS I, v. 106.
Compare with Tontaratipoti Alva-tr, TMfilai: “the company 0f
the excellent gold-bejewelled Urvasi, I shall not desire her.
I shall seek to be anything on the sacred hills”, quoted in
Varadachari 1970270.
Sixteen important Vaisnava sacred sites are mentioned in
this verse.

Karisajla is another name for the Lord Varadaraja Swami
Temple, located in Kificipuram. See VRS, n. l.

Afijanagiri, or Tirupati-Vengadam, located in present-day
Andhra Pradesh, is the second most often mentioned sacred
place in the Alvar hymns. Only Srirar'igam is mentioned
more frequently. See Gopalan 1972:79-8.

Tarksyadri is another name for Tirunarayanapuram or
Melkote, located in what is now Kamataka State.
According to the hagiographical tradition, Ramanuja lived in
this pilgrimage place for a number of years. For a summary
of the traditional account of his sojourn there and the
historical evidence for 0r against the details of the story. see
Gopal 1983. See 8180 GOpalan 1972:103-4.simhicala is the name of two different pilgrimage places-
One is located in. present_day Andhra Pradesh, and contains
a hill shrine presided over by Sfivaraha Laksminarasimha
(Gopalan 1972312930). For the pilgrimage place referred
t9 by Kfiresa as Simhacala, located just outside the Tamilian
city of Madurai, see SBS and “Lien Mountain” in the
Glossary.

Srikfirrna,_loc_ated in Present-day Andhra Pradesh, is one
of the few Pll$nmage places dedicated to Visnu’s incama-31:15; tfgyzlfg-l ‘For more detailed information, see

Purusottama (named afte
is also known as Jaganngt
Onssa, it contains the te

r the presiding deity of the place)hapun. Located in present-day
mPle of Jagannatha which,
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according to scholars, was built sometime during the 12th
century. See Gopalan 1972:132-34.

Badrinz'irayana is located high in the Himalaya Mountains
in what is now Uttar Pradesh. It is said that Visnu-
Narayana first initiated a person in the eight-syllabled
mantra at this spot. See Gopalan 1972:86-87.

Naimisa, or Naimisaranya, is a place usually visited by
pilgrims on their retum from Badrinarayana. There is no
ancient temple there; rather, God is said to dwell there in the
form of the forest . See Gopalan 1972:84-5.

Srimaddvarka, located in what is now Rajasthan State, is
built near the ancient city associated with Krsna which, as is
stated in the PurinaS, was submerged in the sea. See
Gopalan 1972:89.

Prayag, known as Allahabad in more recent times, is lo-
cated in present-day Uttar Pradesh. It is the site of the con-
fluence of the three rivers of Ganga, Yamuna, and the un-
derground Sarasvati. See Gopalan 1972:134-35.

Mathura, on the banks of the Yamuna River in what is
now Uttar Pradesh, is associated with Lord Krsna. The
ancient shrines were destroyed at the time of the Muslim in-
vasions. See Gopalan 1972:89-91.

Ayodhyfi, situated 1n present-day Uttar Pradesh, is the
birthplace of Lord Rama. See Gopalan _1972:83-84.

Gays-1 is located on the Phalgum river in present-day
Bihar, and it Contains a number of important shrines
including one to the feet 0f Vlsnu and one to the Lord of
Vaikunlha- Sea Gopalan 1972:135. .

Puskara is located in present-dayRajasthan, about eight
miles from Ajmef- Along With Anjanagiri and Salagrama-
gin’, it is regarded as a s_va)famvya_ktha -sthala, that is, a
place holy from the beginning of time. The ancrent shnne
is in honour of Sri Venugopala, and the sanctity of the place
is said to be described ll'l Ramayana and Mahabharata. See

Gopalan 1972.1 located in present-day Nepal, is sixty miles
Silagffimagm’ du on the banks of the Gandaki River. See

west of Kathmfln
GOpalan 1972;85-86-



acit

Acyuta

adharma

Adisesa

Aditi

Agni

Glossary of Sanskrit Words
Names and Epithets

A

insentient matter. According to Sri- litieS or
vaisnavas, acit is one of the three rea

- ' ' nttattvas, the other two being Cit, or sentle
beings, and Isvara, the Lord.

- u Oan epithet of Lord Visnu, meaning Haw“
is never separated [from His devotees] , s
“He Who does not fall [from His status a
Lord]”, or “the Imperishabie One’
. . . . - - - e-mjustice, unrighteousness, irrehglom d
merit

I I esthe serpent upon whom Lord V53“ @611tboth in Vaikuntha and in the Inner Sane r6’of the srirangam Temple- sflvawnflflfigard him as a personification of etemfll
servitude to the Lord.

an Indian goddess who is the mother 0f
twelve 80(18. including Indra and Lord
Vi$UU’S incarnation as Ve'imana. See BhP6.6.39 and 8.i8.l.

. of
the god 0f fire, who receives the oblatlons
the sacrifice
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ikisa

Alat'lkz-lra

Anandvam

Ananta/
Anamabhoga

Aparajitfi

aPErVa

Ari$ta

Arjuna

the sublle fluid believed to pervade the uni-
verse and to be the peculiar vehicle of life
and sound

an epithet of Lord Sundarabahu, meaning
“Ornament”. Lord Sundara (Tamil, Alakar)

is praised throughout PATM 4.3; verse 4.3.5
describes His dwelling-place as “the mou'n-

tain belonging to Alankfira” (alankamg

slai)

often quoted by the
a section of TaittUp, _

' See especially vs. 8
Srivaisnava Acz'iryas.

and 9.

See Adisesa.
' ' “in-

name of a heavenly city, meaning _

i/riiaicible”, which often appears 1n the Pp

anisads along with the name Ayodhya

mote or unforeseen result of a ntual

the re
ch as heaven

act, su
' ho

' ' ed as a fierce bull w .

a gemolgfiiugopis of VraJa. Krznlattwwted

fnghtelll 1nd killed him. See VP . . .

his n60 ¢
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arjma tree

Esrama

AUM

Ayodhya

Balal'fima
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steal the sage’s wish-yielding cow. When
the sage’s son Parasurama heard of this, he
was enraged and slayed Arjuna, lopping off
his thousand arms. See also Parasurima,
and BhP 9.15-16.

terminalia azjuna. The naughty child Krsna.
tied by His mother Yasoda to a wooden mor-
tar, dragged the mortar between two closely
set zujuna trees and pulled them down. See
VP 5.6.8-25.

(1) a hermitage for sage-renunciates; (2) fOllf
stages 1n the life of a Brahmin: celibate stu-
dent of the Vedas, householder, anchorite or
recluse, and renunciate of all worldly p05 '
sessions and concerns

a sacred syllable said to contain all of the
sounds of the universe (sometimes transliter-
ated “Om”)

‘(1) the name of a heavenly city, meaningirrestlble, not to be warred against”, Whichoften appears in the Upanisads along Withthe nameAparajita; (2) the name 0f LordRama s city, on the river Sarayt'l in What isnow eastern Uttar Pradesh

B

the brother and childhood companion 0f
figs!‘ Kl.‘§l_1a. After KFSIJEI had left the cow-

esses m Bmdivana for Dvarka, Bala- -rama ac ' ‘ted as Krsna’s messenger and:2mmunicated to them affectionate mes-ges from Him. See VP 5.24.
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Bing,

Bharata War

Bharati

Bhargava

Bhauma

3l9

Once Krsna went to Brndavana unaccom-
panied by Balarima, and He was apparently
overcome by the serpent Kaliya. When His
brother Balarama rushed to assist him and
reminded l-lim of His real character as the
igggtlnie Beigg, Krsna immediately extri -

imseSee VP 5:7. from the hold of the serpent.

_At a Y'adava wedding celebration, Bala-
rama was challenged to a game of dice",
when his opponent attempted to cheat him,
Balarama was laughed at by the onlookers
and showed forth his great power. See VP
5.28. See also Kaliriga, King of.

a thousand-armed demon son of Bali. Fina,
a devotee of lord Siva, fought a battle
against Krsna, during which Krsna stupefied
lord Siva -- who was assisting Bana -- with
ebhanastra (lit, “the missile that causes
one to yawn"). See VP 5.33.

a war waged between two rival groups, the
Pandavas and the Kauravas, narrated in great

detail in the epicMahabharata. During-the

war, Lord Krsna acted as Arjuna‘ s chano -

teer.

lord Brahma‘ s chief consort and the goddess

of speech, also knOWn by the name of Saras-

vati

' ’ ' ion better
a name of Lord Visnu s incarnat ,

known as “Rama with the axe". See Parasu -

rz'ima.
who

one of the names of the dem'orLNarétilta,“sma

tormented the gods in lndra s egame. which

came to their rescue, and in the
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Bhrgu

Bht'J/Bhfimi

Brahma

Brahma Sfitra

Brhaspati

Brndavana

buddhi

campaka

Praise-Poems t0 Visnu and Sri

ensued He slayed thousands of demons and
beheaded Bhauma with His discus Su-
darsana. See VP 5.29 and BhP 10.59-1-22.

the name of Parasurfima’s clan

[the goddess] “Earth”, one of Lord Vi$l.1"’5
three main consorts

the four-headed god of creation, who
emerges from the navel of his own Creator,
Lord Visnu, at the time of the generation 0f
the worlds

the Vedantic aphorisms treating 0f theknowledge of the Supreme Brahma", as:cribed to Badarayana or Vyfisfl and expll‘cated in great detail in Ramfinuja’s SriBh
the god of wisdom and eloquence, and thepreceptor of the gods

lit".“Radha (Brndt'i's) forest” or “a foreSt (ifbaSil” h,t e name of the woods near Mathuraon the bank 0f the Yamuna River whereKm? Spent his youth tending cattle andSporting With the cowherdesses

Intellect, intelligence, reason, mind, discern 'merit, com . . r—. Prehension a rehenSion. undestanding ’ pp

C

(‘Ecthelia campaka . a fragrant yellow flower
n luned In the garlands worn by Vl5'3u si . ‘ .conic incarnations in the temple
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racanda doorkeePers in Va'k. l unthe East Slde of the Srig: Who stand also atcandrar 811m Temple

Pu$kari "I." the name of the lotus
Srlrangam Temple grgggclislocated on the

c‘ — -"llama!" llt “thfi lhwhich yiekcimght gem", a fabulou '
t anslated “S its possessor all desisreeye]r Wish-fulfilling jewel" s 'ofien

cit o ‘6 .ht. consciousness, sentient beings" Ac
cording to Srivaisnavas, cit is one of th
three reelltlesor tattvas, the other two lie‘
act! or msentlent matter, and isvara the mg

Lord.

D

Dak$3 a devotee of Lord Visnu who commenced a

sacrifice in order to obtain a son. His ne-

lect of Siva caused one of Siva's devotees
sacrifice. For a summary of

to despoil the
t

the various versions of the story, see wnson

l980:l, 88-95. See also BhP 4.2,

ord Visnu, meaning “He Who

D5
'thet of

. ..

mOdam
angspiaound] around the waist wrth a rope ,

[w on the incident in which Krsna s VP

basfh Yasodz't tle him to a mortar. See

mo
5 6.

'

D

t n
whe 'lmahbva/Eltllshed

aljldak .t fares l
Odh we

. a Foreg from hflSSk' j’ d h b other Laksmana

WI e
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Dasaratha

Devaraja

dhanna

Dhruva

din"? grass

Elephant Hill

the King of Ayodhya and the father of Lord
Rama, who acted as a mediator between the
gods and Rama (especially over the question
of Sita’s chastity after her abduction by
Ravana), because the gods dared not ap-
proach Rama directly

“King of the gods”, an epithet first appll_<5d
to Lord Varada of Kaficipuram by Kaficr .
puma, one of Ramanuja’s teachers. See h1s
Devarijastakam (SM 1969:9).

a collective term for the norms of Hindu so-
cial and ritual actions

a king’s 50" Who was unable to ascend [hethrone because he had been born of an infe-
rior mother. Aspiring to an even more ele-vated rank, he lived a life of intense penanceand sacrifice and became an ardent devotee°fL°rd Visnu. See VP 1.11 and BhP 4.8-1_2. Even today he bears (or sprinkles) onh1s head the water of the Gariga flowing22212t foot of LOrd Visnu. See BhP

the name of a sritual ceremoni
grass (panicu

pecial grass used in Hindu .es, called bent grass 0f Panicm dactylon)

E

See Hastigiri.



FOrest Mountain

Galendra

Gaflgfi

Gamda

See Vanagiri

G

“lord of the ele ,,
eratlon by Lol-dpgilslltls ’ wh? was granted lib
hold of by an alligat' u. Gajendra was cau ht

self. Absolutely helolreas P°Werful as him?
he resorted to Lord slSlslil to rescue himself.

and pralsed Him. wnéii (3:15:13 prom“
Visnu appear in the sk ‘d’J n m s-aw Lord
l Gamd _ Y F1_ mg on HlS vehi-

c e _- a, he lifted up hlS trunk h '
lotus Wth he offered in worsh' Oldmg a

Viggu rushed to Gajendra‘s rescgge Lord

Favoured. by the Lord’s grace, he immed'

atel attalnedjiberation. This story likell-
in the milieu of Southern y

because, while Gajendra figures
the Alvfirs’ poems, his story

VP. It is, however,

prominent in the later Sanskrit text com-

osed in the South, BhP. Gajendra is a

much-revered paradigmatic deyotee for the

sfivaistlava community. For hlS full story.

see BhP 8.2-4-
‘ portant of the

originated

Vajggavism
rominently in

does not appear in
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Gayatri Mantra

GIL?

Golden River

Govardhana

Govinda

gunas (three)

gum

gurukula

gurupflramparg

Praise-Poems to Visnu and Sri

a Rg Vedic verse held sacred by all Hindus
and recited during morning and evening de-
votions

Bhagavad GirzT (“Song of the Lord"), sacred
to all Hindus and contained in Mahabharata

or “the river made of gold" (hemapaga, _
kanaka). One of the names of the Kaye"
River based on the Tamil name Ponu1._meaning “golden”. See also Kaveri River-

the mountain that was lifted by Lord KEY-‘aas an umbrella in order to protect the PeoPleof Vraja and their cattle from the rainstOrmsent by the god Indra. See also Indra-
the Sanskrit name o
and Bhattar’s Rea
Empar.

fRamanuja’s disciple
Wa. His Tamil name IS

the three constituents or “strands” Whic'hmake UP the material world: sattva, whlchcreates Wisdom and purity, rajas, which crcates passion and activity; and tamas, WhichlS the cause of ignorance, dullneSS. andmental darkness

a spiritual_tcacher and preceptor, usuallycalled an Acarya by Srivaisnavas
the house of awhich may als
Young boys u

guru (Acarya or preceptor)’o function as a school forndertaking Vedic studifis
a llneage of prece ' _ - a Ilfl a_ ptors. The SrlvaISUavfage beglns with one’s own Acarya and ex-ends through the major Acaiyas, Namm'
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Hamlmfin

Han

Haripuri

HaritaVfirana-

bhl'lya '

Hasti Hill

Hastigiri

325

filvfir Visvak ,
_. ’ . Sena a —

V150“. nd Sn’ Clear "P10 Lord

H

the monkey who rescued Site‘: fro

dnction by the evil king Ravana cl? {1:31:22

His love for and service to Lord Rama was

so great that he is regarded by Srivaisnavas

as a paradigmatic devotee. . '

(l) an epithet of Lord Visnu, regarded by

some to be derived from the verbal root hn',

“to take away sin”. The more usu

Srivaisnava etymology, how

reen-coloured one” (icons in South Indian

d to an emerald);

temples are often com are
as in the name

(2) an epithet of lord iva,

Haripuri.

the “city of Hari (Siva)”. See Viranasi.

man cu f blindness at the Varadarija

S fimiT nple in “cipuram. f.h

“ bh 1 is l raltranslat no t e

T rill]:
I'Cill' 7813315581‘. wasa

a1 've
kacci Nampi, o k rficanyar

llelananuj ' teach rs. See Anna a

5m
1965.

ast gm

S eH
' l ftheE phanKS)

“Elephant H r‘ 1025!l of Lord

one ofs verll yldonllIKfifiC'Puram See

Vara a '
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Hiranyakasipu

Indrajit

Praise-Poems to Visnu and Sri

the father of the young boy Prahlada. Angry
and jealous that his son was such a true de-
votee of Visnu, he tried to kill him. Lord
Visnu, incamated as Narasimha, protected
Prahlada, and put Hiranyakasipu to death.
See VP 1.17.

the royal lineage into which Lord Visnu was
born as Rama

one of the names of Sri-Laksmi, chief
consort of Lord Visnu

Vedic god of thunderstorms, who has the
rainbow for his bow. The cowherders of
Vraja offered sacrifices to Indra at the con-
clusion of the rainy season. When Kr$tla _
recommended instead that they worship the"
cattle and local mountains (especially Go -
vardhana), Indra was angered and sent a
rainstorm to destroy their cattle. Krsna saved
the cattle and people by lifting the mountilin
over them to serve as a protective umbrella-
See VP 5.10-1 l.

the name of one of Ravana’s sons, who tied
down Lord Rama with his magical weapon
in the battle between the forces of Rama an
the forces of the evil king of Lanka

lit., “Lord”; according to Srivaisnava ontOI'
Ogy, one of the three realities or .t'attvas, the
other two being cit or sentient beings, and
acit, or insentient matter



Itihgsa

Jambavfin

Janardana

Jill-ass son

Jaliyu

jiri

kadflmba [me
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Hindu epic or heroic histories; M _and Ramayana ahabhirata

king of the bears. See VP 4.11

an epithet ofLord Visnu, meflnin t.
stroyer ofpeople [who are antagoi the de_

lSllc toHimselfl”

the father-in-law of Karhsa who
Krsna after Krsna had killed Kan-1°28‘;with

- h
Sn en

he came with his mighty armies Ksr
put to flight just like an ordinal}: hli - .a was

manbeing. See VP 5.22.

king of the birds or vultures, whos
der to Lord Rama is regarded as Paisgmn‘

a ig-matic by Srivaisnavas

l status assi ned b birth,( ) g .Y list, Came,

lineage, or faniily; (2) genus o
species), species (as opposed to thgposed to
individual)

K

naucles cadamba, a tree with Oran e_
coloured blossoms. Lord Kl$t1a Ch'mbed u
into a kadamba tree from which hei
into the Yamunzi River to attack Kiliya liid

, e
demon-snake. See VP 5. 7. l0.
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Kaitabha

Kali Yuga

Kaliriga, King of

Kaliya

Kalki

Kamala
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a demon who, along with Madhu, was slain
by Lord Visnu. According the the MBh
story, the Lord assumed an incamational
body with the head or neck of a horse
(Hayagriva) in order to recover the Veda
which had been stolen by the two demons.

the final and worst of the four yugas or eras
according to the Hindu conception of time
contained in the Purfinas. At the end of this
era, the world will be destroyed.

a king who asked a man named Rukmin toengage Balarama in a game of dice. WhenBalarama was losing, the king laughed at
him. Although in the end Balarfimtl W0"fairly, Rukmin denied it. The angry Bala-rama killed Rukmin by hitting him over thehead with the board on which the game hadbeen played, and then proceeded t0 161°C"out the teeth of the King of Kalinga, whichhe had seen when he w l b him-See VP 5.28. as aughed at y
:Pmsonous demon-snake that lived in (heVamuna River and troubled the people ofl'aja. It was defeated by Lord Krsna andordered to return to the ocean. See VP 5'7'

. 1d 0f Kali Yuga, the fourth
2nd final era, It i5 belieVed that He will
figii'gounted on a White horse from
Sword, afi eél destroy the wicked with Hi51 .See VP 4.24.256oggflghteousness °" earth‘
one of the nam_ es of Lord ' ’ ' con‘sort n, 80mm Visnu s chief

lmes translated “Lotus Lady,‘
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Kamsa Krsna’s cousin, who became His enemy be-cause of a prophecy that he would be killedby one of Devaki’s children. He was .indeed, killed by Krsna. See VP 5.4 and5.20.

karma the law of cause and effect whereby crea-
tures experience the consequences of their
good and evil actions during the recuming
cycle of births and deaths. According to
Srivaisnavas, the law of kanna can be
broken only through the grace of Lord
Visnu.

a jewel produced at the churning of the Milk
Ocean and worn by Lord Visnu as a sign of
His supremacy

kallsmbha

kautaka threads threads tied onto the amis of the icon to be
worshipped and the priest performing the
worship at the beginning of certain ritual
performances in the temple. The threads
function as the sign of a promise to complete
the ritual (on the pan of the priest) and to

protect the ritual itself and its performers (on
the part of the Lord).

which surrounds the island ofK‘ - - _ r

ave" R'Ver gtirzrllti/gam on which the temple of Lord

’ Ranga stands. See also Golden River.

ithet of Lord Visnu, meaning “He Who

l locks of hair

portant and beloved of
ations. Krsna IS

Kesam an ep _
has beautlfu

Krsna one of the most imLord ViSnu’s mcam ‘ ' t as a naughty

* ecialiy revered as an infan , and as the

“I: owerful young cowherd boy2|

EJuveg of the cowherdesses in VraJ .
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Kumuda

Kurma

- d Sn
Praise-Poems to Visnu an

When a kin in Varanasi named _
Paulldraka usgrped the emblems 0f V330",
wanted the people to worship him, an s
asked Krsna to deliver to him hIS dISCu i<ing
Krsna did so with a vengeance, and the ivefl
wasikilled. The king’s angry son was a he
a boon for having worshipped Siva, an“
chose to have a demoness rise up t0 klnd
Krsna. Knowing that the king’s son ass
Siva were responsible for the demo“e s ’ orl,
KI$tla. who was playing with dice f0f_t£ its
had his discus Sudarsana attack her Mthe
circle of flames. Sudarsana consumt?d as
whole of the city, and thus Vitraflasl w
burnt. See VP 5.24. _ r

Acting as Arjuna’s teacher and chaljlowe
in the Bharata War, Kt$na revealed HIS acre!
divine Self to him, and taught him meg
doctrine of surrender to God. See Bh -

. _ - ninga name of Visnu’s consort Bhuml, mea“forgiveness” or “forbearance”
whoone of Lord Visnu’s eight door-keepers’guard both Vaikuntha and the SrirafigamTemple

‘ u -
‘ ’ I car’11L, tort01se, turtle”. In Lord V150“ s l:nation as Kurma, He supported Manda“Mountain on His back and used it as ac uming stick during the churning 0f theMilk Ocean.
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Laksmi

Lanka

Lion Mountain

Madhu

Mahabali

Maithili

331

one of the names of Lord Visnu’s chief con-
sort Sr], meaning “prosperity, wealth,
beauty”

the island now called Sri Lal'lka, which was
the kingdom of the evil King Ravana.
Ravana ab ducted Lord Rama’s wife Sita,
and took her to Lanka where she was
rescued by Hanuman.

an epithet of the hill that rises behind the
temple of Lord Sundarabahu (Tamil, Alakar
Koyil). Its association with a lion originates
from Tirumar'lkai Alvar, PTM 9.8.6, where
the same hill is described as “that Malirufi-
colai where a lion stands roaring” (matalikal
nigratimm mall'rufic6lai).

M

a demon who, along with Kaitabha, was
slain by Lord Visnu. See also Kaitabha.

a wealthy person generous to Brahmins,
from whom Lord Visnu (incarnated as the
dwarf Vamana) begged three paces of the
earth. Visnu revealed His cosmic form to
Mahabali, and covered the three worlds in
three (some say two) strides only. See BhP
818-23.

an epithet of Sitz'l, who was from the town of
Mithila
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makara

Malayadvaja

mandapa

Mandara

Manu

Marica

Mathura
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a kind of mythical sea-monster, sometimes
regarded as the emblem of the lord of love,
Kamadeva

according to legend, the name of a Pamiyan
king who visited Alakar Koyil, the temple 0f
Lord Sundarabahu, and became a devotee of
the Lord there. In Srivaisnava hagiograph)’,
he is called Netumfirag. The incident of his
becoming a devotee is related in PATM 4-
2.7. The king, who was travelling in a char-
iot, stopped at this holy place to enqllil'e
about it. He thereupon heard a voice telling
him to take a dip in the river. When he
inquired as to the river’s name, he was told
that it was Cilamparu, or “water from theanklet [of Trivikrama]”. For information
regarding the historicity and date of this
king, see Ate 1978:291.

an open hall on temple grounds used as a
meeting hall during festive occasions

the sacred mountain-residence of various
deities, which served the gods and demons
as a C|_““'"i"g-stick during the churning 0fthe Milk Ocean. See also Milk Ocean.

the.’ progenitor of the present race of human
gemgs, Wh0_was preserved from the Cosmiceluge by Vlsnu incamated as a fish

2:)!‘m Who ‘00k the form 0f an enticingen deer in order to lure Sita t0 a SP0tWhere she was un b-
‘ m‘ be adusted by Rivanap ected and could

a town in non
L0rd KF$IJa hem India. the birthplace 0f
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Matsya

nfiyfi

Mem

Milk Ocean

Mithala

333

Lord Visnu’s incarnation as a fish. Growing
up m a small water pot, a big earthen pot, a
lake, and the ocean, He rescued king Satya-
vrata from the cosmic deluge in a boat tied
to his crest. See BhP 8.24.

(a) according to Srivaisnavas, the wonderful,
astonishing, incomprehensible actions of the
Lord; (2) according to Advaita Vedanta, the

illusory appearance that is the phenomenal

world

a fabulous mountain regarded as the central

point of the universe. The Ganga River falls

from heaven onto its peak, flowing there-

from to the surrounding worlds 1n four sepa-

rate streams.

on which Lord Visnureclmes. In

3:316:31” of Srivaisnavas, it lS connected

with the Lord’s vyfiha or four-fold creative

‘c emanation. The Mllk Ocean was

cosmled b the gods and demons to obtain

churn yih Mount Mandara for the staff,

nectar __ wn for the cord, and Lord
Vasuki _ _ _

th?‘ seratself in Hi5 tortorse-mcamation as

V150“ Him untain as 1t was spun
erged from the
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Nanda

Narasimha

Narayana

Nathamuni

Nidri

Nilfi

Nipura River
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N

the foster-father of Lord Krsna

Lord Visnu’s incarnation in which He as-
sumed the form of a Man-Lion, and em-
erged from a pillar to rescue His devotee
Prahlada from his father Hiranyakasipu. See
VP 1.20.

the name of Lord Visnu most frequently
used by Srivaisnavas, meaning “the SUPPort
or Resting-place of created beings 0f per-
sons”

the illustrious first Acarya of the Srivaisflava
lineage, the grandfather of Yamu_na and the
predecessor of Rfimfinuja in the Acarya-line.
He is said to h_ave recovered the Tamil
hymns of the Alvars.

an epithet of Sri, meaning “sleep, slumber”

one of Lord Vi$l_l}l’$ three main consort5_,
identified in the Srivaisnava tradition With
the Tamilian cowherdess Pir_ir_1ai

“Anklet River” (nfipum'paga) is a Sanskrittranslation of the Tamil name Cilampil'u'The river is exceedingly narrow, appears tosurround the mountain of Lord Sundarabfih“as an anklet chain surrounds the 163, and is ,sometimes described as the anklet 0f “5'3" Sincarnation as the dwarf Vamana. The nameCilampfiru is found both in the Tamil epicQilapatikéram and in the hymns of theAlvars. See, for example, PATM 4.2.1 , 4'39and 9.9.9, and Antal, NTM 9. l0-
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nyéya

pafica-samskara

para

Parakala

Parankusa

Parasurama
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(l) a syllogistic or logical argument or infer-
ence; (2) a popular maxim; (3) the system of
philosophy established by Gautama which
deals with all subjects, whether physical or
metaphysical, according to its particular
syllogistic method

the five-fold initiation into Srivaisnavism,
involving ritual submission to an Acarya.
The initiate is the recipient of: (1) the
branding of the shoulders with the marks of
Visnu’s discus and conch; (2) the sectarian
forehead mark, called firdh vapundra; (3) a
Vaisnava name; (4) the sacred mantras and
the gurupammparzi; (5) an image of the
Lord, with instruction regarding its worship
to be performed daily in the domestic shrine

the Srivaisnava technical term for one of the
five forms of Visnu. Para is Visnu in His
transcendent form as He dwells in the
Supreme Heaven of Vaikuntha.

a Sanskrit name of Tirumankai Alvar,
meaning “one who is death to his enemies”.
Its Tamilized form (Parakalan) was fre -
quentiy used by Tirumankai himself in his
signature verses.

one of the Sanskrit names of Nammalvar,
meaning “one who is like an elephant’s goad
to his enemies". See Sathakopa.

Lord Visnu’s incarnation “Rama with the
axe". After Parasurama killed the thousand-
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armed Arjuna and extenninated the entire
warrior race twenty times, the Brahmin sage
Jamadagni expressed disapproval, calling
His actions more henious than the killing of
a Brahmin. See also Arjuna. See BhP 9.15-
l6.

panjata a heavenly tree produced from the churning
of the Milk Ocean, also called kalpa'dfuma‘
It is famous for its boon-granting capac'ty'
On one occasion, Krsna snatched it away
from the celestial gardens of Indra, and cal:-ried it to Dvarka at the request of one 0f H'swives, Satyabhama. See VP 5.30.

Pinha one of the names of Arjuna
Paurldraka a false Vasudeva who was killed by KW!”durlng the burning of Varanasi. 36¢ alsoVaranasi.
pmkni the material creation, and another term foraclt
rakn'- __ _ _p ' I mandala a Pancaratrlc term which denotes the

aggregate of the entire material creation
Pmaava the sacred syllable AUM
Fillings a I

c ass. 9f Sacred texts which narrate legendsand a'.‘°'em traditional history. VP was the
31$;n(mam Purina f" Srivaisnavase B ' - - - - ' anBhattar. P "Dd of Ramanuja, Kuresa

Pumga
(l) the [Hi

0r _ ghest 0r Supreme] Person, that ls’86mm ‘5:111; (2) the individual soul repre'sfimkfi e P_FInClple of sentience inya phllosophy. According l0 [his
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view, God is one31th among man
comets: eternal and omnipreglerftm'was Who,p ensive. See Hiriyanna 15172202?“-

a hymn in 'praise of the Pri’ _ _ mal
iircllsd ‘b/y STIYZII§IJHVZIS as an asp/{:38 Re-
m .fg eda, it functions as an im age to

p o text m Srivaisnava literaturepomInt
PUs —.pahasa an epithet of Lord Visnu an‘ W. _ _ , me g “H

resembles a [tender and delicattelfflow; hO
blossom”

Palana a demoness who haunted V '
fed the children of Vraja witrlijhergcilizg Sh;
breast milk, they died instantly. The int-"tall;
Krsna, however, sucked her breast with t
Violence that he sucked the life out of hef'uch
See VP 5.5.57-23.

R

Raghava a descendant of Raghu, and consequently a

member of the Raghu family, especially

Lord Rama

of the lineage into which Lord
the name

born as Rama. See also Raghava.Raghll family
Visnu was

constituents that make up
one of the three

ld, and the cause ofpassionmjas
the material wor

and activity. See also gunas.

Ramayana, Visnu’s incama-

ded to earth with Sri-Sita.
the request of His step-

d her own son to ascend

hero of the epic

tion Who descen

Sent into exile at

mother who wante
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Rimanuja

Rafiga, King

Rafigacandra

'58’! dance
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the throne, He was forced to wander in the
forest for fourteen years, along with Sita his
wife and Laksmana, his brother. Sitfi was
abducted by Ravana and held prisoner in
Lanka. She was rescued by Rama's loyal
servant, the monkey Hanuman. Assisted by
the troop of monkey-warriors who threw
rocks into the sea making a bridge between
the southern tip of India and the island of
Larika, Rama defeated Ravana in battle.
After Site-Vs rescue, Rama installed Riva-
Da’8 good brother Vibhisana on the throne.

Rama and Sita have an intimate conneC-
tion with the temple at Srirangam, which
they are believed to have visited on their r6-
tum journey from the southern tip of India t0
Ayodhya.

Kin-933's AcfirYa and Bhattar’s teacher,
. Elminuja iS_the most famous member 0f theSnvaisnava Acarya lineage. He is the author
0f_several PhilOSOphical works (includingriBh, BhGBh and VS), and three short
prose-poems (GT) He developed hispredecessor Y5muna’s philosophy into the
{Illl'ljfledged s)Istem later referred to as1sistadva1ta Vedanta.
See Srirangaraja.
an epithet of Srira

ooni based on

Lord Rama, R
Ugaraja, meaning Ragga‘_ the name lovingly given l0

amacandra
taste, flavour, essence
a c‘

andrtcliléirodagce Performed by Lord Kr$lJa
a"d BhP ldggrdesses. See VP 5.13.41-6I
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sahya Mountains
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the evil.King of Lanka who held sna cap-
tive. HIS destruction by Lord Rama is the
subject of the epic Ramayana. See also
Rama.

Lord Krsna’s wife

the 60,000 sons of Sagara who obstructed
the path of virtue in the world. Sagara per-
formed a horse sacrifice, but the horse dis-
appeared. In search of the steed, his sons
dug their way to the underworld. Just as
they saw the horse, they encountered the
sage Kapila (an incarnation of a portion of
Visnu), and accused him of disrupting the
sacrifice. Kapila reduced them to ashes by
his glance. When Sagara heard of this, one
of his grandsons was sent to fetch the horse.
The grandson propitiated Kapila, who gave
him the horse as well as any boon Sagara
might choose. Sagara asked that his dead
sons might be raised to heaven. The waters
of the heavenly Ganga were brought down
to earth, and when the water washed the
bones and ashes of the sons, they were
raised to heaven. See VP 4.4.

one of India's main mountain chains, which
forms the northem pan of the western Ghats

lit., “wagon”; a demon in the form of a .
wagon who tormented the people of Vraja.
The infant Krsna was put to sleep under the

heavily loaded wagon. When His mother
failed to respond to His cry for milk, He
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sala tree

sanisara

Sanaka

Sanandana

Sindipani

sintodira

Sambha
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upset the wagon, and all of the townspeople,
hearing the racket, marvelled at His strength.
See VP 5. 6.1-7 and BhP 10.7.

the sal tree

this transitory world involving the rounds of
births and deaths

See Sanandana.

one of four “mind-bom” sons of Lord
Brahma. Declining to attain manhood, theyremained forever pure and innocent boyS-The others are Sanatkumz'tra, Sanaka and
Rbhu.

the teacher of Krsna and His brother _Balarama. Upon the completion 017thelrstudies, the two boys asked their teacherwhat he wanted for a preceptor’s fee.ecognizing that the boys were endowedWith supernatural powers, he requeSted themto give him back his dead son, drowned "‘the sea. They marched to the ocean, butwere informed by the sea that a demo" in theform of a conch-shell named Paficajafla hadseized the boy. Having killed Paficfljana’ .$1.111 took the conch shell formed from hisb01168, and when he blew it, the b0)’ Cameback to life. See VP 5.21.14-31.

the Slate in which God enjoys His OW" quall‘Pas Wily. 'm h‘ in Contrast to the state of "ityod'mw ic e enjoys His creation

at; e'ght'legged mythological animal Said toin “ginger than a lion. Siva took this formor er to subdue Visnu’s incarnation as t
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Sirnga

Sasuas

Sathakopa

Sisupala
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Man-Lion, Narasir'nha. Siva is worshippedas Sarabha in an important temple in Tamil
Nadu. He is represented there as an animal
having three legs, four arms and the face of a
lion. One 0f his front legs is raised and
placed on the body of Narasiiiiha.

the proper name of Lord Visnu’s bow

the sacred law-books, especially Manu's
Dhamia S'astra

a Sanskrit name of Nammalvar, the r_nost
important of the Tamil poets called Alvars.
The author of the famous thousand stanzas
of the TVM, he is referred to in the stotras
by his Sanskrit names: Vakfulabharana,
Vakuladhara, Sathari, and Sathakopa.
Sathakopa, meaning “the enemy of the
wicked", is a name used, in its Tamihzed _
form (Catakfipan), by Nammz'ilvar himself ll'l
many of his signature verses.

a Sanskrit name of Nammalvar meaning “the
enemy of the wicked”. See also Sathakopa.

the highest of the three constituents of ma-
terial creation, which makes persons pure,
wise and trUe and things pure and clean. See
also gunas.

to Krsna worship who de-
osed d challenged I-lim to a

d cut off his head
- eu on the L01: _ _
fight’ whzrigcgs’ as described m MBlli 1.2g
Wllhqs i/P he had been prewpusn);I

cordmg to HitaIIYakaéiP" and Ravi} ' ‘ andCarnated as - lll’5 attendants,
/ — e of Vi. . n
SisIJPala wahspaoughts were constantly o

ISso because

a man OPP
nounced KI?!“ an
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Smrli

s'n‘ ofSri

S'ri‘ Sfikta

firimat

the Lord (even though in a negative and
hateful way) he was united with Him after
death. See VP 4.14.11-16. See also BhP
7.1.13-20 and 7.10.35-36.

an incarnation of Sri and the virtuous wife of
Lord Rama, who was abducted by Ravana
and rescued by Hanuman

one of many gods, the creatures of Lord
Visnu, with whom He often does battle in
His incamations on earth

the complete body of sacred tradition re-
membered by human teachers, including the
Epics, Puranas, and Dharma Sastras. Sml'ti
texts are less authoritative than Sruti, or
“that which is heard” by the eternal ,I,$i$ (that
is, the Vedas).

the name of Visnu’s chief consort, meaning
wealth", “beauty”, “auspiciousness”

lit., “the glory/auspiciousness of Sri”.
Kfiresa and Bhattar follow a long tradition in
describing Visnu as the s'n' of Sri: (1) “He1s_the glory of Sri (sriyah sn'h )" in Valmiki,
Ramayana, Ayodhya Kinda, 44.15;(2) “O God, even for Sri (tiruvukkum) youa_re sn' (tiru vikiya celva‘)” in Tirumill'lkaiAlvar, PTM 7.7.1; and (3) "[You are] the 571'of ri (s'ri'yah s'riyam )” in Yamuna, SR, v.45-

one of the earli. est and most authoritativepraise-poems to the goddess Sri, and an im'o , . _ _P rtant Proof text in Srivaisnava literature

“the PosseSSOI' Of ' -n “ e
Possessor of [the C‘Oddess] Sl'l or lh

Wealth, beauty, auspicious-
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Sfirar'tga, King

Slimligam

Sfirar'tgarfija

Srivaikuntsha

grivatsfl

Sflvatsacihna

Misra

Smti

StOll'a

Sudtlféana
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ness". The word s'n'mat may be employed as
a prefix before the names 0f celebrated per—
sons and texts, where it means “eminent” or
“illustrious”.

See Srirangaraja.

the sacred town near the modem city of
TiruccirapaLli, Tamil Nag-in. Its temple is the
most celebrated among Sfivaisnava Shrines,
especially in the praise-Poems 0f the AIVEIS
and Acaryas. Several 0f the early AcaryaS.
including Nathamuni, Yamuna, Ramanuja,
Kfiresa and Bhattar resided there.

“King [of the Universe] at Srirafigarn”. the
main icon of the Srirar'tgam temple_in
Tirucci. Reclining on the Serpent Adisesa,
the loveliness of His form is highly praised
by both Alvar and Acfirya.

See Vaikurrghm

lit., “the favourite of Sri”, the name of a
mark or curl on the chest of Lord Visnu, re-
garded by Srivaisnavas as a mark of His
supremacy

one of several names of Kiresa

eternal sacred knowledge "heard" and c9m_

municated by the [sf-saglels ffrom the begm-

‘ ' Fa y tom one genera-
nin and transmitted o
tior?to the next in the form of the Vedas

raise poem hymn of praise, panegync
a p ' s
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Sugriva

Sundarabfihu

Sundarabhuja

tamala tree

tamas

Tamil Veda

lattVa

tilaka
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lit., “beautiful-necked one”. Sugriva lS the
name of a monkey who, with an army of
monkeys headed by Hanuman, help_ed Lord
Rama defeat Ravana and regain Sita. He
was reestablished by Lord Rama on the
KiSkindha throne which had been UI'SUPed
by his brother Vali.

“the beautiful-armed [Lord]”, Who is the
main icon at Alakar Koyil, outside theTamilian city of Madurai

a synonym for Sundarabahu. See Sllfldilra'bahu.

T

a tree with dark bark and white blossOms(xanthochymus pictorious)
One of the three constituents of materialcreation, which is the cause of heaviness’mum", ignorance, dullness and sorrow-See also gunas _

foPr"th°"Sflnd sacred Tamil verses (Niki-71mlyya Prabandham) COmposed by twelvec5222"?! ldevotees, ten of whom areWho l' ve y known as the “ Alvars”, andWed c. 6‘ th centuries C.E.
(l t 'e gmrgth’ reality, a true principle; (2) annt or elementary property
a foreSflndaifjd mark made of coloured earths’00d ow er and ointments Wom
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Tripura

Trivikrama

upfl')’a

firdhvraplllldn'i

Uttarakoéflla
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either as a decoration or as a mark of
sectarian distinction

lit. “three cities”. Three flying cities were
obtained by the three sons of a demon
through their penance to Brahma. As they
flew about, the three cities began to destroy
other cities. Concerned about the matter, the
gods aproached Siva, who conquered the
three sons by taking the earth as a chariot,
Sfirya and Candra as wheels, the Four Vedas
as horses, and Brahma as charioteer, with
Visnu made a wing for his arrow (Annankar-
acariyar I971).

According to
(in the sky), silver (in the air),
the eaith) were burnt by Siva.

M-W, the three cities of gold
and iron (on

See Vamana.

U

a means to reach or attain a particular goal.
In Srivaisnava theology, upaya functions as
a technical term, meaning the means or way
to moksa, that is, union with the Lord. The
Lord Himself is both the means (upiya) and

the goal (We)
ar mark of red and white,
he feet of Lord Visnu and

rehead by Srivaisnavas

f Ayodhya, Lord

a erpendicul
representing I
worn on the f0

another na e of the city o

Rama’s birthplace
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Unaraya

Vajjayanti

Vaikuntha

vakula tree

Vakulabharana

Vakuladhara

Vali

Vimana
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a leader of the Puru family. When the 6mm,’
family was wiped out by the missile 0f an .f
enemy, Uttaraya’s sons were restored to h e
and protected by the Lord. See BhP 3-3'17'

V

the PrOper name of Lord Visnu's flower gar '
land which reaches to His knees

Visnu’s Supreme Abode, which is the 1'65i'
dence of the eternally free and liberated
souls, who serve the Lord and His consort
Sri continuously

mimusops elengi, a kind of tree with lovely
flowers, believed to bloom when sprinkled
with nectar from the mouths of beautiful
women

an epithet of Nammfilvar meaning “He whO
is adorned with vakula [blossoms]”- See
also Sathakopa.

an epithet of Nammalv'ar meaning “He who
wears vakula [blossoms]”. See also
Sathakopa.

the name of the monkey who usurped the ,throne of his brother Sugriva (Lord Rfima S
friend and helpmate) at Kiskindha

lit‘, "dWfll'F’, Visnu‘s incarnation as a dwarf
Brahmin boy Who, in three strides, subdl-led
the worlds. See VP 3.1 .42-43. Also know?as Trivikrama, His story, often referred t0 “1
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Vanadri

Vanagiri

Vanasaila

Varadal _
Varadm'a]a

yam‘!11a

Varanasi

Willi‘a

Varufla
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the praise-poems of the Alvars, is related in
great detail in BhP 8.l8-l9.

See Vanagiri.

lit., “Forest Mountain” or “mountain of
forests”. Vanagiri (and its synonyms Vana-
dri, Vanasaila, and so forth) is the name of
the locale of the temple of Lord Sun-
darabahu (Tamil, Alakar Koyil), located
outside the Tamilian city of Madurai

See Vanagiri.

the _nar_ne of the main icon of the Varadarfija§warru Temple in Kfificipuram, meaningBoon-Bestower Kin " or “KjBoOfl-BestoWers" 8 ng of the

Lord Visnu’s in '. . carnatio _boar Who up“ n as a lotus eyed. fted the earth 'It from the COsmic deluge. Slgeolflsil t: save

named Vasudeva (also kno
draka), falsely assumed th
Visnu and eXpected the
to him. See VP 5.34.

Wn as Pang-
e emblems of

People to do hOmage

lit., “colour, a class or race of persons". The
term is used most often to refer to the four
principal classes described in Manu’s code;
Brahmins, Ksatriyas, Vaisyas and Sfidras.
the Vedic god of the waters or the ocean
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Vedanta

Venkata Mountain

vibhava/
vibhavivatara

Vibhisana

Vimala

vimfina

Viraja River
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literally “concluding portion of the Vedas”.
the term is synonymous with the Upanisads
and the philosophy derived therefrom

one of the most popular pilgrimage places m
modem-day India. Atop the mountain lS a
temple whose main deity, Lord Venkfl!a or
Venkatesvara, is believed to be particularly
powerful in granting the desires of His devo—
tees. The site is a frequent subject of praise
in the hymns of the Alvars.

an “occasional incamation”of Lord Visnll
limited to certain times and places, $u°h as
Rama and Ktsna. Vibhava is one of the five
full forms of Lord Visnu.

the younger brother of the evil king Rival]?!of Lanka. Vibhisana was granted a boonfrom Lord Brahma that he should never en-gage in any mean action. Hence, he forsookhis brother-king and joined forces WithRama who, at the death of Ravaufl, Crownedhim King of Lanka. His relationship toRama is considered by Srivaisnavas as amodel of surrender to the Lord.

1i}, “the spotless one”, the name of one of _nine ladies who serve the Lord and H15 consort in Yaikuntha and in the Inner Sanctumof the Srirangam Temple
the palace of a king, and the exter'lor of thecentral sanctuary of a temple
‘IL, “free from rajas” or “cleansing”, thename of the river which surrounds thiS 55m’
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Virifica

Visvaksena

Vraja

Vrndavana

vyfiha/
vyfiha'varim

Yadu
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siric world and must be crossed by the lib-
erated souls on their journey to Vaikuntha

lit., “the One Who extends beyond". In the
stotras of the early Srivaisnava Acaryas, the
epithet usually denotes lord Brahma.
However, it may also be applied to lord Siva
and Lord Visnu.

the commander-in chief of Visnu’s armies,
and His door-keeper and chamberlain in
Vaikuntha and in the Srirangam Temple

the name of the area in and around Mathurfi
where Krsna spent his infancy and youth

See Brndfivana.

Lord Visnu's four-fold “creative cosmic em-
anation” taken by Him for the creation,
maintenance, and/destruction of the _
universe, and for the protection of souls 1n
sarhszim. While in the first of the four, as
Para Visudeva, the Lord is full of all six
qualities (knowledge, untiring strength,
lordliness, immutability, creative power, and
splendour), in the remaining three, only two
qualities from out of the s1x are manifest In
each.

I ' as bom
l'n age into which Lord Vtsnu w

the l e
as Krsna
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Yamuna

Yamuna River

Yaéodi
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an important Srivaisnava theologian and
poet, and Ramanuja’s immediate predeces-
sor in the Srivaisnava line of Acfiryas. The
influence of His praise-poems SR and CS1
can be detected in many of the stanzas of
Kfiresa’s and Bhattar’s stotras.

an important sacred river of northern India
which flows through Vraja, the district in
which Krsna spent His infancy and youth

the foster-mother of Lord Krsna
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